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Piano Books for the ADULT BEGINNER
GROWN-UP BEGINNER'SBOOK
by William M. Felton
410-40140 . 1.00
A thoroughly competent and interesting study for the adult begin-
ner! Special arrangements of such famous melodies as Mighty Lak'
A Rose. Dark Eyes and Silver Threads Among the Gold make
learning a pleasure! Exceedingly comprehensive and painstakingly
thorough!
BOOK FOR OLDER BEGINNERS
by John M. Williams
-410-40094 . 1.00
A practical and concise instruction book for learning to play the
piano. Designed for adult beginners and especially for the self
reliant student who desires to study by himself! Contains familiar
tunes for practice and study!
JOHN M. WILLIAMS'
OLDER BEGINNER'S PIANO BOOK
YOU CAN PLAY THEPIANO
A book for the older beginner
by Ada Richter
Pari One............ . .. 410-40090. .75
Part Two .410-40091. .75
Part Three ... 410-41002 . . . . . . . . . . . . .75
For the student of Junior High School age, the adult beginner or for
the person who wants to "brush up" on his or her music! This series
does the trick amazingly fast! Enables the student to have an
awful lot of fun and still progress at a very satisfactory tempo. Each
book should be supplemented with sight reading materials and
etudes.
410-40095 _ 1.00
This book takes the older beginner through fundamentals as rapidly
as possible so that he will attain a proficiency which will enable him
to play interesting, mature selections in a comparatively short time.
Keyboard chart included.
THE ADULT APPROACH TO THE PIANO
by Mary Bacon Mason
430-40087 1.00
Designed as a first instruction book for students of high school, col-
lege age or older J Sight. reading, a most desirable accomplishment,
is stressed from the very beginning. Memorizing also is encouraged.
A serious work for serious students!
POPULARPIANO PLAYING
An Elementary Course in Popular Music
by Bernard Spencer
430-40105 . .. . .... . . .. .. . ... 1.00
In a matter of weeks the beginner can look forward to playing
popular songs so that they are not only recognizable but downright
exciting! The fact that he or she can not give too much time, con-
centration, or the sustained effort required to attain fine piano play-
ing need not deny the student at least the pleasure of playing the
piano. A well-conceived plan will prepare the student for ballads,
folk tunes, swing or "what have you"! Fifteen well-known compo-
sitions!
PROGRESSING PIANO STUDIES FOR THE
GROWN-UP STUDENT
by William M. Felton
410-40194 1.00
To be used when the student is well along in either the author's
Grown-up Beginner's Book or a similar method. Provides a solid
foundation insurjng progress! Carefully selected material! Help-
ful suggestions for practice!
JOHN M. WILLIAMS'
FIRSTYEAR AT THE PIANO BOOK OF PIANO PIECESFOR ADULT BEGINNERS
410-40148.. . (Complete) 1.00
For beginners from nine years of age to the adult. Logical, thor-
ough! Attractive pieces interspersed with studies! No childish
illustrations or titles! Part 1 especially good for class work ! Key-
board chart included.
41Q.-40122 . _. . .75
This book makes a delightful game of mastering a new piece. Song
of the Volga Boatmen, March from Aida and Deep River are just a
few of the twenty-seven excellent pieces in this collection written
expressly for the adult beginner.
Order your copies of these outstanding books, Dept. E9.51
THEODORE PRESSER CO. Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania
THE WORLD OF
The American premiere of a
concerto in Eflat for two pianos
by Felix Mendelssohn, will prob-
ably be given this season by the
Dallas Symphony Orchestra, Wal.
ter Hendl conductor. Orazio Fru-
goni, Italian pianist on the faculty
of Baylor University, "discovered"
the score of the work in the Rus-
sian zone of Berlin. It had been
hidden from the Nazis during the
war.
NBC will present eight televised
opera performances during the
1951-52 season. The series will
open in October, probably with
"Pagliacci." (See "What TV Opera
Needs," on Page 14 of this issue.]
The first production by any col-
lege or university of Gian-Carlo
Menotti's "The Consul" was pre-
sented by the Drake University
opera workshop on July 3l.
A full-color sound film, "Music
In Our School," is offered for free
showing by the American Music
Conference, 322 South Michigan
Ave., Chicago 4, Ill. Reservations
for showing the film may be made
by writing to the A.M.e. ... The
fourth annual Ventnor (N. J.)
Summer Music Festival was
held during August and featured
concerts by Jeanne Mitchell, Lubo-
shutz and Nemenoff, Kurt Baum
and Ina Perina, and Menahem
Pressler.
Thurlow Lieurance"composer
of By the Waters 0/ Minnetonka,
had an almost miraculous escape
in the Kansas flood. As the waters
rose about their home in Nehosa
Falls, Ka., he and his wife Edna,
who had accompanied him 011 his
many concert tours, sought the
upper floors. They were rescued by
a government boat and conveyed 5
miles to higher ground from where
they were taken by motor to
Wichita.
The 22nd annual ChicagollUul
Music Festival was held at Sol-
dier's Field, Chicago on August
25. Sponsored by the Chicago Tri-
bune Charities, Inc., the festival
included contests in various classi-
fications, and attracted an immense
audience.
COIUPETITIONS (For details, write to sponsor listed)
• Four-part a cappella anthem. Prize and closing date not announced.
Sponsor: Chapel Choir Conductors' Guild, c/o Ellis E. Snyder, Mees
Conservatory, Capital University, Columbus 9, Ohio. .
• Rome Prize Fellowships, $3,000 for one year's study III Rome of
classics and the fine arts. Closing date for 1952·53 scholarships, Jan.
1, 1952. American Academy, 101 Park Avenue, N. Y. C.
• Fulbright Scholarships for music study abroad, providing trans-
portation, tuition and maintenance for one year. Closing date for
1952-53 scholarships, Oct. 15, 1951. Institute of International Educe-
tion, 2 West 45th St., N. Y. C.
• Gershwin Memorial Contest, 15-minute orchestral work by an
American composer under 30. Prize, $1,000. Sponsor: B'nai B'rith
Hillel Foundation, 165 W. 46th St., N. Y. C.
• Marian Anderson Scholarships for vocal study. Closing date not
announced. Maria"n Anderson Scholarship Fund, c/o Miss Alyse
Anderson. 762 S. Martin St., Philadelphia 46, Pa.
• "The Friends of Harvey Gaul" 5th annual composition contest.
Easter vocal solo or duet, prize $300; composition for harp, prize
$200. Closing date, Dec. 1, 1951. Friends of Harvey Gaul Contest,
Victor Saudek, chairman, 315 Shady Avenue, Pittsburgh 6, Pa.
• Chorus Ior male voices by an American composer. Prize, $100.
Closing date, Jan. 1, 1952. Mendelssohn Glee Club, 154 W. 18th St.,
N. Y. C.
• Purple Heart Songwriting Awards. Popular, standard or sacred
songs. First prize, $1000; second prize, $500; four prizes of $250 each.
Closing date not announced. Order of the Purple Heart, 230 W.
54th s., N. Y. C.
• Sacred vocal solo, 5·10 minutes in length, with accompaniment of
organ and one solo instrument. Prize, $100. Closing date, Feb. I,
1952. H. W. Gray Co. will publish winning work. Church of the
Ascension, Secretary Anthem Competition, 12 W. 11th St., N. Y. C.
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Learning to feel at ease and sure of your-
self is a part of learning to play the piano.
That's why a Wurlitzer can help build
personality, while giving your child
the joy and companionship of music.
And a Wurlitzer Piano is a good
investment.
Famous for fine construction, long life,
easy action, and rich, true tone, the
VVuriitzer Piano is a good investment
today and for the future.
Wurlitzer is able to put more into its
pianos-yet sell them for less-because
Wurlitzer is the leader in its field.
More people buy Wurlitzer Pianos
than those of any other name.,
A Wurlitzer Piano
can help her
grow up an
accomplished
young lady
Wurlitzer Piano Model 2150. Fin-
ished in walnut. mahogany or blond
mahogany with Wurlitzer plastic
fabric to match. This new fabric
beau rifies the piano and its surround-
ings-is tough-resists scuffing and
abrasion. Ask your dealer about it.
W"rlilUir is faT1W"s for thlll
filllllst ill e!lIICt'OIl;C orgallS.
too-amr;JIlg thlllm a '111·
markabllll IlIllW dlllctroll;';
orgall for thlll hOmt:. Easy
10 illstall. Easy to :/Jia~.
IKE RUDOLPH WURllllER COMPANY, DE KALB, ILLINOIS
I
When parents
put you
on the SPOT
find the answer in this
valuable FREE
booklet!
."Whot do you look for in a good piano?"
."How do you tell real muskal excellence
from short-lived brilliant:e or surface
beouty?"
• "How con a musically untrained parent
judge a piano's quolity?"
It's up to you to answer these and other
questions any time your students and their
parents decide they need a piano and ask
your advice. You want them to get fullest
value for their money-yet you want to be
sure your recommendation is sound.
The FREE booklet offered here will help
you answer the important questions most
often asked by piano-minded families. And
it will help them-and you-be sure they
choose right r Send for your copy now!
When Should a Child Start lessons?
A famous child-care expert answers this
and other questions parents ask yOll about
their children, in our free hooklet "MUSIC
IN YOUR CHILD'S DEVJ;LOPlItENT." Check
the coupon for your copy.
G"-lJ
J;:eFrenchr.sons
\...-.--Pianos
Fomous for musicol excellence since 1875r-------------- ,
I,
I
I
I
JESSE FRENCH & SONS
Dept. E·91 , Elkhort, Indiana
Without obligation, send me these free
booklets:
o "How to Choose the Best Piano"
o "Music in Your Child's Devclopment"
Name' ~ _
5troot _
City Zonc __ State _
o Please check here if you arc a teacher---------------------_.
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at least as much vocal music as
piano, since more people have a
larynx than a piano. In other
words I thank you for your first
step on the good way, but don't
stop at the first timid step.
Eric Araguari
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Sir: I can truthfully say that
I have never spent any happier
hours than those spent with the
ETUD E. As a young musician
almost ready for college, I wish
to thank you for the valuable aid
I have received.
I wish to say something in reo
tort to many of the letters you
receive. Many musicians seem to
be very narrow-minded when
they request more of this and less
of that in the magazine. Surely
a true musician should be inter-
ested in every phase of music.
Richard Fleming
M oweaq ua, Ill.
Musical Handwriting
Sir: In connection with Miss
J. McD. Clark's letter in your
August issue, we may say that
Mr. Archibald Jacob's book, "Mu·
sical Handwriting," is still in
print, published by us, and can
be had from us.
Lyle Dowling
Oxford University Press
114 Fifth Avenue, N. Y. C.
ETUDEWrappers
Sir: I have a complaint. You
always send the ETUDE wrapped
in a ·paper. When you take the
paper off it is always Tolled up.
That is very annoying because it
won't stay flat. I'm sure readers
would appreciate it if you would
send the ETUDE flat instead of
rolled up. Also, it would be nice
if you would put some duets in
that are more advanced.
H. Busenbark
Willcox, Arizona
• Single copies of ETUDE are
wrapped for mailing in accord·
ance with postal regulations.
ETUDE's editors have devoted
much head·scratching to the
problem, but so far have corne
up with no better solution than
putting each new issue under
an unabridged dictionary over·
night.-ED.
Wagner Issue
Sir: The Wagner section in thismonth'sETUDE (July) is excel-
lent. I hope that you plan to print
similar sections on other com-
posers.
Charles L. Anderson
Burlingame, Cal.
Sir: A letter to the editor in
the August issue objects to the
splendid material on Richard
Wagner and Bayreuth which ap-
peared in the July issue. To hold
such warped views about one of
. the greatest musicians the world
has ever known seems to me not
only unjust but unintelligent. I
am led to believe that this per-
son would refrain from reading
any of the literary masterpieces
from the pen of Edgar Allan Poe
because he drank excessively and
possibly took drugs. Let's be
open-minded and evaluate corn-
posers by their works and not
on peculiarities of character.
Hilten Bennett, Jr.
Hagerstown, Md.
Bach Issue
Sir: Last year when vlsltmg
Germany, I lived near the town
of Celle. When walking through
the chapel of the castle, my
mother and I immediately recog·
nized it as being the same one
pictured on Page 10 of the
ETUDE. (July, 1950). Unfortu-
nately I was not able to see or
play on the organ there, since
it has been closed down for
repairs.
1fIerner John Deirnan
Hempstead, N. Y.
Music Section
Sir: We like to play duets, but
in the past few months there
either haven't been any or they
were very simple. We think more
advanced duets would improve
the magazine and would be espe-
cially gratefuL
Barbara Tamberlain
Ouida Hampton
Naples, Texas
Sir: In your June issue I find
you made a step in the right di·
rection by including two vocal
pieces, both quite good. But the
allocation is still extremely lop·
sided-I8 pages for piano as
against a mere two pages for
voice. I believe there should be
ETUDE~SEPTEMBER 1951
Let ...
EXQUISITE
•crasonta
.By DAItDWI.N
glve them tl,is
wIloie new,
wonderful world
As your children learn the first simple
melodies, a mugical world of music comes
to life under their e,lger Cingcrs, a world
for them to !leep and treasure all their lives.
Time and time again, they'll thunll you for
their Acrosonic.
Every Acrosonic Pi:mo h:as the famous
"full-blow" action, the big tone flllll beau·
tiful design and finish for which Baldwin is
well known.
---------------------------
Please send my free copy of "Plonning for the
Future."
THE BALDWIN PIANO COMPANY
Dept. ET-9, CINCINNATI 2, OHIO
Baldwin. Acrasonk
Hamilton & Howard Pianos
Baldwin Elecfronit: Organs
Nome' _
Addre.ss, _
City State Dept. ET·9,L _
3
CLEARFIELD,
I'EX"~.~.
OO'cri"l! a !l(;-I,'<,e/ .. """"80 inc/'HIiIl(1 all I,!rases nf 1';(1110 1,lwi"!1 (//11] rennirin"
MODERN EQUIPMENT IN MODERN FIREPROOF BUILDING-EXPERT INDIVIDUAL IN-
STRUCTlON-PLEASANT ENVIRONMENT AND ECONOMWAL LIVING CONDITIONS
The success being achieved by our graduates is our best recommendation.
""Approved for G,I. Training"
IFrUe In,l,u/ for /'rQ~IWi'/lIS Iv
ROCKWELL SCHOOL OF TUNING
C. A. ROCKWELL
Phone Clearfield 5-3931
THE ROCKWELL SCHOOL OF TUNING
315 MARKET STREET CLEARFIELD. PA.
6uy II
MARC LABE}tTB
MIRECOURT, fRANCE
HIII1t1mlltle WtJlill*l1f II
1I11t1011/f/ly esfl16ushetl p,lcel
~~ No need to guess at violin value! Lend your
~ ear to the tone quality, lend your eye to the
workmanship ... and to the plainly marked
pr~ce tag on every instrument! Marc Laberte violins
·violas and cellos are built entirely by hand under th~
personaL supervision of Marc Laberte and his son
Phillipe ... members of a family which has taken pride
in its workmanship for more than a hundred years.
Every Marc Laberte instrument is made in the
Marc Laberte works~op in Mirecourt, France ... , never
"farmed out" to home industry. See your dealer today,
or write for illustrated Marc Laberte catalog.·..............,... ........
• ESTABLISHED PRICES FRDM COAST TO COAST!
MARCLABERIE VIOLINS MARC LA8ERTE VIOLAS
:iodel 1 ,.$38.50 Model 10 $46.20
odet 2 44.00 Model 20 52,80
Model 3 66.00 Model 40 99.00
Model .;. .' -' 82.50 Model 50 118.80
Model 5 _ ; 99.00 Model 150 198.00
Model 6 ,..12LOO MARClA8ERlE CELLOS
Model 14 '.~." 148,.50 Model 100 18150
Model 15 ; 165.00 Model 400 :.::::.:'.: :::':":291:50
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
• •• All are Strad copies except Model 3, which is a Vuillaume. •
~
: .:::~ . . . . . . . . : ·0; ; :i:'O· 0: :e;,o,
.. . . Sole distributors. . ~
Buegeleisen [;Jacobson.lnc.
5'7-9 UNION SQUARE, NEW YORK 3, NEW YORK
IN CANADA: '120 BATHURST STREET. TORONTO 4. ONT.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
.By NT COLA S S L 0 -"I ~(SKY
A PIANIST-COMPOSER playedone of his composiLions for
a friend, and suddenly burst
into tears. "What happened.
why are you crying?" a keel
his friend. "Oh, nothing!" an-
swered the musician. "1 nn't
help crying when I h ar beau-
tiful music beautifully playe I."
At a nuisical party, a talk-
ative bore sp k Ilusiv Iy
about Schubert's rena lc:
"This Serenade carries me
away whenever "I hear iLl>·: an
anybody sing it?" asked the
host hopefully.
•
BERLIOZ HAD a penchant for
practical jokes, and enjoyed
them hugely. At a concert he
conductecl in Paris on ~o"el11-
bel' 12, 1350, he pl-ogralllme I a
piece by Pierre Ducre. duted
1679, which Bed ioz said he had
discovered in old archivC!=i. The
piece was favorably recci,'cd IH"
the public and the press. Th~
"Revue et Gazette Musicale de
Paris" commented: "Berlioz
had discovered a little archeo.
logical curiosity, a pastorale for
voice with the accompaniment
of two oboes and two bassoons
by Pierre Duere. It is rather
pretty, with rather unu5-ual
modulations for jts time." Well.
no wonder the modulat ions
~:Tere unu.suaI, because the
archeologIcal curiosity" was
composed by Berlioz himself.
a,~d there was no such person as
PIerre Ducre. In a letter to ] ohn
~lla, the English writer on mu-
SIC, dated May 15 1852 B ,., . . cr lOZ
tells the story of his little' k"I JO e:
d was ?ne evening at the Baron
e M, S---an intelliaent and
zealous friend of artb .
. -111 com-
p~ny WIth an old classmate of
nnne at the Academy at Rome.
the learned architect Du'S C ..
f uppose you write SOme triAc
,or. my album,' said Due to me
Wah pleasure,' I replied. I look
a -hect of paper. and drew SOme
mueic-Iiues. b tween whichap.
I eare L ill u short time, a four.
part \ndantin for the organ. [
thought I di overed therein
the cbnrn ·ter of 0 p.storal and
<imple piety, lind at once it «,
urred to m 10 adapt wonl,of
a .. irnilnr -hnracter to theCom.
po .. it ion. It • , • Th piecebecame
o choru of the hcphcrd,.hich
Berlioz conducted, crediting it
to the ..) nthcric Pierre Durre.
h ho- nnme B rlioa placedon
the compo ..Irion. "The singers
evhihit d al the r hearsal a live.
1)" ,0li,foc'lion 01 thi produc.
lion:' I erlioz writ" elandI
wa nskcd 'But "here did you
dig it up?' 'Di up is the rioht. .
word, 1 snid with ut h itation.
'It Wall di ..c , red in a secret
clo"1 r cnlly brought 10 lighl
during Ihe repoi of Ihischap
d. \:;. it "'ll~ a I>or hmentmanu·
.. ·rip .. on I in th old notatio~
it Ila... ..l IH a world of paill5
I deciph r it.' Th pieeeby
Pierre u rc was "ery well per·
forme I. .nd _lill betler r.
c j\·ed. rili Lms. la,ish wilh
probe. appeared. congratulating
me upon my di~ overy, One
'\ riler \\ ll5 xceedingly mond
by the unhopp , fote of the poor
old master. '\ h ~ creationshad
been concealed from the Pari·
~ian5 by 171 rears of obscurity.
"0 one has e\' I' heard of him.'
he wrotE'. 'and the Diclionmrire
Biof[Tophique des MlIJicienJ b~
Felis. ne\'er once mentions him.
The following u"day. Due
chanc d to visit the home of a
young and beautiful lady, who
is eXLrm'aganll fond of ancient
Illu::ic. and hold in great con·
templ all modern compositions.
\\ hen ~he knows the date of
thei r appearance. Duc ap-
proached the lady .,th tbe
qu~tion. 'Well. ladame, hOll'
were you pleased with our las!:
concert?' "AIuch as usual: part
good aud part bad,' she said.
'_\od tb selection from Pierre
Ducre?' lAh! That was mag·
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nificent, admirable; that is mu-
sic! Time has depri ved it of
none of its freshness. That was
genuine melody-melody such
as our modern composers sel-
dom give us an opportunity of
hearing. There is no danger,
at least, that your Hector Ber-
lioz will ever give us an ything
of similar quality.' Due could
not suppress a smile at this re-
remark, and was imprudent
enough to say: 'And yet, Mad-
ame, it is precisely my Hector
Berlioz who composed the Fore-
well of the Shepherds, in my
very presence." The beautiful
admirer of the old masters bit
her lips, and as Duc turned
away, he heard her mumble:
'Monsieur Berlioz is a most im-
pertinent fellow!'"
Mikhail Chekhov, the ne-
phew of the famous Russian
writer, Anton Chekhov, reports
this conversation with Rach-
maninoff, "Why do you conduct
without a podium?" asked
Chekhov. "Because I am so tall
that on a podium I would look
like an observation tower."
"How wonderful it is to he
tall!" sighed Chekhov. "It Is
hideous!" exclaimed Rachman-
inoff.
demonstrated his ability in a
broadcast from the University
of California on September 6,
1926. A Bunsen burner was set
up in a building on the Berkley
campus, and Kellogg let off a
shrill note over the air. The
flame in Berkeley went out. Kel-
log repeated his demonstration
in New York when he put out
a flame through closed doors
by just singing at it. At least,
this was the story as it was
reported by the newspapers of
the day.
In a small German town, a
band of street players broke the
law by playing music on a Sun-
day. They were hailed into
court. The judge imposed a fine
of ten marks on the violin
player, and twenty-five marks
on the bass fiddler. "This is un-
fair discrimination," protested
the bass player. "Why should
I pay more?" "The bigger the
fiddle, the greater the offense,"
replied the judge.
•
TRYING TO CASH in on thepopularity of Meyerbeer's
opera, "The Huguenots," after
its production in Paris in 1836,
Henri Herz, the French pianist,
sold to Maurice Schlesinger, the
publisher, a "Fantasia on the
Chorale from The Huguenots."
But when the piece was pub-
lished, Schlesinger discovered
that it had nothing to do with
Meyerbeer's opera. He became
understandably incensed, and
dispatched a thundering letter
to Herz, with lithographed cop-
ies to the current journals of
musical opinion. "Sir," he
wrote, "your piece is a miser·
able fabrication, wherefore I
shall pursue you by every route
to Paris and London, and
wherever I may meet you, I
shall proclaim you a rascally
cheat, too base to resent an in-
suIt." In those days, music pub-
lishers certainly spoke a vigor-
ous language to their composers.
A jaded society matron
went to the circus in search of
strong sensations. She yawned
through most of the three-ring
show. The climactic event was
given by a man with a fiddle
who was shot out of a cannon
and landed in the ring playing
The Flight of the Bumblebee.
The matron turned to her com-
panion and said: "Not bad! But
he will never be a Heifetz."
•
l-'HE MOST PHENOMENAL voicewas claimed by Charles Kel-
log, a vaudeville actor billed
as "California Nature Singer,"
who died ou September 3, 1949.
According to his press agent, he
was born with the throat of a
bird, complete with a syrinx, or
the haH-rings of a songbird. In
fact the British throat specialist,
Sir Morell Mackenzie, who ex~
amined Kellogg, found that the
half-rings in Kellogg's throat
were even more numerous than
in most birds. Kellogg could
produce sounds far beyond the
range of the audible, up to 15,-
000 vibrations per second, near·
ly two octaves above the highest
C_ofthe piano. The skeptics who
witnessed his performance of
inaudible sounds, thought that
perhaps Kellogg was not pro-
ducing any sound at all, but
measurements by scientific in-
struments indicated that he ac-
tually did sing higher than auy
bird. John Burroughs, the nat-
uralist, testifies that he heard
Kellogg carryon conversations
with birds in the jungle of
Haiti. Besides these accomplish~
ments, Charles Kellogg conld
act as a fire extinguisher. He
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WOrlds 1inest precision-built
AIA.'-
METRONOME
HERE'S the very finest Metronomeyou can buy ... the Metronome de
Maelzel , a precision instrument made
by Seth Thomas*-renowned for fine
clocks since 1813.
A wonderful aid to students and
teachers of music and dancing. The
keywound movement of this depend-
able Metronome accurately measures
time for you ... audibly by a distinct
tick ... visibly by its oscillating pen-
dulum with tempo easily adjusted
from 40 to 208 beats per minute.
Handsome, coo, in birch case with
warm mahogany finish. And portable,
of course. Ask your favorite music
dealer, department or jewelry store to
show you this fine Metronome priced
at only'$12.95t. Seth Thomas Clocks,
Thomaston, Connecticut.
tP<;ce .objoct '0 chn., ••
*Re",. U. S. I',.t , Off,
Four new A. B. Dick music manu-
script stencils now let you produce
hundreds of copies easily, quickly,
inexpensively. Band, choral, 10-
staff, 12-staff-take your choice.
Simply add notes with an easy-to·use
stylus. Then mimeograph as many
copies as you wish. Or, run stencil
"as is" for manuscript paper. Sten~
dIs can be filed for re-run.
Mail the coupon below or see your A. B. Dick distrib-
utor for full details on these four stencils. for use with
all makes of suitable stencil duplicaling products.r-··------,-----------------------------··-oIIi
I Tell me more about the following stencils: •
I 0 Band 0 Choral 0 lO-staff 0 12-staff 0 New A. B. Dick mimeographs ". 'I Name (I
I Position •
I Organization I
• Address •
: City Zone_State ~
" Moil Ihis coupon 10 A; B, Die K COM PAN Y I,
- t~... 5700 Touhy Ave., Depl.E.951, Chicago 31. 1II. "I'-------------------------------------_.
5
MICHAEL
AARON
'PIANO COURSE
Perfect Uninterrupted Sequence - Natural Progression
MICHAEL AARON PIANO PRIMER........................ .60
GRADE ONE 1.00
GRADE TWO 1.00
GRADE THREE 1.00
GRADE FOUR.................................................... 1.00
MICHAELAARON ADULT PIANO COURSE...... ........ 1.00
MICHAELAARON PIANO TECHNIC-Book One...... .75
MICHAELAARON PIANO TECHNIC-Book Two...... .75
III' MERR!tO!D s!DEand~E~~R~ON~ND SING
ONFIVE·FINGERPATTERNS FORPIANO(with words)'
. by ESTHER RENNICK
Stimulates enthusiasm for piono lessons by 'Providing the beginner with a book of
pieces he con play in its entirety. The student will be quick to learn such familior
melodies as "I Would Be True," "Onward, Christian Soldiers," "Skip To ~y Lou,"
"When You And I Were Young, Maggie," "Dh My Darling, Clementine" and 12
others 60
by ADA BRANT
The material in these two books ore based on WHOLE TONE SCALES, WHOLE
:rONE ARPEGGIO,s and their DERIVATIVES end are confined to approach of
scientific practice principles. These principles are equally applicable to ordinary
major and minor scales and their use will prove of invaluable aid to the student.
BOOK I - WHOLE TONE SCALES
Contents include Whole Tone Scale with Practice Pointers, Velocity, Ease,
Rhythm Patterns, Opposite Finger Patterns and ethers .•.•.....•••••• 75
BOOK 2 - WHOLE TONE ARPEGGIOS
Contents include Whole Tone Arpeggios, Finger Substitution, Hanel Spans"
Octave Spans" Block Key Arpeggios ond others - 1.00
~ 1ItatW YOUR BACH BOOK
24 Bach compositions, chosen from Suites, Partilas, Two- and Three.Yoiced
Inventions, Well.Tempered Clavichord and "Goldberg" Yariations l.50
~ 1ItatW YOUR CHOPIN BOOK
23 Chopin compositions especially compiled by the gifted teacher-Preludes,
Mazurkas, Nocturnes. Waltzes" Polonaises" etc. . 1.00
THINKING FINGERS
GUY MAIER & HERBERT BRADSHAWiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;;;;;;;:;;;;:;;;;:;;;;:;;;;:;;~l.~OO:.~
A Learning Music Program
by FLORENCEFENDERBINKLEY
Supplements the sludent's beginning material and aids the teachers in planning
a well-balanced study program.
MY MUSIC DRAWING BOOK.. .60
MY MUSIC WRITING BOOK.... .60
MY MUSIC SPELLING BOOK.. . .60
MY MUSIC READING BOOK.. .. .60
PRACTICINi TIME .. .. ,60
BINKLEY MUSIC READING DRILL CARDS ,75
ENROllMENT AND LESSON RECORD (Report Card) .'5
STANFORD KING Piano Books
PIANO PLAYTIMEFORBOyS 60
PIANO PLAYTIMEFORGIRLS 60
Perfect link between King's BOY and GIRL Series and JUNIOR MISS and
MISTER Series.
l_6 _
By GEORGE
tY~
Brahms: Three I"terlllezzi, OJ}'
117
Two Rhapsodies O. 9
Sehu er-t: Sonata in B-fl(II,
Valuable additions to the
recording library are provided~ .
in these two discs of fine plano
music as played by Wilhelm
Kempff, German piani t'COI}.'-
poser. The better of the t\\10 1
perhaps the Schubert onata,
but both records pI' vi lc this
outstanding keyboard artist
with splendid opportunity t
display his talents. (Brahms:
One ten· inch disc; Schubert:
one 12-inch disc.)
Schumnnn :
Etudes SymlJhoniqucl
Beethoven: Sonata in A-flat, 0/1.
110
Robert Casadesus, one of
the truly great pianists of the
present, has recorded two of the
master works of piano litera-
ture. Columbia has done well to
bring out these pieces as played
by an artist of M. Casadesu '
standing. (One LP disc.)
A YiclIna State Opera Concert
Ljuba Welitch is heard to
advantage in a number of oper-
atic excerpts, some serious,
some in a lighter mood. From
grand opera are two selection
frol11 Tchaikovsky's "Pique
Dame" and several dramatic ex.
cerpts from "The Masked Ball":
while the lighter fare includes
numbers from "Gypsy Love"
" 'The Merry Widow," "Die
Zarewitsch," and "Die Du.
barry." (London, one 12.inch
disc. )
Wagner: Tristan urul Isolde
What Illay no doubt be de.
scribed as a truly outstandino-
event in the field of recorded
music is the issuance by Urania
Records of the complete per-
formance of "Tristan und
Isolde." This company seems to
GAS COYNE
be concentrating on complete re-
cordings of operas, haring pre.
vi u Iy released trauss' "De
Ro enkavaller." Their present
dis of "Tristan" are ~enerall\'
[uit ati lactor). )1'0) dillicui.
Iies had to b vercome in the
r cording of u h a gigantic
work, but me I of the prohlena
were s lved with credit to all
c n ern d. The ast in the main
is ntir Iy adequate. ~Iar~arete
Bnum r i Isolde, lud"i~ ..u.
thnue i Tri. tan. Erna W('(len.
berger i Srangone, GOlllob
Frick i King Ierke. and K.d
Wollram i Kurvenel. Th, c,.
wnndhau rche ..ITll and the
chorus 01 Iiulcdeur he R.d·
funk or important adjuncts-
all c ndu led III Franz K,,·
wits hn . ( ranis Records,5
LP di .)
rucOowell: r ooll'(IIl,t ktlthu-John Kirkpatrick. Ameri·
an piani.J. hR. recorded for
C lumbia Ihe entire . t ,f
"Wo dland kelch" hr Ed·
ward lacDoweli. On the reo
v rse _ide are _ lectiom from
three olher uit ~ bl lIle ~ame
compo r. h ea PieCes:l "Fire-
side Tal." and l'~ew England
IdyL.' It i quite likely th,t
lhis recordin ,fill acquaint
many hearer with the ractthaI
Ma Dowell wrote other pieces
besid To 0 Wild Rose andT,
a IValer Lily. tucleot' a"d lor·
er of merican lI1u5-ic,fill wel·
COme thi valuable additionto
their record Libraries. (Colum·
bia, one 12·in h disc.)
B~lydn: Concerto jor Tru.mpel
n illteresLinlTrecordingofe .
a n excellent piece of nlUSIC.
Ha yd n ill thi work utilizeclthe
possibilities of the trumpet to
great advantage: and Helmut
Wobitsch, who play, it withthe
Vienna tate Orchestra directed
by Anton HeilleT, gires it a
musicianly reading. (Ha~-dn
Society, one 12.inch disc.)
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Music Lover's
BOOKSHELF
By THOMAS FAULKNER
Musical Acoustics
By Charles A. Culver
Dr. Culver's book on acous-
tics is a handy reference work.
The best proof of this is that
it is now appearing in its third
edition. It explains the science
of acoustics briskly, beginning
with the simple sound wavf: of
a tuning fork and ending withe
the complex problems of repro·
ducing music by means of elec-
tronic instruments. All these
matters are discussed in a
straio-htforward style that does
b ,
not unduly tax a layman s pow·
ers of comprehension. w
In his chapter on musical
pitch, Dr. Culver perpetuates a
myth that lives on no matter
how often it is refuted. "Since
the time of the early master
composers," he writes, "orches-
tral pitch has steadily risen un·
til today the situation has be-
. "come a serIOUS one.
It is true that musical pitch
has fluctuated over the years,
but its direction has not always
been upward. The pitch of the
A above Middle C on a piano,
today fixed by international
agreement at 440 cycles p;r
second, has been as low as 3/3
and as high as 567. The Halber·
stadt organ in Germany, built
in 1361, sounded A·505. Scbnit·
ger's organ in Hamburg, built
in 1688, sounded A·489.
The pitch at Covent Garden
Opera is lower today than it
was in 1879, when singers and
orchestra performed to an A
of 450 cycles. French standard
pitch, on the other hand, has
hardly changed since 1859,
when the A was standardized
at 435.
It is not true, as Dr. Culver
maintains, that "the music writ-
ten by Mozart, Handel, Bee-
thoven and Haydn must be
sung more than a semi tone
higher than it was originally
written." Handel's own tuning-
fork has been preserved, as has
that used by the London Phil·
harmonic during Haydn's guest
appearances there. Handel's tun-
ing fork sounded A-422.5; the
Philharmonic's was A-423.3 in
Haydn's time. Both are lower
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than the pitch used today, but
not by "more than a semitone."
The Philharmonic, inciden-
tally, is an exception to Dr.
Culver's statement that orches-
tral pitch has "steadily risen."
Today the Philharmonic tunes
to a 440 A; in 1845 its A was
455.
Dr. Culver's contention is
that as a result of changes in
pitch, when singing the works
of Mozart. Handel, Beethoven
and Haydn "vocalists experi-
ence difficulty in handling the
high passages." The author can-
not have consulted many vocal-
ists before making this state-
ment. It is true that Beethoven's
voice parts, especially in the
Missa Solemnis and the Ninth
Symphony, are extremely tax-
ing; but this is because they
are awkwardly written for
voices. Lowering the pitch a
semi tone would not relieve the
gasping sopranos as they strug-
gle for breath in the long
phrases of the Missa Solemnis.
Handel and Haydn, on the
other hand, are the delight of
amateur vocalists. The perennial
popularity of "The Messiah" is
due in some measure to the fact
that its solo and chorus parts
can be negotiated by any com-
petent church choir.
Mozart's "Magic Flute" is a
final convincing demonstration
that musical pitch cannot have
altered appreciably since the
18th century. Those who main-
tain that the famous fls above
high C in the "Queen of the
Night" aria were actually E-
flats according to the pitch used
in Mozart's time are forgetting
that Mozart went to the opposite
extreme in Sarastro's music.
Bassos today must strain for
the low E·naturals of "In Diesen
Heil'gen Hallen"; a lowering
of pitch to aid the Queen of the
Night would make Sarastro's
part virtually unsingable. There
is accordingly no reason to sup-
pose that it was a great deal
easier to sing F above high C
in Mozart's time than it is to~
day. A more logical supposition
Continued on Ned Page
Ask your teacher
how much better you'll play
with a famous master-made
WILKANOWSKI
Each and every Wilkanowski violin is the per-
sonal production of Mr. W. Wilkanowski, one
of America's greatest living violin makers. As a
result of Mr. Wilkanowski's master craftsman-
ship and painstaking artistry the violinist has
available an instrument of long lasting beauty
and truly brilliant tonal qualities. For the tal-
ented student or the professional seeking a really
fine instrument at a very moderate price there
can be no better choice than a WILKANOWSKI.
Get complete details of the amazing
Wilkanowski 6·day NORISKtrial plan
Best way to appreciate the exceptional tone and
playing qualities of these superb violins is to
actually have onc in your home or studio for a
full 6-day trial. You send no money and you
must be completely satisfied within 6 days or
there is no sale. Fill in and mail coupon so we
can rush complete details of the Wilkanowski
violin and the 6-day NO RISK trial plan.
Teachers
Attention!
Illustrated' The Wilkanowski COl/servatory Vio·
lin A sImler, graceful model witb well arcbed
body producing a smootb, ricb tOile-No. 7273-
Violill 011/]-$125 .•. No. 7234 Complete olltfit
including stream/bud case, gelluil1e Pernambuco
wood bow and accessories, $150 (otber WilkatlOllI'
ski Models to $175).
Why not see to it that your
students get a chance to
discover how much better
they will play with a Wil-
kanowski violin. You risk
nothing. Send the coupon
for our special prices and
terms to teachers together
with complete details con·
cetning Wilkanowski vio·
lins and the 6 - day NO
RISK Trial Plan. (Note:
the plan is especially ap-
pealing to patents with
moderate incomes).I ~-;;e~::;s;;-Mf9. ;;.:-;e~~ ~
I 60 Broadway. Brooklyn 11. N, y, 1..-------__
I Please rush me without any obligation on my part complete information con-cerning famous Wilkanowski violins together with full details of your 6-day
I NO RISK trial plan. I have your assurance that no sales representative willcall on me in connection with this offer without my express consent.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Add~s I
I City Sfate' _~-----------------~
D Teacher D Student o Professional
Nome' _
THE FRED GRETSCH MFG. CO.
Exclusive u.s, distributors for Wilkanowski violins
7
.Wne f~'"
.Ir£"1&.TIN
ALTO s BASS
CLARINET
Wherever conductors demand !J ..
perfection, top-salaried artists choose ,.
Martin Freres alto and bass c1ari-,~(1
nets. Arrange trial at your dealer's A~'
today, or write for complete ~/f
Martin ~reres catalog-showing ,.~ ~ . !
Bb clarinets, alto and bass f'
clarinet, oboe and ,
English horn.
Model 9
Alto Clarinet.
$550.
complete outfit.
Sole distributors
Buegelelsen [;
5 - 7·9 UN ION S QUA R E. NEW YO R K 3, N. Y.
IN CANADA: 720 BATHURST ST" TORONTO 4. ONT.
WITH
RECOMMENDATIONS
BOSTON MUSIC CO.
116Boylston Street
BOSTON 16, MASS.
Send (without obligation)
Catalog M 951E to ...
l.8.' .C.i.ty IIIiI_.z.o.n.e~~ __-_s.t.at.e _
JlIVSIC LOVER'S BOOKSlIEU'
is that Mozart had freak voices
at his disposal, and made the
most of them.
The BhdCl:slon Company, $4.25
(Continued [roni Page 7)
OrchcSII'ld Musto
By Lawrence CiL",llll
The Oxford University Press
has had the happy idea of reo
printing the program notes
which Lawrence Gilman wrote
for the :\lew York Philharmonic-
Symphony and the Philadelphia
Orchestra from 1921 until his
death in 1939.
The musical works with which
this volume is concerned are
in the main familiar. They have
been annotated and explained
many times by many writer.
Yet Gilman's notes remain
unique. The stately elegance (
his-prose has not lost its chnrrn
with the passing years. The im-
mense erudifion \\ hich Gilman
carried so j auntil y made his
writing authoritative but not
ponderous.
Above all, Gilman had in
large measure the ability to
convey to readers his own great
love of music and his zest for
hearing it performed. nlik
many professional critics, who
in time find concertaoina a t cli.o 0
ous chore (Bernard Shaw called
his stint as a music critic "soul.
destroying suffel-ings"), Gilman
looked forwau! to each new
performance. His enthusiasm
showed in every line he wrote.
Gilman's anal) ses of orches.
tra scores are Ilot so detailed as
those of Tovey and other an.
notators. But they are without
a peer as expressions of the de.
light which a cultivated man
took in hearing music.
Oxford University Press, 6
The Ballad T"ce
B.y Eve(nl K€Uflr;c/;.· 'Vells
1t was a happy coincidence
that the advent of paved hi<Yh_
ways and radio which put can
end to the clannish isolation of
~p~)alachjan mountaineers co-
IIlcJde(~ with an upsurge of in.
te~'est III the songs the mOlln.
tallleers sang. Before the au-
~entic music of the ballad-
slIlgers could be submercred in
a ft~od of Tin Pan AlleyOtunes,
CecIl Sharp and other folksona
c~lleclors ranged the l11ountain~
~Vlt~manuscript. pad and pencil,
JottJl1? down the songs which
Amencan p. IlOneers nought
from England and ScotIad
TOW Professor Wells, in :~
erudite and absorbins volu
I
e me.
traces 60 0 the beiOt·knolrnhi
lads to their SOurce in Briti~h
history and folklore. Differe;1
versions of the same ballad :lre
compared, especially in cases
where the American rersion in.
troduces local, ariations, (A hat
inane English ballad becomes
a "J hn B. Stetson' ill the Ken.
luck)' hills.l
Prof .s r \\'ell, is ,I"ociate
Pr I ssor 01 Engli-h at Welles.
I) II go. 0",1ha, studied our
nativ ballads 01 fi"t hand
at th Pin Mountnin eulement
Sch I in Kentucky,
Ronald PreSJ, 4,j()
C'-C'1I1 i\ elf fir'mOIl) anrl )Iulieian.
ship
Ily Ilmc(u{/ A. 1/urlllir DIIII Ed.
IClIr{[ J. trillRlitllti
Th r i. no lack of harmon}
icxtbo k in c\i~ling musical
litcmtur . ~lo_t of them, ho,·
ever, nppr nth dlOrds 85 air
srrnct material- r musical
..pee h. The) nrc "-}-temaficelly
clnssifie I, from the ...imple triad
I u ·h.8'Olericn a .. the Neapoli.
tan iXlh ond minor ninth
('hord:--. Em) ho ..b j.. 11 t aching
th tuclelll a c mpll'tc \ocabu-
lary I h rd_. Tit ir relation·
ship to aClunl mu~ic i treated
some\\ hat cn~llnll~,
In th ir nc\\ hook. M ~f5.
lurphy and .. lrinf!ham ha\'e
ad pled the ommonSfnSfplan
of slr ing thords in lerlm of
actual musi as '\fillen and
performed. In::-tead of conlent·
ing lhems hoes \\ ith the state-
ment that the C ~(ajor triad con·
sists 01 the notes C. E and G
sounded together. the authOf5
explain at length what the tonic
triad is and ho\\' it operale:; in
relation lo the tonalit)' of the
pie e 8S a \\ hole.
The sa me plan is continued
th roughoul. ni' more complex
harmonic mailers are discussed.
The book i copiou~l~ illu5traled
wilh musical exampl~. It is a
refreshing approadl to the5tud~
of harmon)". and should serre
the usefl'.1 purpose of presenling
the subject 10 51udcnts 8S a mal·
ter of vital musical importance.
rather than a a m355 of dull
statistical material \\hich mu~t
somehow be cOlllmitted to mem·
ory in order to pass a course.
Prell/ieeBall, ti.50
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Students
must help
themselves
There is no room for forced labor
in music; love of one's work is
of utmost importance.
BY VLADIMIR HOROWITZ
MANY earnest young pianists of accred-
ited training come belore tbe public with strong, fleet
fingers but with little of musical value to communicate.
This unfortunate situation springs chiefly from an ex-
cessive externalism of approach.
The young student of today tends to over-specialize.
He is a pianist-he concentrates on the piano. But this
is illogical: The musician must express music. To be
able to do this, he must initiate himself into an awareness
of all the arts-literature, architecture, drama, symphony,
chamber music, opera, ballet-in order to develop him-
self as a well-rounded communicative person.
Another cause for meagerness of communication is a
reluctance to think for oneself. It seems an accepted prac-
tice to study interpretation from records and radio-too
many records, too much radio! Consciously or uncon-
sciously, the young performer copies what he hears. While
it is valuable to gain a general musical background
through mechanized music, it is harmful to study (and
imitate) the actual interpretation of the piece you are
working on. Copying someone else's expression stultifies
your own.
A third cause of mediocre expression is lack of sponta-
neity. This often grows out of faulty study habits. It is
quite possible to practice a composition too much! Once
you have a general conception of a piece, work carefully
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at its details, separately and in their immediate context.
It is not necessary alway'S to repeat the work all through.
A piece can be practiced a hundred times and when it is
taken to the stage it can sound simply like practicing the
bundred-and-first time-that is all. It is not fresh.
In my own work, I playa new large-form composition
all the way through to obtain an overall viewpoint of
its meaning and structure; then I do not play it all
through again until it is ready for public performance.
I work at sections, passages, details; one movement to-
day, another tomorrow. When I finally put it together,
all sections are secure, yet the continuity remains U11-
dulled,
ASSUMING that the student has the basic
mechanical ability and that he works carefully and with-
out outside' influences, he is certain to find his own tech-
niques of expression. They may be good or bad-the cbief
thing is tbat they will be his own. He must absorb many
arts to inspire him to give the best of himself; be must
above all avoid cliches and imitations.
Besides educating bimself in tbe arts, the young musi-
cian must come as close as possible to the life, attitudes,
and philosophy of both himsell and the composers he
studies. In addition to learning facts from books, he must
familiarize himself with all the composer's works, incIud-
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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STUDENTS MUST HELP THEMSELVES
ing those for other instruments. First-hand knowledge
of the composer's general thought and style gives greater
insight into the particular feeling of a given work.
Very often a piece of music is written at a moment of
special emotional experience. It is a challenge to the per-
former to try to recapture this mood or feeling; he can
best understand it in relation to a similar experience of
his own. This. of course. presupposes some experience-c.
which is precisely why the very youna' musician generally,,1:> 1:>.
does better to postpone his public career until after he
begins to learn something of life's realities and commences
to mature.
1?0l' example. Beethoven suffered agonies from con-
templating the spectre' of impending deafness. Chopin
had a stormy Jove affair, Most likely the young pianist
enjoys perfect hearing and has not yet fallen too deeply
in love, How. then. is- he to recapture a faithful reflection
of the moods of these composers?
The answer is that he must seek to enter imaginatively" ,
into the emotions of the composer by associating them
with emotions of his own. You are not deaf-but, within
the range of your experience. you have tasted moments
of bitter despair, Draw on these experiences. Immerse
yourself in the moods you must recreate.
When vou have found your musical thought. try a11y
techniquc to make it come to life. You will make many
mistakes-no harm. Nothing is ever achieved unless mis-
takes are made, and corrected. If you have a definite
feeling for a piece. experiment with your various inter-
pretations, Try to find out how to project your feeling.
'VOl'k it out from your own vie\vpoint: never copy other
people. but be inspired by them.
IT is the te<:lcher's most important task to
guide the student into just this finding of his own
thought. Besides coaching mechanics, the teacher must
lead his pupil to recognize his abilities, his limitations.
There is no fixed way of accomplishing this; every student
requires individual treatment according to his tempera-
ment and his needs. '''hether the teacher works in terms
of imagery, suggestion. Socratic questioning, discussion,
the point is to give the student opportunity of expl'cssincr
himself in his own \vay, A talented student's expressio~
may not be correct. Never mind! His wrong exprcssion
ma.v sometimes be better tlw n t he demonstration of the
correct ,vay by the teacher. The teacher does not tell
an advanced pupil how to playa work; he leads him to
think out his mnl playing. Thus the teacher can incul-
cate in the student the ability to distinguish between
right and wrong expression a'nd the aesthetic values of
the effects. This is' what teaching means!
T.he teacher should impress on the student the supreme
impOl'tance of understanding his work and being respon-
sible for it. The struggle for ])erfection is never-endino' "'There is n,o limit to perfection and no limit to ignorance.
That is why we work,
The performer's interpretation of any ·piece must nec-
essarily change with his own moods and feelings-cer-
10
ta.inlv with his growth as a person and a mUSICIan.
Nothing of individual n rtistic value can ever bc com-
pletely ren.lized in a fixed stereotyped fashion. Only the
general pattern (and \'ariations) can be set: the rest
must come from the heart and the head of the performer
as he plavs.
T HE student must also help himself, He
must have the ambition to striue for -perjection-s-no;out
of fear or for the hope of rewards, but because he longs
to do so. Love of one's work is of utrno l imparlance.
There is no room for forced labor. elf-discipline and
concentration are important. And if vou are lucky
enough to ha v e an hone t and I' sponvibl l n h r. rol-
low religiousl.\' the study habit he. t 1I1·
It is my firm belief that long hour of practice are
not so helpful as a few hour of intcns ;11 d . Ilc('lIlrltled
study. It is phvsicallv impos ibl to ex rci-, ~. Ill' he'lt
powers, at highest level. for long I' than two or Lince
hours [It a time. After that. stop: ~ tawny Ir- 111 "Ilud~':
refresh yourself with a walk 01' 0 book, Then go back 10
work Under special conditions (in rn mol'izinp:. or ill
clearing IIp purely mcchn 11ical probl 111"i) long r hours
<:lI'Csometimes nccossn rv: int rpr tnt ion. however. should
always be approached with n lre: h mind,
The st.udent must he cnrclul not l onfu ....c t echniqne
with -mech anics. ::\Iechanics includes t h ability to piny
slow. fast. and even chord. n rp ggio, .. cal ~. octaves,
trills, etc. \\ hich like a carpent r's tools are mean .. to nn
end-important but never the ncl itself. r 0111' ... the
study and practice of mechanical, kills is n n \. r-t.-nding
process. "Eyery :Ht ist is aware f his 1"11 hnnicnl limi-
tations ann tries in ever.v way pos~ible to OverCome
them, Certain of these seem impo~sibl for \" nth 1>('l;t
to conquer. and ~hollld bc worked on s pnrnl I~'-nnd
thorough I.v.
Technique is the ability to project your Own mu ..i :'II
icle~s through .VOUI' instrument. It in lu les t!l'rrythhtg
which makes posF-ible the translation r mu ical thotl!.!hl
into audible pedol·mance. Control and proj ction of e~lO-
tion are a part of technique. The person who feel,;; what
he. pla.'7s but allows this feeling to gallop away with him
falls to control his projection, displa~' a lack of t •• h·
llIque. and ~hlls .is an amateur not an artist. Technique
means 8a7;011' jan'e-kno\\'ing how to do, It i ea5ier to
con.tTol an exce~s of something rather than to c3moufla!!e
:n J1~sllfficienc:v. Trchnique is not a part of musieiun;;hip.
)LIt Its Te~ttlt. Stemming from study and ex-p rience. it
e~ecutes. III a crnftsmanlike way. the picture which mu-
Sical thollO'ht cr<"ates TI t ". r-: <,. le rue artist ".,.111. throug;h en-
thUSiasm tIlter})retaf . d I ", ~ 1011. WIS am, ane technique, com-
pensate for an\' sheerlv 11 I ' I I 'I' h' . lec 13111ca 10rl-cOIllIllf1"S w lie
he lll::l.'- h:n·e. ;:'"
The bridO'e bet wee I' "o 11 mec la11les and tech11lque IS bal-
a1~ce. If mechanical abilil.v exceed musical lhou~ht. it
sticks Ollt and SuO'O'et· ~
. ' eb S S a meauI11g1e s performance. If
emotJon exceeds mcc! 'I I' . . .. " Wlllcn Or tec llllcal abdlt,· to pro]ecl
It. exagcrerated feelill" t' k '.
t ]' bfl' 0 S IC S out and suggests ~entllnen-a ltv, lppanC\' :lITff . :' . ogance. and general unaesthetic
t
e ebcts. Tn a finished artistic performance nothing is felt
o e over-developed It' b '" ,Ie d ] d . IS etter to have certalll qualities
ss eve ope and 10 ke II (Cep a on 01llillUed 011 Page 57l
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One way of overcoming stage-fright is that used by "Society of
Timid Souls" in New York City_ Comedienne at left performs to
audience which ignores her: listeners above heckle soprano by
staring at her. After such antics. normal audiences are a relief.
By Geo,.ge McNabb
GET RID OF YOUR
If WOULDBE absurd to deny the fact
that there is 110 one without SOllle fear or
worry in a more or less degree. The human
organism is so sel~s1tively constructed as to
react iilllnediately to any sign of danger,
either by standing up to it and controlling
and utillzing it, or by playing the coward
and dodging and withdrawing from it.
Angelo Patri says: "Education consists in
being afraid at the right time,': and adds:
"Only roois are not afraid,"
all the other hand, most fears and wor·
ries can be so grossly magnified that the
possessor of them can become not only
unhappy and miserable, but actually ill.
Dr. T. A, Hatfield says: "If fears were
abolished -from modern life the work of the
Psychotherapist would be nearly gone.}'
Everyone who appears in public suffers,
01' has suffered, from what is cOllll11only
known as stage fright; and the paramount
factor contribuling to this condition is self·
consclollsness~"conscious of one's self as
an object of the observation of others." To
suffer from stage fright is hardly a healthy
condition, and yet there are very few ar-
tists in any flelcl who h'ave escaped it en·
tirely during some part of their career.
Rubinstein would pace up and dOWJ!be-
fore a performance. Von Biilow would rub
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Most a,.tists suffe,. untold agonies befo,.e eve,.y
public appem'ance. He,.e a,.e some ,.easons fo,. these
fears, with practical hints fo,. ove,.coming them.
his hands vigorously. Godowsky, to calm
his nerves, would rip pieces of paper into
small bits. Helen Hayes, the actress, con-
fesses to terrific "first-night" agonies. Otis
Skinner, when questioned at the height of
his career by his daughter, Cornelia Otis
Skinner, regarding the malady of stage
fright and the length and method of its
cure, replied that he did not know the an-
swer since he had suffered from it for only
ftlly years,
There are many immediate and under-
lying causes for this ailment known as stage
fright.
Lack oj Preparation. The most powerful
weapon of defense in overcoming this dread
malady and all its attendant fears is the
right preparation. This demands inten~e
concentration during every second of prac-
tice and study so that a concentration habit
is developed; a habit so ingrained that it
is automatic even in times of great stress
and strain. Psychologists claim that it is
impossible to concentrate for longer than
five to ten minutes at a time without ex-
traneous thoughts. Therefore, it is necessary
to discover the duration of your own pow-
ers of concentration and put forth a su-
preme effort to lenglhen and strengthen
them. The resultant confidence and control
will decrease the stage fright proportion-
ately, for obviously fear and worry shut
out all this confidence.
When you are ill-prepared you find your-
self relying on finger memory jnstead of
on a background of intelligent, analylical
study. In this caSe the mind may become
blank, the ear cease to hear consecutivel)
since it has not been trained to do so and
the fingersl by an occasional slip, lose 'thei~'
place and be unable to find the accustomed
combinations and grooves.
If a composition is securely grounded jn
the subconscious (Continu.ed 011 Page 56)
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Eldie has ears
-=a~~~
Ever have a pupil who loved "to
play by ear?" Eddie was that kind, but
his teacher knew what to do about it.
By CELIA SAUNDERS
EDDIE's ears annoy me. They are nice enough
ears, shapely and close-fitting, but they don't know their
place. They want to be not only "Eddie's ears," but "Eddie's
everything"-hands, eyes, thought. And Eddie, gifted, easy-
going, and mildly conceited, is willing to let them manage·
his affairs.
Eddie had come to me, a rather young emigre from a sue-
cession of confused and irritated piano teachers who (his
mother told me) admitted that Eddie had considerable tal-
ent, "hut" .... she floundered over the exact nature of the
"but," and then a"deled a remark that made me suspicious.
"-But I do hope you will always teach Eddie pieces he
likes! "
Several of my own little flock had volunteered as advance
press-agents. "You going to have Eddie for a pupil, Miss
Saunders? Wow! You oughtta hear him! He can play any- Ir LOOK, ED at him curiously. Just a little boy,
thing! And fast, too!" Or further, "Eddie's only 'taken' for II hea y,-t e celluloid buttons on the notched hat-crown he
two years, and I've taken for four years, and I can't play had worn to the d . tl . I h '
like hirnJ"-this last often accompanied by a reproachful h . 001, ie ungam y eavy metal ring. and
I
t e grubbiness of h,is knuckles all indicated an age and sraae
g ance that inferred, "Why can't you make me as good as f d I .... -
Eddie?" 0 ev~ op~nel1t. !lIS. unashamed display of half-knowledge
Eddie the Great came to his first lesson. affable. amused. o~ mUSIC .dld not indicate authentic genius. Why then. did aU
I I
. . . hIS associates surround him with a nirnbu of glory? IT/lly
a itt e impatient to show me his prowess and get it over with. (I I db"as _ ia een told ) were there al ways dotinz e'lder,- 10
"What can you play for me, Eddie?" I asked. I '
I
exc atm, 'Isn't Eddie's talent simply remarkable I,'?, and 1"I"'e
"\V rat would you like?" countered this ten-year-old pro· I I Usc ~,oomates to murmur, "Eddie!-GEE!"
digy imperturbably. 'Eddie suppose you d .
I blinked, hoping I had shown no surprise. "Haven't you I" rea some mUSIc for me." I said,p aClIlg a hook on the music rack,
brought any of your music along?-" . Edd
"D d • ie waved it grandly away. "Oh I don't did';'
. on't nee any!" he announced. "But I'll play Clair de he assured me. ,flee 0 rea .
Lune, the 'Moonlight' Sonata, and the Rach-Rachman-n- I tripped feebly over an anc,'e"t and
noff Preelood in Something-minor." As an afterthought he k d obvious snare as I.... as 'e him, "How will you learn the,,?"
added, "Part of 'em, anyhow." Eddi I d '. ,.
I sighed, fearing the worst. .e 1a s~ld hIS little piece often. 1 could see from the
A , II " d' h' h expansive mo,t10n of his hand that he had heen o\-er tIll'Sc ua y, I was not as lS eartenmg as one mig t expect,- scene many tllnes before E h'
though of course all one got out of the muddle of 9/8 time, I I . . . ven IS tone had Ule cas)- cadenceo onO"practIce "Oh II
the triple-figure, considerable speed, racket and audacity, 0 b . we ,you see I just hafta hear a piece
I I
' I h ... may e Once. maybe a I' "
was on y a genera Impression ate piece-eight to ten it! BY EAR I" fl' co~~ a tImes-and then 1 \-e got
I I I . e paused waJtln~ I '
l
measures 0 eac 1, per laps. 111ent.' 0 or me to register amaze-
(Continued on Poge 60)
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"Eddie," I said, as he left the "Ia· 01·0 !" r the Hach.
maninoff dangling noisily, "Why don't you go n with thai?"
"Oh, that's all I play," said Eddie, as if the r t were be-
neath his notice.
"Well, what about continuing with m re of lair de Lune,
then ?"
Eddie cleared his throat impressively nouzh for a little
fellow. "IS there more?" l t wa a lofty pronouncement, not
a question.
"Yes, you know there's more. I'd like to h arou do it."
"Oh well," Eddie's tone attempted a dismi al of the whole
subject, "That's really all you need!"
Ah! So that's how he had figured things out!
The ORCHESTRA • EDUCATIONz,n
WEARE ALL familiar with the tremendous in-
crease in the demand for music ed~cation in our schools.
We are familiar, too, with the change that has taken place
in the minds of educators at large in respect to the place
of music in the curriculum. Most of us are old enough to
remember the formidable attitude taken by educators when
the subject of music, as a regular part of the curriculum,
was discussed.
"Music is all right for those who WaJ,lt to be specialists
in the field," they would say, "but we are not trying to
develop professional musicians."
Fortunately, we have progressed from those dismal days,
and there is now enlightenment and understanding of the
place music plays not only in the life 0-( the musically gifted
child, but in that of the average boy and girl who find in
it the opportunity to express themselves. The ego is very
real, and its development essential to happiness. Every
child-talented or untalented-has the right to full and free
opportunity to explore and develop his capacities in the
field of music, to stir his creative activities and make him
so responsive that he will cherish and seek to renew the
fine feeling induced by music.
The ennobling effect of good music, the lasting impression
upon the character and personality of participation in music
making have been recognized widely. In the interpretation
of music the place of the orchestra is paramount. The or-
chestra, through its comprehensive use of all instruments,
speaks to the child. His imagination is kindled and developed
by the great music he hears. His ambition is "some day"
to play in an orchestra, and he begins the study of music
with that aim in mind. The orchestra's incomparable way
of developing team work and correct social attitudes in a
modern world, geared to the work of others, has now been
recognized at its true value by the educator and the parent,
as well as by the youngster, himself.
However, much still remains to be done, especially here
is particularly well quolified to
discuss "The Orchestra in Edu·
cation," having had wide experi·
ence both os on educator and
an orchestral conductor. At pres·
ent director of the Peabody Con·
servatory and conductor of the
Baltimore Symphony, he was for-
merly conductor of the Toronto
Symphony and director of music
at Toronto University. A native
of Edinburgh, he made his debut
os a concert pianist.
REG! NALD STEWART
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By Reginald Stewart
in the East where too little attention has been given to the
teaching of stringed instruments. For several years there
has been a "vanishing" orchestra in the general program
of the public schools. There are some areas in the country
where the orchestral program has grown ami become a fine,
representative unit in the general music education program.
However, there are many areas where the orchestra is prac-
tically unknown. It may be safely stated that this is due
to two situations. First, the overemphasis on the band and
underemphasis on the orchestra, and, second, thc lack of
well-trained instrumental teachers. While the dlspropor-
ticnare emphasis on the band may be justifiable on the
ground that it Increases gate receipts at football games and
wins prizes at contests, it should be realized that its musical
value is strictly limited, that it gives no opportunity to those
who play the violin, viola, 'cello or bass and that opportuni-
ties, professional or otherwise, for participation after grad-
uation from high school are almost non-existent.
THE OTlIER factor limiting the growth of the
orchestra is the lack of ability of the average instrumental
teacher to promote a sound teaching program for orchestral
instruments. There is a great scarcity of string teachers, pre-
pared to do class instruction. The classroom approach is by
far the most successful one for the beginning string student,
just as it is for the young piano student. For a long time
I had Illy doubts about this, but observation through the
years has convinced me that, provided the instruments are
well taught, enthusiastic, young string players can be de-
veloped just as easily as enthusiastic trumpet or clarinet
players by an early introduction in the school classroom.
I find among some of my professional colleagues a surpris-
ing ignorance and intolerance concerning the teaching of
beginners. Most of them, although fine performers, have
never made an analytical study of teaching and arc Iull of
misconceptions and ill-conceived theories which are not
only useless in developing all but the most talented person,
but are downright prejudicial to the development of stringed
instrument playing. Surprisingly few music teachers have
studied pedagogy. They have acquired skill on an instru-
ment or in voice majnly because they were talented and had
studied with good professors. After their student period they
began to teach without any experience or knowledge of teach·
ing procedures. The results are, too often, disastrous to the
student who is discouraged by the lack of proper under·
standing on the part of his teacher. Too often bored, when
his imagination should have been kindled.
What is needed is a new emphasis in the public schools
upon the teaching of stringed instruments ano greater ade-
quacy of teacher training, not only (Conti/lued on Page 52)
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Vera Bryner, sinqinq the title role in "Carmen," sinqs to unmoved Don Jose (David Polerj) durinCj NBC opera teleeest.
WHAT TV OPERA NEEDS
W BILE NO ONE can yet predict the exact
course of the yOUllgromance between music
and television, it seems likely that opera
will develop the same relationship to video
that symphonic music bears to radio.
The kind of opera best suited to TV is
not grand opera~ with its great masses of
tone and of stage groupings. TV is an in-
timate medium. Everyone has not merely a
front-row seat (which can be anywhere
from 20 to 60 feet from the stage), but a
position within six to eight feet of the pro-
ceedings.
This more intimate medium demands the
more intimate form of what the French call
opera comique-which is not comic opera!
Typical operas comiques are "Carmen,"
"Madame Butterfly," "La Boheme:" "Ci-
By PETER HERi\IAN ADLER
anni Schicchi," "The Old Maid and The
Thief," "Die Fledermaus"-works which
mayor may not be gay~ but which are char-
acterized by more human plot values, fewer
mass effects, and a more direct communica-
tion through acting as well as si nainsre o·
Televised opera needs people who are
skilled in this form. Voices must, of course.
be pleasing and well produced, but not nee-
essarily enormous. The lyric tenor is more
useful than the Heldentenor. Of equal im-
por.tance .with vocal ability is acting ex-
perrence III the modern sense of eliminatino
stock gestures, and making motions and ex~
pressions convey plausible thouaht. TV
d . . 0nee 05 smgmg-actors.
The singer requires no special vocal
training for TV. If he sings well, he will
PETER HERMAN ADLER. a native of Czecho.
slovakia, conducted opera in Praque before
c;.oming to this country in 1938. This fall
he is oqain conduc.ting NBC's operas on TV.
A. toM to RO E f1El'WUT
encounter no particular voice problems.
There are no tricks. The same holds true
for composers. There are no pecial TV
requirements for opera. Forget TV and
Iry to turn out good, well-knit acting-
operas of intimate tyle.
Staging and tage training are different
n~atLers. The TV opera performer must
sing-and-act exactly as he would in a small
theatre. Adjust your volume to such a
h?use. Avoid large gestures, and "mug-
g.lllg." Discipline the body to sharply-out-
lined exactness. Acting and singing s.hould
be so coordinated that the resulting whole
looks convincing and not ridiculous at close
range. The core of TV opera is nearness.
. Just as the radio microphone is merciless
1n reAecting bad tone the TV camera is
merciless in registeril;g insincerity. You
can't get away with anything! Sincerity
Comes less from an inner yearning to do
well than from a controlled ability to ex'
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Vera Bryner and David Poleri (above) in final
act of "Carmen" as seen by television cameras.
Marion Bell (below), sings role of the heroine
in Kurt Weill's opera, "Down in the Valley."
ternalize your complete understanding of a
part. This presupposes a thorough study of
the part; also a mastery of stage deport-
ment, discipline, and the techniques of co-
ordinating singing with acting.
You learn coordination through practic-
ing it under a competent teacher. It is also
useful to observe good stage actors, screen
actors, and those operatic actors who know
how to act.
TV producers are often asked about the
chances of a fine singer who is not daz-
zlingly beautiful. Don't worry about that.
TV follows the stage in preferring all-
around ability to Hollywood standards of
"glamorized" pulchritude. Don't weaken
yourself by trying to become lead-pencil
slender. As on the stage, the romantic leads
should be sufficiently good-looking to stim-
ulate credibility, but devastating beauty
isn't important. The greatest needs are for
the magnetism of personality that projects
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Lookinq more like a Hollywood director than an opera
conductor. Peter Herman Adler (center, wearinq heed-
phones) supervises as technicians set up for a tele-
vised performance of Puccini's "Gianni Sehleehl,"
Below is shown a scene from the actual performance.
as it appeared on screens of television receivers.
itself across footlights, appropriateness in
looks and figure-and a mastery of the
opera comique style.
TV opera rehearsals fall into two sepa-
rate sections. The first part might be car-
ried on in any small theatre and has noth-
ing to do with TV as such. Music and stage
work are coached with special emphasis on
finesse in phrasing and diction, so that the
English text may come fully to life. The
production staff works in the knowledge
that cameras are coming (the floor plan is
chalked out, distances between performers
and scope of gestures are reduced to the
most intimate size, etc.), but the performers
themselves are not yet aware of anything
but a small-scaled production.
After vocal and stage work are in' good
professional order, the second half of the
rehearsal gets under way. This is conducted
solely from the TV angle-the angle of
the cameras. Here, (Continued on Page 63)
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A NEBRASKA FARM WOMAN
Don't Imitate Takes Piano Lessons
Your Teacher
Vocal students often copy the munnerisms, rather
than the virtues, of luore experienced singers.
By JEROME HINES
Leading Basso, Metropoliuui Opera Co.
~-IE DIFFICULTY about vocal problems is not their
existence-s-every singer experiences some problem at some
time-but the moment at which one discovers them.
There 'is only one correct way of singing, but Illany differ-
ent methods of reaching it. Problems grow out of imperfect
application of ideal methods. Each singer must find his own
means of bridging the gap between his vocal needs and his
ideal of singing, and his only criterion is what feels comfort-
able and sounds well. No method is good if it feels uneasy.
Unfortunately, you don't find the full answer in the studio.
There, if yOll aren't up to par, you can either go home or be
sent home. The full test comes on the stage where you have
to sing come what may. You spend years in the studio build-
ing up a method that may either support you or fail you on
the stage. . yOll won't know till yOLl get there. Hence, the
wisest course is to "work slowly, testing your vocal sensations
at every step.
Failure is not necessarily due to the method itself or to
the teacher who taught it. Singing on a stage is altogether
different from singing in a studio. Acoustics are important;
so is the orchestra and the very aspect of the house. And
there is the consciousness of trying to succeed with an au-
dience-which is the most deadly thing that can happen to a
voice. The singer must base himself first on his vocal sensa-
tions and his own ideals of artistic integrity, thinking of au-
dience reactions with the greatest possible respect, but only
after he has satisfied himself.
Since problems can grow out of method. the vocal student
should never imitate the sounds produced by other singers;
the 1110steasily imitaled sounds are 1110Stlikely the outstand-
ing flaws in a voice. In speaking of methods I shall use the
words German and Ilalian. When perfected, both are excel-
lenl-indeed, their COlTect appliealion leads to the identical
result of good singing. It's the business of understanding
them that can cause trouble.
When a singer wishes brilliantly projected tone, he may
find himself trying for the pinched, bright, forced production
of certain Wagnerian singers. He will undoubtedly get a
clear tone that can cut through an orchestra; he will also
!I
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get a muscular tightness that ultimately will harm the voice,
At the other extreme is the forcing of big. r unci tone in
an imperfect application of the Italian metho L Thi lI<oounlly
makes the voice dark and heavy, cuuinn out hieh overtones" '" .and spreading the sound. This forced IYI e of heav i r singing
is the chief cause of what is called ", 0 t.na al clrip"-the
unfortunate condition of the singer who is (0 h arse 10 talk
on the morning after a performance. ha his throat ex-
amined, is told there is mucous on hi vocal cords, and i
diagnosed as a "case." He is probably nothing of the sort.
'Vhat has actually happened is that the cor J hav been
damaged and ~alllre has provided a hcalinsr hit of mucouse-
to soothe them. Between the two extreme lie most of the
problems which a singer must face.
An excellent cure for strained vocal cord" (or veu for
colds) is the little colonna d'oria exercise: Hold the head
looseI~' relaxed and rotate it slightly while. with a breathy,
croonmg sound and with the slightest possible vibration of
the v~cal cords above a whisper. sing a five-note scale in
the middle ':o'ice, s~ngillg on the vowel "aw" preceded by )1.
The ease With which this can be carried throurrh the full
. I C
range IS a gOO( way of testing the condition of the voice The
healthy \.oice will do it effortlessly and without brealh'iness
or breakinsr of tone 0 Idl I Io . ( y enoug 1, peop e who have never
sunz can mana ze the ex .. b if II I·~ ~ xercrse eauu U y, t rerr cords never
having been damaged!
Again, sustaining this tiny sound th rousrh a futl breath
h~lps ease the cords and provides a good basi for the spin.
rune of tone Also it t I I .
• 0 •. • 1 ~, unes t le voca IIls1rumeni. putlill<T it
JJ1 condItIOn to re"po d t I I . C
L now lat tle Imnd wants it to do
But the best of cure" j.. I t· f h .. . ~ ~ no SU)5 Itute or t e tTroundwork of
good SlllcrJllU. The be"t th· . . e
. . t' 0 - pa II1to good slnglllg is to build the
VOIce, at once from it,;; f 1I I I. '. ~ u norma va ume. /lot {rom pianis·
suno lanes. Slnuinu ,;;oftl T t k. I f II 0 0 ~ ) a es more enercyy Ulan 5in~infT
WIt 1 U normal to I' C' .... a
d. h . ne: t le air taken in is held by the
lap ragmatlC muscle" a I - .
th I I
· - n( a~ ) au wanl sound. you release
e musc es eUlIlU out th . If .
. 0 e air. you want ful1·volume (but
never forced) ton II th .
, t f
e, a e energy ]s released at once. If ,ou
van so t tone you k h I I· ., eep On 0 ( IIlg (Continued on Page -1-9)
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I BELIEVE most folks are keenly interested in
hearing or reading about actual experiences of others, espe-
cially those concerning hobbies or new interests in life, and
more so if those folks have passed the peak of their careers,
and find they need something more to give them a continued
zest for living.
I know I enjoy hearing about such experiences, so I
thought that readers of ETUDE might enjoy learning about
mine. For I have really found a new zest for living, or in
other words, a hobby, and it's music. As far back as I can
remember, I was always interested in anything pertaining to
music, and always hoped that some day I would be able to
play simple melodies on the piano, at least fairly well. Now
after all these years, I've started to make my dreams come
true.
I had taken piano lessons spasmodically since I was fifteen,
but only a few at a time; then there would be years of hardly
touching the piano, but al ways there was that longing to be
able to play well. Something else always came up to delay
me. Many times it was financial reasons, or when I had found
a good teacher, she would eventually move away.
Now I have found one who is not only a really good
teacher, but a source of joy and inspiration. I never before
realized there could be so much enjoyment and comfort in
the study of music. .
When. [ first decided to take up music again, I tried prac-
tieing on myoId pieces and on new ones of that grade. I
hunted through all my old copies of ETUDE, making a list
of all the pieces in my range, and then tried to work on
them. I did not seem to gain anything; something seemed
lacking. I was developing bad technique, and there were so
many things I did not see or know what to do with.
SO ONEday I made a list of questions on
some of my pieces that I had trouble with and took them to
my little country town's only piano instructor, a Sister of the
O.S.F. at the Parochial schoo!. She' was so helpful and took
such a .genuine interest in my clumsy attempts at playing,
that I decided I would quit this doodling around in music
and get right down to studying piano in earnest, if she would
take me on as a regular student.
I was accepted, and a new interest in life began. (By.the
way, I wonder if the public in general appreciates the won-
derfl.l.l work these Sisters have done and still are doing, in"
instiiting the love and appreciation of good music in each
generation, also the vast numbers of fine musicians who were
given their training by these same untiring Sisters.)
I am a farmer's wife with grown·up children, so now J have
some time to devote to other things besides work. I think I'd
squeeze in a few minutes a day though on my hobby even if I
were busy as a bee.
At first I was afraid I souldn't find enough time to spend
on a regular lesson assignment, but I was surprised to dis·
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Don't read this article unless you're
willin.g to be convinced that it's never too late
to learn.
ANONYMOUS
cover that if you really want to do anything, you will manage
some way. As we grow older, I think we either get too fussy
and spend too much time on unimportant things, such as try-
ing to keep all the pots and kettles polished to the nth degree,
or dusting the whole house every day, or we loiter from one
chore to another. We all know how youngsters can snap into
their tasks if they know they call go out to playas soon as
they are done, when other times it takes them much longer.
I know that if I go right to work on my routine tasks and
not fuss too much about them, I'll have some spare time which
I can use on my music, so I tackle my work without delay.
I've learned to cut corners too. Laying newspapers on the
floor before going out lo carry in the water and fuel, helps
keep my floors clean in muddy weather, which, in turn, saves
time spent in wiping them up. '-
I do not dust every day either; I admit one could write
his name in the dust on some of my furniture at times, but I
will know that I made good use of my leisure time if [ am
able to play some of my favorite melodies, or when I am help-
ing some other music- hungry adults to play 'theirs.
We farm women do have more leisure time than our
mothers did, thanks to the R.E.A., which has brought elec-
tricity, with all its labor-saving appliances, to so many farm
homes. Most of my neighbors have hobbies of some sort, al-
though they may not call them such. One dear old lady does
a great deal of crocheting; she has doilies and pot holders
galore and gives lots of them away. Another enjoys club
work and belong's' to several women's clubs. Another likes to
go places and visit. It's all a matter of knowing what you
really like to do, and then cutting out. the things that are not
so important to you. I know it's music for me so I cut out the
unimportant. things as much as I can.
I don't know who the author of the following verse is,
but i·t fits in very well with my theoriof taking time out for
my hobby.
"'If your nose is close to the grindstone rough,
And you hold it down there long enough,
In time you'll say there's no such thing
As, brooks that babble and birds that sing.
These three will all your world compose-
Just you, the stone, and your worn old nose."
(Continued on Page 53)
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;tk MANJt~;tL FIDDLER
THIS IS the story of a boy who wanted to be a violin player
but who turned out to be an expert violin maker, instead.
The boy, now J. H. Stamps of Fort Worth, Texas, used to sit
with the family gathered around the fireplace on a winter's
evening and listen to his half-brother playing the fiddle. His
mother would pop a batch of corn, or dish up a pan of native
pecans from the gunnysack in the storeroom, and they would
stuff themselves and listen to the music. When the fiddler got
hungry, young Stamps would attempt to take over. But the
fiddle in his hands made sad, squawky noises. The family
would laugh and say that his stubby fingers were better suited
for picking cotton.
Mr. Stamps looks upon his early fiddle playing efforts
quite philosophically. Apparently he was not destined to be
a violin player. He was, to all appearances, a normally
healthy lad, but he could not stand the strain of practicing.
"My music made me sick," he recalls. "My ears just wouldn't
tolerate poor tone, even as a kid."
When Stamps grew up and took on family responsibilities,
his love for fiddles by no means lessened. He read about
them on off time from his bread-winning job in the Railway
Mail Service, listened to fiddle players, good, bad and indif-
ferent, and built up pressure on the subject generally. Fin-
ally, he had to do something about it. He had to play one or
build one. Having tried the former, he decided to try the
latter, and set about the project with a few hand-tools and
several hunks of wood.
'I'hir ty-seven blisters and six months later, he came up
with something that resembled a fiddle. It looked pretty good
to the embryo maker, but the real test came when a musician
offered to put it through its paces for him. And it played
••.. better than some. In fact, it must have sounded very
well, for after he had played a while, the musician stopped
and offered to buy the instrument for $150.
About this time Stamps came upon a book titled, "Violin
Making As It Was, and Is," by Ed. Heron-Allen and this
inoculated the young worker with a much needed shot of
technical data. Heron-Allen's book, perhaps the most com.
prehensive ever written on violin-making, contained blue
prints of famous violins and much information on details of
II
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He couldn'f play fhe violin ·but his love for the instru.
ment impelled him fo become a violin maker Instead.
By W. GRADY BOX
their construction.
By reading the book, Stamps found out about wood, too;
he learned that there was some wood which was a great deal
better than old sawmill logs. For the top and back of his
instruments he bought the best Englemann pruce and curly.
flame maple stock available. Purning strips, willow for lin-
ing, maple for ribs, ebony for fingerboard, and a pair of cali-
pel'S completed his buying spree.
After another six months of tediou and painstaking
efforts, the result was gratifying but not entirely satisfying.
Several fiddles had already been built, and he was doing
some repair work on ailing instrum nt when a master violin
craftsman fr om England strayed into the community. He was
out of cash and ready to go to work. By the time he was
ready to drift on again, Stamps had learned all he knew, and
Lurames Reynolds Michels won Juilli.
ard scholarship with this Stamps violin.
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Loid Tennison adjusts clamp on finCjerboard of a viola, while brother
William Tennison puts finishinCj touches on scroll-end of new violin.
.Rober. Pate, who does odd jobs around Stamps' violin shop when not
attending high school. sharpens knife as Stamps adjusts an Instrument.
Other Stamps instruments are played by these profession.
als:
Mr. Preston Stedman, teacher of strings and director of
orchestra at Sui Ross College, Alpine, Texas. Stamps violin.
Dr. R. L. Barron, Department of Music, La Junta College.
La Ju~ta, Colorado. Stamps violin and viola. His wife also
plays 'a Stamps violin.
Dr. George Morey, Department of Music, North Texas
State College, Denton, Texas. Stamps violin.
Miss Elizabeth Anne Haesly, Master's Degree from East.
man 'School of Music, Rochester, N. Y. and now in the
Department of Music of Baylor University, Waco, Texas.
Stamps viola and violin.
¥r. Brooks Morris, Assistant Professor of Violin, Texas
Christian University, Fort Worth, Texas. Stamps violin.
Mr. E. Clyde Wh-itlock, Assistant Professor of Violin, Texas
Christian University, Fort Worth, Texas. Stamps viola.
Mr. Kenneth Pitts, teacher at The Fort Worth Conserva-
tory of Musie. Stamps viola and violin.
Mr. David Montgomery, 10848 Strathmore Dr., Los An-
geles 24, Calif., professional. Stamps vioiin end viola.
.Miss Elizabeth Hannaman, 5603 BeU Ave., Dallas, Texas,
plays a Stamps violin in the DaUas Symphony.
Between two and three hundred violins and violas have
been built in the Stamps Shop since the romance of making
violins took him by the scruff of the neck. The large volume
of violin repair work he does, and the exhaustively slow
handwork necessary to make a violin he is willing to label
with his ham~· have kept the number low. Production line
meth'ods have never tempted him.
It has been said that behind every great man there is a
great woman, "But," says Stamps, "I'm the man behind the
fiddler." THE END
the fiddles that now came to life by his hand had fine work-
manship and full round tones.
People heard about the quality of Stamps' violins and
presently the demand was exceeding his limited output.
Artists and schools about the territory began sending him
instruments for repa ir. He hir-ed help, but most of it was
unsatisfactory. One fellow decided to improve bows by
lengthening them. His contribution to posterity was dis-
covered when it was found that the bows wouldn't fit violin
cases by two inches. Another amateur experimenter varied
thicknesses in backs and tops according to a dream he had,
resulting in loss of time and material for the shop, also his
own job. Some said the boss was fussy. He demanded that
every step be made according to blueprints and nothing by
guess. Tolerance of error was driven down to less than
l/64th of an inch. Calipers and blueprints became the most
popular items in the shop.
Referring to the small army of would-be craftsmen thal
he has hired and fired in his years of violin making, Mr.
Stamps quotes a Bible verse: " 'Many are called, but few
are chosen.' It's hard to convince the boys that I'm not- in
business for money only." Among all the workers he ever
has had, William and Loid Tennison, two brothers who have
worked full time in the Stamps Shop for three and five years
respectively, are probably the farthest along towards becom-
ing top-notch violin makers. "These boys will inherit my
business someday, if they stick with me," he states.
After 40 years of making violins and 73 years of living,
Mr. Stamps is still actively engaged in the craft he loves.
During that time he feels he has had his share of personal
triumphs. The climax of these perhaps was a fellowship wen
at the Iulliard School of Music by Lurames Reynolds Michels
using a Stamps violin.
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Broadcasting a Student Workshop
Why not sponsor a series of student broadcasts
on your local radio station? If carefully planned and executed,
they will bring gratifying results for all concerned.
By JEROME L. OPPEL
Program Director, Station KOGT, Orange, Texas
IN ANY TOWN where there is a radio sta-
tion, private music teachers by cooperating
with the local station can pioneer in, 'the
cause of good music-and, incidentally,
demonstrate their students' progress to a
far wider audience than that of the yearly
student recital.
Teachers can do this by broadcasting a
student recital program, or, as we call it
here at Station KOGT, a "student work-
shop."
Everyone benefits from the student work-
shop broadcasts. The station is proud to
offer a home-talent program. The teacher
gains prestige and becomes better known,
which in turn brings more pupils to the
teacher's studio. Students gain in poise and
experience from the novel experience of
performing before a microphone. Also they
love to tell their friends to "tune in and
hear me play tonight." And parents are de-
lighted to have first-hand evidence of their
children's progress in music.
Organizing a workshop broadcast is sim-
ple. The first step is to secure the coopera-
tion of"all local music teachers, since your
local station is apt to be more interested in
broadcasting the student workshop if sev-
eral teachers are represented than in featur-
ing the students of a single teacher.
If there is an active local chapter of the
Music Teachers National Association or
other teachers' organization, it would be a
good idea to discuss the workshop project
at a meeting of the association. At this time
a radio committee could be appointed to
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work out details of the broadcasts. Care
should be taken to appoint a committee
chairman who has sufficient tact and di-
plomacy to cope with the inevitable per-
sonality clashes and differences of opinion
that are bound to occur in a group under-
taking of thif; sort.
The chairman should next contact the
local radio station. If the station is a large
one, it may boast a musical director; other-
wise the "program director is the man to see.
Usually you will find the program director
cooperative and willing to broadcast the
student workshop as a "public service fea-
ture." Sometimes the local music dealer, or
other organizations, wish to sponsor the stu-
dent workshop broadcasts.
In choosing a time for the broadcasts,
select an early evening hour if possible.
When ~ of two ;r more ~rs are
presented on the same program, it should
be of half an hour's duration. If students
of only one teacher appear on each broad-
cast, a Ifi-minute segment is preferable~<c---..- _
The next pro@em is to work out the
programs. Here the teacher should strive
for balance and variety, and should en-
deavor to make as good a showing as pos-
sible. Present only pupils who are ready for
performance, even at the risk of hurting
the feelings of others. Remember that a
radio broadcast is at rather a more profes-
sionallevel than the average student recital.
Once you have decided on a program, the
measure of your success in presenting it is
how smoothly it goes on the air. To as ure
the best po sible re ults ana give each pro-
gram a profeeaional touch, a dress rehearsal
should be held. Let your student become
acquainted with the mechanics of broad-
casting. Time each number carefully, and
time the script. If tape recording equipment
is available, record the whole broadea I on
tape and then play it back. You'll b amazed
at how mercilessly the recording will expose
weak spots in the performance.
When the time comes for the actual
broadcast, don't rush in at the last minute
and expect to give a performance thai will
reflect credit on YOUJ your pupils or the
station. Instead, make it a point to be in
the studio at least 15 minutes before broad-
cast time. Don't expect to have a polished
performance if the script is hastily scribbled
in pencil. Buy, beg or borrow a typewriter
and make a legible script for the announc-
er. Indicate pronunciation of composers'
and students' names if these are likely to
cause trouble.
Remember that the announcer is a busy
man. Your broadcast is only one of many
which he will handle during the day. Give
him all the help you can. Your broadcast
will be smoother if you do. If the an-
nouncer for the workshop series offers sug-
gestions for making the programs more
effective, you will be wise to heed his ad-
vice. Unless you have done a great deal of
broadcasting, it is likely that the announcer
is more experienced in radio than you are.
During the actual broadcast, strive for
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an atmosphere of ease and informality. At
KOCT we have had good results in using
the interview technique for this purpose.
We introduce students, then ask their age,
their hobbies or special interests, whether
they plan to take up music as a career, and
so forth. Then we ask them to announce
the number they are going to play, and to
tell us something about the composer. All
this tends to create a relaxed, friendly at-
mosphere and to relieve the strain which
generally accompanies a performance on
the air.
I" order to keel' the student Workshop
broadcasts from being too much of a hur-
den on anyone person, the chairman of the
radio committee should put a different
teacher in charge of each program. The
teacher should be responsible for prepar-
ing the script, timing the program and see-
ina- that it moves alone smoothly with ao 0
minimum of "dead air"-that is, long,
uncomfortable pauses when no sound is
coming from the transmitter. (Perhaps you
have heard the story of the announcer on
a small station who asked the listening
audience to honor a prominent citizen,
lately deceased, by observing one minute
of respectful silence. The engineer who was
monitoring the show happened to tune in
just then, heard what he thought was "dead
air" and hastily slapped on the turntable a
recording of "Flat-Foot Floogie." The story
mayor may not be true, but in any case
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Another session of the Student Workshop g?es on the air
at Station KOGT, Orange, Texas. Program ~Ireetor Jerome
Oppel is in the announcer's spot for this performance.
/1
O I ' " "andid microphone" technique to give the broadcast an in.formaltpe 'hs:rsecAbove he interviews Bill livingston. Below, on the orr, are
Jo~;:Pand joelle S';'ith, daughters of Mrs. Clayton Smith, Orange teacher.
we in radio don't like to have dead air if
we can help it.]
An effective way to' open a student work-
shop broadcast is to introduce the teacher,
giving a short resume of the teacher's
career and musical background. The an-
nouncer and teacher can then discuss music
and pupils in general before gradually
working into the day's program. This
serves the useful purpose of introducing the
teacher to a wide listening audience, and
also gives listeners new insight into the
airn~ and purposes of music study.
With careful planning and cooperation
on all sides, a series of student workshop
broadcasts can bring gratifying results for
the radio station, the teachers and their par-
ticipating students. From our experience
at KOGT, I would say that music teachers
are willing and eager to cooperate on such
a project. We for our part have found it
makes an unusual series of broadcasts, high
in listener interest. Why not try it out in
your own community? THE END
'/
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The Accompanist
Sets the Mood
Although all good accompanists mltst be good pianists,
not every good pianist can be a good accompanist
THE ACCOMPANIST is not a disap-
pointed soloist.· He is a quite unfrustrated
musician, born with certain abilities which
lure him into the ensemble field as surely
as a different set of abilities lures another
artist to the violin. He is an accompanist
because he wants to be.
In his book, "The Unashamed Accom-
panist," my eminent colleague Gerald
Moore gives the opinion that accompanying
can be mastered by sheer hard work. I differ
with him strenuously and if ever I write a
book, a large section of it will be devoted to
the view that accompanying requires talents
of its own. Hard work is obligatory, but it
can't do the job alone.
Every pianist is, or should be, a master
of his instrument and a thorough musician.
The good accompanist is marked out by
certain other qualities. He should have a
perfect ear and a perfect sense of rhythm.
He should be able to read, and to transpose
at sight or by ear. He finds a stimulus in
working with others. He should know lan-
guages. And he should possess that quick.
ness and flexibility of temperament which
allow him to adjust to the needs (also to
the emergencies) of many different per-
formers.
The student with a feeling for accom-
panying should early learn to distinguish
between the demands of vocal and instru-
mental work. The successful vocal accom-
panist loves singing enough to put himself
through a study of tone production, breath
control, phrasing, the support of a vocal
lil).e-all the possibilities and the limitations
of the human voice. Such study is not a
grim ordeal to him; he enjoys it. He also
enjoys learning languages, not only to know
what the songs are about, but because he
likes that sort of thing.
The instrumental accompanist is the o!Je
with a special love for orchestral tone, its
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By GEORGE REEVES
~ One of the most distinguished
accompanists of today, George
Reeves -ncde his debut in Lon-
don, has since concertized widely.
quality, its blen dings. While these natural
predilections are important, they should not
be overdone at the start. The ideal situation
is to be able to accompany anything. Until
the youngster has found his niche, he does
well to gain experience in both fields.
Whichever he chooses, he must make
himself into a pretty good solo pianist, and
a very good ensemble player. The secret of
ensemble playing is a flexible ability to give
and take.
An average month in the successful ac-
companist's life may bring him to the staO"e
in five recitals by different singers, all ~f
whom may use the same song. All will sino-
it differently. It is not the business of th~
accompanist to push singer number two
into singing it like number one. Neither
must he try to show how much he knows by
correcting the mistakes of numbers three
four, and five. He has got to follow each
singer in his or her own way, lending his
best support (even if he doesn't at all
agree), breathing with the singer, so to
speak, and forgetting every other perform.
ance of the song in order to bring life to
the one in hand. To do this requires a fair
elasticity of spirit.
The purely pianistic qualities of the ac-
companist root in nuancing rather than in
virtuosity. Naturally, he must have a sound
and adequate technique; but he need not
spend his spare time pra tieing the Brahms-
Paganini Variation!
What he needs to cultivate is the ability
to playa orchestrally as possible, getting
away from any p rcussiv nes of piano
tone. If he play for a singer. hi 0\\11 tone
must sing. 1f he play for an instrumental.
ist, he must adjust hi tone to that of the
instrumentalist with a view to the organic
unity of the ensemble. Th rdinarj pianist
would hardly think or playing a legato
phrase the same way a violinist would"but
the eccompan ist who plays thai same phrase
with a violinist has got to do just this.
The acquisition of or h tral playing de-
mands a good car {pr -SliPI' sing the good
inner ear that shows you what you want},
a certain amount of imitativeness. a corn-
mand of free relaxation at the keyboard,
and a fine singing tone.
Song, and singing tone form the basis of
all music. One of the rea ons for Tosca-
nini's extraordinary effectiveness is that he
gets his orchestra to sing. Kreisler's violin
sings melodies more beautifully than most
vocalists.
To develop fine singing tone. it is advis-
able to work at legato and sostenuto play-
ing. To develop an orchestral quality. it is
good to work at Beethoven Sonatas which
are often so markedly orchestral in charac-
ter as to be scarcely pianistic. I am think-
ing of certain passages in the final move-
ment of the Appassiollata which do not lie
"under the fingers" and which )ield or-
chestral effects.
Another important element in the tech-
nique of accompanying is the ability 10
command a great variety of dynamics. It
often happens that at a performance, a
singer (either with or without reason) pro-
duces different effects from those of the re-
hearsal room. The accompanist JUay sud·
denly be faced with an unexpected yolume
of tone-with a sudden diminishing. Then
he must be able, not only in his mind but
with his playing fingers, to adjust and fol·
low, scaling his crescendi so as not to
drown out his partner reducinO' his, 0
volume witbout (Continued on Page 52)
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CHOIRS that sing in public should sosing that the people who listen hearmusic in all its parts, hear all the
pitches and all of the time values; hear the
beauty of the individual voices; hear the re-
creation of the mood, that the composer felt
when he' created the music; hear and feel
the meaning and the feeling of the text, and,
at the same time, 'understand the text. '
~In these articles during the coming
months, we wish to find the way of helping
the individual singer, the choir master, and
the choir singer who may read these arti-
cles to make people understand what the
text is that he is singing. We must take for
granted that the time values, the pitches,
and the intervals are all correct and are
all part of a forward moving rhythm. Enun-
ciation and clarity of lext musl not be
studied until these are established, as they
are prerequisites to the study of good die-
tion. They .are prerequisites in every num-
ber that is sung.
A great, almost insurmountable, difficulty
faces the average individual when he tries
to sing. That difficulty arises from the fact
that he has thought of our 'language as a
language made up of letters and "not a
language made up of sounds. Any individ-
ual who is fortunate enough to have been
taught spelling phonetically in the public
schools has an advantage over those of us
who have been taught to spell by letters.
Some splendid authorities all music, when
they attempt to give instructions to singers,
are confused, and in their instructions they
speak or write about the letter when the
letter can have many different sounds. Last
year one of our authorities put out a
pamphlet which was sent to all the teachers
of public school music in the United States.
In this pamphlet he made the statement that
the vowels were a, e, i, 0, and u. Rather, he
should hav~ said that the vowel letters
from which all vowels are formed are a, e,
i, 0, and u.
The letter "a" can be sounded as in faith,
care, add, infant, father, or ask. The first
one "faith'" is a diphthong-the others are
vowels. The letter "e" call be a vowel as
in eve, as in event, as in end, as in silent, or
it can be the diphthong as in they. ,"I" is
another peculiar sound which also has dif-
ferent uses. It can be the diphthong as in
ice, or it can be the vowel sound as in Hl.
"0" can have the vowel sound as in lord,
as in odd, as in dog, as in occur, or the
sound of it as in women, or it can be
used as the diphthong as in go. "U" .has
the sound as in hub, or the sound as in cir-
cu~, or can be used as a diphthong as in
duty or unite. Beyond the shadow of a
doubt, we are safe in saying that the let-
ters a, e, i, 0, and u are not vowels. They
must have sound before they become vow-
els '.lnd diphthongs.
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Good Singing
Requires Good
CHORAI_ SINmNG
Diction
Unless audiences can understand
the words, choirmasters and singers are
not doing their jobs properly.
By JOHN FINLEY WILLIAMSON
If the one who sings or the one who con-
ducts, when he looks at a word, can hear
the sounds and not think of the letters, a
large part 'of his battle for good diction
will be over. For example, the simple word
"of" is not sounded with "0" and "I," hut
with the vowel in the sound as in the word
"sod" and the consonant sound of "v." The
word "lord" is not sounded 1- 0- r- d, but
is sounded with the sustained vocal sound
given to the letter "I," the vowel as in
"saw," the r silent, and a quick "du" end-
ing the wdid. "Who" is never sounded
w- h- 0·, but is sounded with a quick "h"
and the "00" as in soon.
The definition of phonetics, according to
the dictionary, is as follows: "The science
of speech sounds considered as elements of
language; especially the study of their fer-
marion by the speech organs and apprehen-
sion by the ear, their attributes, and their
relation to other aspects of language; also,
the application of this science to 'the under-
standing and speaking OT languages."
The one who sings or the one who con-
ducts singing must so master the phonetics
of the English language or whatever lan-
guage he is using, that he spins a contin-
uous line of sound that is made up of each
sound in the word and, in turn, in the
phrase. A good illustration is a string of
pearl beads. The strong thread going
through the pearls is the vitally emotional-
ized breath of the performer. The beads
themselves are the vowels and the diph-
thongs. The beads touch each other but' be-
tween each bead is a space-that space rep·
resents the consonants. The only weakness
in this illustration lies in the fact that there
is space beLween the beads. One of the
weaknesses in our English language is that
the consonant p, the consonant t, and the
consonant k make a space between the
sounds because these consonants are Inoises.
10hn McCormack once said that _the
greatest art is the art that conceals itself.
He meant the art that conceals the fact that
perfect legato is not possible in singing
because of the consonants p, t, and k.
The singing voice must have such a bound
legato that one, is conscious only of a
continuous phrase in which every sound
is .beard. With this continuous phrase
the softness and loudness (or the ampli-
tude) must be so controlled that the form
of each phrase is beautiful, bearing out
the climaxes of the construction of music.
When this is done, we have laid out the
foundation for good diction and the begin-
nings of artistry.
Another wonderful phenomenon is pres-
ent with this legato singing of vowels and
consonants. The voice ceases 10 make you
conscious of words as words or words as
tones, rather the voice makes you con-
scious of thoughts in phrases and beauty
in the tone that makes up the entire phrase.
The voice that is most easily understood
is the voice of the child 5, 6, 7 years of age.
This clarity of enunciation may even con-
tinue until the voice changes. As soon as
the youthful individual tends to imitate or
starts to study voice too young or with a
poor voice teacher, clarity of enunciation
disappears.
Any kind of time beating that lays em-
phasis upon a single note or a single word
will destroy this clarity of enunciation.
Each one of us who conducts must con-
duct through a phrase, not stopping on the
individual beats. The child in the average
class in public school music and in the
average junior choir has 110possible chance
of keeping his childlike clarity of enuncia-
tion in phrasing, because of the time beat-
ing of the individual who leads his grollI'.
The thought of the individual singer
singing alone or in a group must be, not to
say words, but to sing phrases in which all
of the sounds are so woven together that
the meaning and the feeling of the phrase
goes to the listener. (Continued on Page 59)
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• theModulation In
Church Service
To make music for worship effective,
a knowledge of modulation is
indispensable for the organist
By ALEXANDER McCURDY
THE ART of modulation is indispens-able to every church organist. Any-one who is deficient in this aspect of
his craft is rather like a man who has
learned to read but not to write. The two
skills are inseparable. One may be a bril-
liant virtuoso on the organ, yet be un-
qualified to hold a church position because
of a lack of facility in modulation.
Conversely, an organist who is fluent
in modulating is able to add to the effective-
ness of the church service, bridging over
smoothly and inconspicuously each tran-
sition into a different key. In addition, he
is well prepared to cope with the emergen-
cies that occur frequently in even the best-
rehearsed service.
Committees responsible for church music
are becoming more and more aware of the
importance of modulation. One acquaint-
ance of mine won an important church posi-
tion mainly on the strength of being able to
modulate without hesitation into any de-
sired key when asked to do so by a shrewd
member of the music committee.
Church organists are fortunate if they
studied with a master who took the time to
give them a thorough grounding in the
principles of modulation. Others modulate
on the "I Wonder As I Wander" system.
They wander through the keys and wonder
where they will eventually come out.
Some organists say: HOh, yes, I can
modulate; I can get from any key to any
other-and I haven't the faintest idea how
I do it."
This haphazard method sometimes may
produce good results; there are people who
seem gifted with a natural ability to do
anything. On the other hand it may result
in one of those long, rambling improviea-
tions during which the organist is praying
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he will arrive in the key he started for, and,
after a great deal of huffing and puffing,
finally reaches his goal.
The art of modulation is fearfully com-
plex. The more one studies it, the more he
finds to learn about it. One can make new
discoveries every day. One's own tastes and
musical bent, too, influence one's style of
modulation. Two organists, having equal
knowledge and experience, would not be
likely to solve a given problem in the same
way. One cannot lay down dogmatic rules
for. what to do at this or that point in the
church service.
But it can be said in general that there
are two kinds of modulations-good and
bad. The rambling, purposeless modulation
already cited belongs in the latter category.
So do a great many time-worn and very
banal methods of moving from key to key,
two of which are the "circle of fifths" and
ascending dominant sevenths.
To travel from C major to E-flat via the
"circle of fifths" route, one adds B-Hat to
the C Major triad, resolves the chord to
F Major, resolves F to Bfiat, and resolves
Bcflat to Eflat. In the second method, one
plays a string of dominant seventh chords,
ascending by half-steps until the desired key
is reached.
Both these methods of modulation are
cumbersome and time-consuming. One
should be able to reach the dominant of the
new key by playing two or three chords.
For most of us, the ability to do this is
a skill which must be learned. Those organ-
ists whose early training was deficient in
this respect, however, need not despair.
There are on the market many excellent
manuals showing how to go from any key
to any other key by the most expeditious
route. An excellent book is "The Art of
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Modulating," by Lucile Lawrence and Car.
los Salzedo (G. Schirmer). Another is
"Modulation in Theory and Practice," by
Edward Shippen Barnes (J. fischer). Two
useful volumes are "Practical Keyboard
Modulation" by Rob Roy Peery, and "Man-
ual of Modulation" by Preston Ware Orem
(Theodore Presser). And an amazing lit-
tle helper is "The Instant Modulator," pub-
lished by Marvin Music Edition, 260 Handy
St., New Brunswick, N. J.
It should be emphasized, however, that
all these works are only aids to the skill of
the organist, not substitutes for it. Every
problem in modulation is different. Some
modulations must be done quickly. (hhers
must be drawn out.
In playing services at my own church, I
sometimes transpose the final stanzas of a-
long hymn half a tone upward. This modu-
lation, which adds new brilliance and vigor
to congregational singing, must be done
very quickly, within the final measure.
The Presentation is quite another prob-
lem. It is an effect..ive touch if the organist
reaches the key of the Doxology, or other
offertory response, at precisely the moment
the collection plates are deposited on the
altar. To achieve this result, the organist
must rely on his own skill and judgment.
The length of time required for the modu-
lation depends on the distance down the
center aisle, the speed at which ushers walk,
and other factors that vary Irom church
to church. There are no ready-made solu-
tions to be found in books.
Other prohlems of modulation that reo
cur week after week are those of moving
from the key of the opening voluntary to
that of the opening hymn; from the key of
the closing hymn or benediction to the post-
lude; from hymn to Doxology or vice-versa.
If the service is intoned, as in Catholic or
High Church Episcopal worship, a modu-
lation may be needed to supply the pitch
for intoning. Communion services, wed-
dings and other special occasions offer
modulatory problems of their own.
To be effective a modulation must be
appropriate--Iong or short, as the occa-
sion demands. It must be expertly done
and it must avoid stereotyped musical pat-
terns. If it does this, the modulation will
meet the requirements of any service.
Great masters of the or aan 0'0 even far-o 0
ther, In their hands a modulation becomes
a work of art. It is not an unimportant epi-
sode in the service; it is an integral part
of the service.
. In preparing this article I queried lead-
mg organists as to how they would solve
certain specific problems. Thanks to their
kindness, ETUDE here presents several
of their (Continued on Page 50)
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. Is it good jor a teacher to mark up music
a lot? My teacher marks my music in dij-
[erent colors until it looks like an oil paint.
ing! ... (2) Wil! you tel! me if there are
any set rules for bowing? A fonner teacher
of mine usually marked a slur from the sec-
ond note of one group to the first note of
the next group . . . (3) /s it necessary to
study harmony for violin playing? . . .
(4) Should one have a book 011 harmonics
in order to study them? ...
-A. S., California
Many teachers do like to put a lot of
markings on a pupil's music. Personally, I
don't think it is necessary-if the student
has an average intelligence or better. It
seems to me wiser to train the pupil's
intelligence than to layout a complete blue-
print of everything he is supposed to do.
A great deal depends, of course, on the in-
dividual pupil and his degree of advance-
ment. Difficult passages should always be
carefully fingered. If the teacher feels that
certain bowing marks are not violinistic or
not in accordance with present-day taste,
he should alter them as he sees fit. Very
often it is advisable to write in slight nu-
ances that are not given in the printed
score; these should be written lightly with
an ordinary pencil. If they are marked
heavily, the student is likely to exaggerate
them.
There is this to be said for using red
pencil markings-they attract the eye. If
the lead pencil directions do not take effect,
then bring out the red pencil J But it is not
too good to use varied colors, for they only
distract the eye from the notes.
(2) "Are there any set rules for bow-
ing?" Now there is a question! A dozen
pages would be inadequate for answering
it. I could give you a dozen or more rules,
each with a dozen or more exceptions. In
other words, the pedants to the contrary,
there can be no set, iron-clad rules for using
the bow. Everything depends on the passage
being played and its mood. A passage re-
quiring eloquent expression calls for a
frequent change of bow, while a quietly
reflective passage, even if the note values
are the same, would need a slowly-drawn
bow stroke.
There are no general rules for bowing
that I can give you, except, perhaps, this:
For a short crescendo or a short dimin-
uendo, try to arrange your bowing so that
the crescendo comes on the Up bow and
the diminuendo on the Down bow.
If you have any specific problems of
bowing, write to me about them-perhaps
I can clear them up for you.
(3) The study of harmony is a MUST
for every violinist. The violin being a "one-
line" instrument, violinists do not sense
harmony as readily as most pianists. The
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Are there set rules
for bowing?
player who is ignorant of harmony will,
unless he has a fine instinct, be unaware of
the choral background of the music he
plays, and it is the shifting chords and
modulations that suggest the phrasing of.
the solo line and the necessary changes of
tone color. To a large degree, the interpre-
tation of a violin solo depends on its har-
monic background. So it is always good to
make as thorough a study of the subject
as possible.
(4) It is not necessary to have a special
book for the study of single harmonics.
Many studies and very many quite easy
solos have passages in harmonics that can
be used for practice. The last of the Bril-
.Iiant Studies of Mazas is an excellent ex-
ample. And any good teacher can explain
the principle in a very few minutes. What
is essential is that the strongly-pressed first
finger and the lightly-touching fourth fin-
ger (sometimes the third finger) be abso-
lutely in tune. It is also essential that the
bow be drawn near the bridge. The study
of double harmonics is another matter, and
for these I would recommend the last pages
of Sevcik, Op, I, Book IV.
Your questions were very interesting,
and I hope to hear from you again.
When to bow near
the bridge
I have followed you.r writings in Etude
for several years and have derived much
benefit from the study of them .... But
there is something I don't quite understand.
You. advise us to play most of the time close
to the bridge. Now, if I play close to the
bridge I scratch. Why should this be if it
is the right thing to do? Is there a special
wa,y of bowing near to the bridge? I should
be glad if yOlt would explain ....
H. M. R., Ohio
You seem to have misunderstood some
of the remarks in these columns. I have
never intended to convey the idea that one
should play close to the bridge most of the
time. What I have said on some occasions
is this: If one imagines a half-way mark
between the bridge and the fingerboard,
then three-quarters of one's playing should
be done on the bridge side of that mark.
Which is quite different from playing close
to the bridge.
There are many occasions in the course
of most solos when one must bow very near
indeed to the bridge; as, for example, when
a really intense forte is required. Bowing
near the bridge or away from it 1S a potent
means of inAuencing both intensity and
tonal volume. And a slow bow, whether
forte or piano, must be drawn near the
bridge, if the tone is to remain firm and
solid. This leads, in fact, to one of the few
basic rules of good bowing: The slower the
bow, the nearer the bridge.
If one draws a slow forte bow on the fin-
gerboard side of the half-way mark, one is
immediately aware of the throaty quality
of the tone and of its tendency to break. The
further one gets from the fingerboard the
firmer and more vibrant the tone becomes.
A few minutes of experi ment should con-
vince you of this truth-and you will enjoy
the experiments!
That you tend to scratch when you bow
close to the bridge is not a sign that you
are bowing too near, but rather that you
are not controlling the pressure of the bow
with enough sensitivity. The first finger
of the right hand must always be in con-
scious contact with the bow stick, but how
much pressure it should exert depends en-
tirely upon how one is playing and what
are the demands of the music. If you are
drawing a very slow bow, too much pres-
sure will cause a scratchy tone .. A faster
bow will allow more pressure. Which leads
us to another basic rule: The faster the bow
stroke, the more pressure can be used. I
say "can be used," not implying that it al-
ways should be. Very often a fairly rapid,
light bow stroke should be drawn near the
bridge, for it will produce a moderately
soft yet intense quality that is very ef-
fective.
It would be good for you to practice
drawing full-length bow strokes of about
six seconds duration very close to the
bridge. If at first you make scratchy
sounds, try to adjust your pressure so that
the tone becomes pure. This should not be
difficult. When (Continued on Page 62)
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PIANIST'S PAGE
New Materials
for the New Season
The top teaching pieces of 1951
are of unusually high quality.
1~lEQUALITY of some of the new
sheet music publications has suddenly
soared skyhigh. Composers and publishers
are at last offering music of solid substance
to piano beginners and intermediate stu-
dents. Some of the pieces are cleverly con-
trapuntal, others contain sensitive, original
music, and (thank heavenl } the titles of
practically all are sharp and stimulating,
and don't make us blush. Even the covers
are exciting!
The pieces listed here are, I think, the
top notchers of the year. Although I have
carefully culled over a huge stack of music,
there will be omissions, since several pub·
lishers failed to send in their new piano
issues.
To reduce the list of tip-toppers to these
few items was a tough job, because the ex-
cellent runners up resisted exclusion. Here,
however, are my final chokes:
THE PIECES OF THE YEAR
Dittenhaver-The Witches' Ride (Creative
Pub!.) .
This is an extraordinary piece; good,
easy music, very effective played slow or
fast, staccato or legato, soft or loud. It could
be used as an encore by an advanced pian-
ist, yet can be well played by a third or
even second year student. If the glissandos
are too tricky, omit them and substitute a
grace note (F) with the top E's. It's just as
effective that way.
Stevens (Everett)-Irish Cradle Song
(Summy)
This is beautiful music which never tar-
nishes_ Play it as directed "with a tinge of
sadness" and you'll be moved by its poign-
ancy and strength. I like to play it slightly
slower than marked (33-96 to the qnarter-
note) ... third year.
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Fichandler-Talhng it Over (Schirmer)
An exquisite, easy contrapuntal conver-
sation, perfect for developing smooth two-
voiced texture ... second year.
Wigham-O Hear Those Evening Bells
(Ditson)
Another excellent contrapuntal "Inven-
tion" with good training in short, legato
phrases and smooth, long flow. Has a son-
orous, swinging finish _ . _ fourth year.
SiAer-Sonatina- (Boston Music)
Throwaway those faded, thin, deadly old
Sonatinas and use this masterpiece! Your
students will rejoice in its zip, lilt and
lyricism .... Why don't composers write
more such delightful three-movement
pieces? (Answer-they can't!) ... fourth
year.
Hendriks-The Ice Cream Man (Mills)
Fascinating and very effective sketch of
a hot summer evening with the cooling bells
of the little white refreshment truck tinkling
distantl y in the next street, then coming
'round the corner and jingling softly
away .... Audiences love it .... Fourth or
fifth year.
THE RUNNERS UP
Phippeny-The Cand)' Balld (Crealive
Pub!.)
An irresistible, short first year "parade"
with large notes and words.
Robinson-Sandman's Lullaby (Creative
Pub!.)
Another brief, easy and exquisite first
year large-note piece-.
Garrow-There's a Lark in the Meadow
(Ditson)
A saucy, spuuky second year piece . . .
fine for skip-flips.
Glover-It's Fun to Run (Schroeder & Gun-
ther)
A brisk, snappy second year piece with
left and right hand melodies, staccato
chords and a fine, easy climax.
Bentley-Latvian Lullaby-(MiIIs)
A tender, yearning tune of nostalgic
flavor. ... Adolescent girls will dote on it
... second or third year.
Carrarran-Roulldelay (Presser)
A short, gay, bouncy dance which covers
a lot of "ground" on the piano ... E Minor,
third year; not difficult.
Kilpatrick-HOI carecrows"-( chirmer)
Called "An Improl able Dance" this is an
amusingly awkward and menacing shuflle
interrupted by jeering rowcaws,.,. Sec-
ond or third year.
Robinson- peed Boals (Pres er)
Quite unlike the raucous racket which
makes lake resorts hideous vacation spots,
these speed boat kim with light, lifting
staccato .... They giv useful practice in
easy thirds and sixths. _ . a very effective
recital piece ... thi rcl r fourth year,
Bush-Follow Me-( ummy]
A beautiful and gay canon in free tyle,
it offers ideal practi e in two-voiced inde-
pendence .... Third r fourth year.
Glover-Beat Out the Boogie-( chroeder
& Gunther)
A corking "popular" number ... third
year, short, very snappy. Gives easy, useful
workout in boogie ba s and broken oc-
taves .... Boys will wow you with it.
Publishers still bring out too many dull,
unimaginative pieces. In compiling my
teachers' recommended lists I have had to
throw out at least two-thirds of the new
issues as trash. Yet the basis of my selection
is not necessarily music of high calibre but
rather pieces which the rank and file of
elementary students will enjoy playing or
which teachers consider essential to imple-
ment technical and Illusical points. I am
sure that countrywide sheet music sales
would skyrocket if the large publishing
houses concentrated on fewer. better and
more useful items .... Why they don't try
this just to save production costs is beyond
my comprehension!
AN OCTAVE TIP
After many years of experimenting I
have found that one of the 1110steffective
ways of teaching a student (especially a
small-handed one) to play octaves with con·
fidence, power, endurance and relaxation is
often to have him practice octave passages
with the thumb alone. He does this ill two
ways: (l) by holdi ng his hand in a light,
relaxed "fiit," using the tip of his attached
thumb simply as the playing point for his
rotational mechanism, and (2) by moving
the thumb away from the hand, with the
other fingers held in relaxed and bunched
playing position. (Continued all Page 57)
No. 130- 40~16 Enchanted Evening
This work offers the problem of emphasizing a melodic line which occu rs alternately in the right and left hands. Follow the.
slanting lines marking transition of the melody to the upper and lower. staves. Grade 3.
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An American Folk Dance
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No. 410-41015 Pizzicati
from "Sylvia"
'This famous Polka is all that survives from the score of Leo Delibes' ballet, "Sylvia." Play it with c ri s p , detached/staccato
touch to imitate the sound of stringed instruments being played pizzicato. The pedal should be used sparingly; follow care.
fully the indications in the mu si c. Grade 4. LEO DELlBES
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, ~1 useful S2tudGYin phrasing and legato playing. Players should be meticulolls in performing the two-against-three rhythm found
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Dancing PuppetsNo. 110-26903
Grade 3. ROBERT A. HELLARD
Allegretto (d, 132)
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No. 110 - 26377 Danza Mexicana
An excellent study in rhythmic independence of rjg~1tand left hands. It should be played in brisk tempo but not hurried.
Grade 31/z.
CARL WILHELM KERN. Op. 7M
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No.ll0-26438 Thirds on Parade
March Miniature
A useful study in the rapid execution of passages in thirds. It should be executed cleanly and evenly, and at a brisk tempo.
Grade 2 l/Z.
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No. 130· 40497' Processional March No. 130·40497 Processional March
Grade 4. SECONDO Grade 4. PRIMO
Tempo diMarcia FREDERICK A. WILLIAMS, Op. 75
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A Country Lane in Summer
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No. 111·40035
Text adapted from Psalm 30
Allegro moderato
I Will Extol Thee GLADYS S. DAVIS
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No. 114-40010 Once Upon a Time
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No. 110-27608 Dancing Shoes
MICHAEL AARONGrade 2. ~/
Allegretto con brio' (J: 160)
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My ShadowNo. 120·301al
Grade 1 v«.
ALICE C. D. RILEY JESSIE L. GAYNOR
DOROTHY GAYNOR BLAKE
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their tones as pears; some require
the presence of some cherished
photograph, etc. Things like that do
you no good at all! They won't harm
you, I suppose, except in making
you dependent on matters which have
no possible relation to singing-but
why clutter yourself up! Keep the
vocal act as simple as possible.
The main thing- is to avoid forcing
of any kind. Imitating other singers'
sounds can be a prime cause of
forcing, as can physical eccentrici-
ties. We have all seen singers who
lock their chins to their chests so
insistently that you begin to feel
a tightness in your own throat simply
from watching them; or singers who
do odd. tight things with their lips.
Avoid all such mannerisms.
The basis of good throat produc-
tion is to keep the throat correctly
open. to avoid too much muscular
activity of the lips, to pronounce all
consonants clearly and then to reo
lease them as quickly as possible
and on to pure vowel sound, to
keep the position of the larynx un-
changed. to keep lone from getting
back into the throat, and to stick
to the best forward production, with-
out any forcing anywhere. Whether
you have been grounded in the
German school. the Italian school, or
any other. these basic precautions
are the same and will lead to the
same single goal of good singing.
THE END
DON'T IMITATE YOUR TEACHER like EE, requires hardly any lip
action or none at all.
Obviously, the value of the pure
Italian vowels is that they relax the
lips and keep the throat open. In
speaking of an open throat, I do not
mean an open mouth, a spread
throat, or the roomy feeling which
comes from widening the sides of
the throat and pulling back the
tongue. If you try (mistakenly) to
"open" the throat this way, your
AW will be choked and hollow,
lacking focus, lustre. and resonance.
In the correct opening of the throat,
there must be no sidewise stretching .
The best opening of the throat re-
sults from practicing an easy- feeling,
resonant AW .
As you go into the high tones of
your upper register, A W changes to
short- U (as in up). Keep to this
sound, never letting the tone slip
back into the throat, in an UH. You
will find your higher tones more
readily approached if you have al-
ready mastered a good open-throated
00. All of these pure vowel sounds,
regularly practiced us exercises, form
the basis of good singing.
It is not wise to become depen-
dent upon the many (and often
curious) com pulsions which beset
the singer's path. Some are unable
to sing without certain cough-drops;
some need certain habits of eating
(or not eating); some must fall
prone in "relaxation," or think of
the ScoutsMarch of (Continued from Page 16)No.11O·4111S1
ELLA t.:ETTERER
some back while you sing, but
holding back with the diaphragm,
not the throat.
Another basis for good singing. is
an·unchanged position of the throat.
Whether you sing up or down the
scale, the larynx must not move its
position. Confusing upward-ness of
sound with upward-ness of motion,
many singers try to sing high by
making some effort towards height
in their throats. Actually, nothing
in the throat should move lip or
down or anywhere at all-tone is
regulated hy the angle at which
the vocal cords approximate. You
can test this by putting your fingers
on the throat of an accomplished
singer when he goes through a
scale, and noticing t.hat the larynx
never changes position.
Upon starting training in full
normal voice and leaving pianissimo
alone for a while, the first step is
to Jet a teacher with a good ear tell
you if you are singing pure vowel
sounds. If you are, you are also
singing correctly.
The pure Italian vowels are the
hest approach to singing because
they involve less lip action and pro-
vide more relaxed production. The
native Italian has an enormous ad-
vantage of language. The non-Italian
must learn to approximate these
sounds and later to add the nasal
sounds of French and t.he umlaut
sounds of German and French.
Say AH as we say it in English.
You will feel a slight closing of the
throat which throws the tone slightly
backward. It isn't very much, but
it's there and it counts. Now say
the Italian AH which is more nearly
AW (as in law). The t.hroat is open
and the vowel is frontally placed.
I cannot overstress the need of mas-
tering this Italian A W. Whoever can
sing a good, forward A W straight
through his middle register, has a
good production.
Again, compare t.he Italian EE,
without lip action, and the German
E£ with its tighter lips. The more
relaxed the Ii ps, the greater the re-
laxation of production, and the more
forward the tone. It. is the same
with 0_ The Italian 0 is not our OH
but nearer to A \V (compare rose
and rosa) which again is more for-
ward. 00 is the most difficult of
Italian vowels since it must retain
its round 00 sound (lips) and still
keep an open t.hroat position. AY.
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This is Your Opportunity-Mail Coupon Today!.-----------------------------------------_.
: UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY, Dept. A-732
I 28 East Jackson Blvd., Chicago 4, Illinois
I Please send me catalog, sample lessons and full informa-
l lion regarding course I have marked with an X below.
o Piano, Teacher's Normal Course 0 Voice
o Piano, Student's Course 0 Choral Conducling
o Public School Mus.-Beginner's 0 Clarinet
o Public School Mus.-Supervisor's 0 Donee Band Arranging
o Advanced Composition 0 Violin
o Ear Training & Sight Singing 0 Guitar
o History and Analysis of Music 0 Mandolin
o Harmony 0 Saxophone
o Cornet-Trumpet 0 Double Counterpoint
o Professional Cornet-Trumpet 0 Banjo
Name........ Age ..
Street No.
City .
Thehighest type of Musicol Training by Extension Methods, as developed and pededed by the Univer-
5ity Extension Conservatory, is not an experiment, not a make-shift, but h~s proven its. value and
soundness in the careers of thousands of musicians and teachers who owe their success entirely ta the
personalized ond painstaking coaching of this great Conservatory. Partiol listing of courses below:
HARMONY:-WriHen by two of the finest
theorists in the country. Simple, yet thorough
in every woy. From basic fundamentols right
through to Counterpoint and Orchestration.
CHORAL CONDUCTING:-Brand new course
includes all the modern techniques-even radio
broadcasting.
NORMAL P1ANO:-Especially designed for
teachers ar future teachers. Treats ond solves
every problem of the progressive teacher.
ARRANGING:_AfI the tricks of modern arrang·:~gdr~wn from the experiences of the biggest
neme arrongers in the country.
HISTORY:-A modern course including all types
of music from ancient origins to 20th Century .
Interesting-with emphasis on the analysis of
music-not a dull collection of facts.
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PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC:-Fits you for actual
work in the school room. Our model lessons de.
velop originolity ond give you an excellent guide
for teaching others.
EA.~ TRAINING:-Designed to give you the
ability to read at sight, to transpose and to
transcribe. Invaluable training for vocal or in·
strumental work.'I
Slate .
UNIVERS~TY EXTENSION CONSERV ATORY
28 EAST JACKSON BLVD. (DEPT. A~732) CHICAGO 4, ILL.
Are you teaching now? . . If so, how many pupils have
you?. . ... Do you hold a Teacher's Certificate?.
Have you studied Harmony? Would you like to earn
the Degree of Bachelor of Music? .
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ore some of the
most interesting first grade teaching
pieces you could find after a long,
long search. While some of them
have been favorites for many years,
today their popularity is greater than
ever.
In spite of spiraling ecsts. Century
Edition still sells for 20c a ccpy.
FIRST GRADE PIANO SOLOS
3522 Boom Boom, March, c.. . . Scarmolln
*2998 Jingle Jack. F "TIopkins
*3459 When My Birthday Comes. C .mcme
*3155 Darting In and Out, Polka. C ... Armour
3681 Mario Antoinette's Music Box. C
Giovanni
<-3587 Advice to Dolly, G Arnold
*SOOI Captain's March. The. C Hopkins
3606 Surprise Symllhony, Theme, C
llRydn-Eckhardt
*3452 Indian Boy, Em. ..nichter
*3076 Little Blue Eyes, Waltz, F GreenwahI
3405 Forly pethums Deep, F... Armour
*3680 Tommy's Marth, C. .. Hopkins
3755 Parachutist, The (Chromatic), F
Steiner
3411 From County Derry, G... Armour
36n3 Sea Spray, C. .umre
"3448 Woodland Orchestra.' C. .Jean
3816 CellD SOng, G. .Mnntgoracrv
"3164 Mr. Third Takes a Walk, C.. .Ittetuer
3n60.Mozart for the Young Pianist .. Eckhardt
393100110 the Donkey, C-l·2 D,·urlne
3935 Four by Eillht.. . ..... Pedcrsun-Krug
387(1 Let's Play Tag. C.. . .. rrcicee
3756 Ping Pong. F. . ••.. Stetner
3866 T'aking a Walk. C.. . Foldes
3801 Yo Yo, C. . Jame3
*ThcS6 pieccs Iwne words for slIlUi/l{}. if desired.
For a Great Value See
THE CENTURY
MUSICAL DICTIONARY
It is ONLY 20c
Our graded-and-classified or our
complete catalog listing over 4000
numbers is free at your dealer or on
request from us.
Century Edition is 20c a COpy
CENTURY MUSIC PUBLISHING CO.
45 West 63rd St., New York 23, N. Y.
• •• • • • • •
• Famous for AccuracYI
:!~
• Maelzel System
•
• 01 all mu~ie dealers
$1250••
•
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MODULATION IN THE CHURCH SERVICE
answers.
The modulation below, by Dr.
Georges Courvreur, assumes that the
organist has been playing Holy,
Holy, Holy in the key of E-ftat and
now wishes to move to G Major in
preparation for the Doxology. Notice
how skillfully Dr. Courvreur com-
bines both themes, repeating the
music just heard and anticipating
the work to come, and meanwhile
smoothly accomplishing the transi-
tion from Eflat to G. Notice, also,
that Holy, Holy, Holy is most promi-
nent in the beginning, with merely
a suggestion of the Doxology. The
latter gradually assumes more and
more importance, and at last builds
up to a crescendo on the dominant
of G Major, ready for a sharp,
clean attack by the choir and con-
gregation.
Dr. Courvreur's ingenious modu-
lation could serve as a model for
organists who have gained sufficient
fluency in modulation to adapt the
same principle to modulatory proh-
lems of their own.
E, to G.~lDomilllUlt)of Doxology 00 Holy, Holy, Holy.
HoI ",HoI ,Ho
Doxology 1 ""~~~~~""~""~
~ ------~ Holy,Holy,Holy
Doxology
rurl"r '"'1rr'r
, I I I I
J ,i_ i
\10 'f ~ .. 1.0£ ..... P, ,~~'~
'" " P "
Doxolog-)
J ~
1
'C.1~'" >' - I 'I
,- I P-
'"'"" ,,'IF If "Ir t
A~ major to G major
are many rea.
sons for selecting Century Edition al
your standby. As~ to see these piano
classics at your dealer and you will
discover diversity, good teste, cop·
able editing, wide scope, excellent
printing and the low, low price of 20c
a copy-all good reasons for making
Century Edition YOUR edition.
PIANO CLASSICS
402 Sonata No. l, G-3 .. . ... Haydn
1119 Hungarian Rhap,ody No.1. C:III·7·L1D:1
2094 Scoteh Poem, 00. 31. Nt. 1. fm·5
M'cDotrtU
316 Rondo ClprlulDie. Op. 14, E·5
~ltndelnobo
403 Sonata No. l. C·) .lloun
3332 Fantilia In Om. ·3 .. . MlIUn
3380 Trumpet Piece and Air. 0.3 PurteU
33~4 Valu In A, 011. 10. No.1, ·t
nltblllllll~
22!i1 ImpromlllU, OP. 142, No.2, Ab·4
8.:bubert
2164 Moment MUllea', 00. &4, No. 3. h-2
2304 Whlmo (Grllltn), 0,. 12, Ho. 4. Db-4
8.:bullWlll
3!i~9 Waltl, 8aronldo lIN'Strln". G·5
1'IehaltowlQ-
3910 ea,."II,. 00. 33. Nt. 6. 0-3 &clbofrll
3999 Inlermeno. 011. 111. Ht. I. Eb·4 Draluu
9899 Preludl and futll. III CIII, ·5 I. S. n.dI
4000 Slll. Little Praludu 1.8. Bidl
3!101 Three Etlld .. , Fill. Ab. Db, .4 ... Cbaplll
3789 Sonatina III G. •• •. c. P. E. Bidl
3838 Muurka In EIIl. 011.41. No. 2. ••. C1JlpI~
3839 Milurka hi fm, .4. DebwJJ
3843 Polon.1M In Ab, 00. 53. ·~·e . C1q1e
3894 Th. Et)'lItllA Girl. G.·.·5 .. Rmnu
1186 Moonlltht sa.ata. C=.·6 lltt'tboI'el
2448 Wallu •• Op. S9. Nil. 1,2, e, 15•. 5·li
Dr,.
33!i6 Scherzo. OD, 32, 8bl'll·7 Cbapla
3419 Nww .. lan Dance N•. 2. 0,. 35, A-4
(Irltl
i~~~F F"
;tINot ..: SubBlilute B for thi~rnament&Iion ifUlOllly &c:hord
;. givell;121 The Doxology;B BUng ill harlllon}·.
Another ticklish problem is that
of moving from D-flat Major to G
Major. Roland Diggle accomplishes
it as follows:
CENTURY MUSIC PUBLISHINGCO,
45 West 63rd St" NewYork 23,N, y,
Century Edition is 20c • Copy
Our graded.and.clossified or cur
complete catalog listing over 4000
numbers is frn at your dealeror en
request from us.
And Warren Martin goes from C-
sharp Major to G Major in this un·
usually effective way:
Why Pay More?
LONG PLAYING RECOROS
(J) 'h R.P."'.I
c: 10 darn. of G 30 % off
FGctory He."t Ertry Record GUflrflllfeedl
For FREE Comptet. Catalogue
Qnd Price List, "rite to;
C1,;.~,~'I
~; ': J ~ (Q! :
l::: '~~:,I":I
WM. S. HAYNES COMPANY
Flllt~s of Ohllnefioll
STERLING SILVER_GOLD-PLATINUM
Cotolog Olt reqll"l!lt
lOS :UauachUidu ~,-.--. BoiUIII 15, ~
Ne.xt month we shall present other
solutIOns of specific modulation prob-
~erns by these distinguished organ-
IstS.
(To be continued)
¢'rgan I(tluestions
Answered by FREDERICK PHILLIPS
• We installed a small pipe organ
about a year ago, and I have been
searching for a book explaining in
detail the stops and other funda-
mentals about the organ, such as
the reason for Great, Swell, etc. I
[eel that a good organist ought to
know what each stop represents in
the way oj timbre 01' quality of tone.
ls there any way 1.0 take the guess
work out of such mauer s ?
- ] .E.B., Kansas
Probably the best book for your
purposeswould be "Organ Registra-
lion" by Truette, described in the
title as "a comprehensive treatise on
the distinctive quality of tone of
organ stops, the acoustical and mu-
sical effect of combining individual
stops,and the selection of stops and
combinations for the various phases
of organ compositions j together with
suggested registratjon for one hun-
dred organ compositions, hymns and
anthems intended to be played on
specificorgans."
Another book giving less informa·
tion on registration, but more com-
plete detailed and technical informa-
tion on pipes and stops is the work
by Audsley entitled "Organ Stops
and their Artistic Registration."
• I have studied pipe organ to a
medium grade with a /ine teacher.
l felt sure I had m.ade good progress
alld had been taught the proper wa-y
oj playing the organ, as distinguished
.from the piano. Now I am. studying
with another t.eacher, who is also a
reliable authority on organ playing,
and she does not have th e same
opinions as my form.er teacher. She
always insists that repeated notes on
the organ are to be held for half
their value, with a rest 0/ half the
value of the note placed between it
alld the following note. Thus (see
Ex. 1):
K~.l
4JJilB
would be played as follows (Ex, 2):
In playing a Bach Fugue this way I
find it very difficult, as she says it is
ojten necessary to use a different
touch for each voice, as (Ex. 3):
Ex.3
~
would be played (Ex, 4):
Ex.4
~ t:J'
Which of these two ways of playing
is m.ore nearly correct?
-R.W., Verm.ont
One 0/ the essential elements in
organ playing is clarity. Since the
organ is ordinarily a "legato" in.
strument, it is sometimes necessary,
for the sake of clarity, to introduce
a partially staccato type of playing
to guard against what might become
"slurring" or "muddiness" of effect.
This is evidently what the new
teacher has in mind jn insisting on
the haH notes and rests. but in carry·
ing out this idea it is necessary to
guard against the playing becoming
"choppy," which is just as bad as
the too legato style. There should
be a happy medium or balance he-
tween the two extremes, keeping in
mind the desirability of smoothness
combined with clat;ity. This prin-
ciple will also help you to keep
clearly defined the various voices- of
a fugue.
• We have a new Baldwin organ in
our church, and 1 should like to have
an instruction book regarding stop
m.anagement and combination. It is
a two manual instrum.ent.
-Mrs. L.R., South Carolina
While the tone of the Baldwin
organ is produced electronically. the
stop and console arrangements are
similar to a regular pipe organ as
far as names and to a degree tone
quality are concerned. It is possible
therefore to use as a guide such in-
formation and instructions as will
be found in regular books on regis-
tration, such as Nevin's "Primer of
Organ Registration," or Truette's
"Organ Registration." The Nevin
book is less costly, and would un·
doubtedly be a real help to you,
In addition to this, however, 'we
suggest a lot of experimenting, first
with each individual stop to learn
its particular pitch and tone quality
then combining two or more stops
gradually to ascertajn the tonal qual-
ities of the different stops in com-
bination. You will also in this way
ascertain the volume of the several
stops, which go best to make up
the soft effects, as well as medium
or loud. The Nevin book will hell)
you in this respect, It may be had
from the publishers of this magazine.
ABOVE: Home Model Hammond Orgon, used in more homes than any other organ.
Hammond Orgon prices stort at $1285" for the Spinet Nodel (not illuslrated cbcvel.
See What #285* brtizgsyou-
/lOll! andfOr theyears ahead
PRICES START AT JUST $1285* FOR THE SPINET MODEL
IiAMMOND OIl,GA1V
MUSICS MOST GLORIOUS VOICE
You CAN HAVE the glorious music
of the Hammond Organ for $1285.:;<
A nd for this - the lowest price in
•years-you can have more than
music, too:
A riehel' family life
The Hammond Organ encourages
every member of the family to take
a very personal part in creating
family entertainment.
You, your wife, your childr'en can
create the music you love best on
the Hammond Organ. From whis·
pering strings to thunderous brasses,
all the great voices of music come
to life under your fingers.
You play in less than a month
In less than a month, anyone can
play simple but effective music on
the Hammond Organ.
Equally important, the Hammond
(Continued from Page 24)
The modulation from A·flat Major
to G Major is an extremely awkward
one. Here is a masterly solution by
Edward Shippen Barnes:
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Complete line of 2-manual-and-pedal Hammond Organs 51285*
up, including tone equipment and bench. *f. o. b. Chicogo.
I--------------------------------~
1 Hammond Instrument Company I
, 4210 W. Diversey Ave., Chicago 39, Illinois :
: Without obligation, please send me information on the :
I following Hammond Organ modds; I
I I
I 0 Spinet Model 0 Church Model I
I 0 Home Model 0 Concert I\lodel I
I I
1 Name I
I I
1 Street.. I
I I
1 City.. . P.O. Zone State............... I
: @1951,HAMMONDINSTRUM£NTCOMPANY 10 I~ J
Organ can be the beginning of a
lifetjme career for your children, a
talent (or leisure hours, a reward-
ing hobby for you .
YOUI' home is 11l1'genough
The Hammond Organ fits in a four
foot square. There are no installa·
tion problems; just plug it into an
electrical outlet and play. Practi-
cally no maintenance expense be-
cause the Hammond Organ is the
nnly organ in the world that never
needs tuning.t
Think ahout it -seriously
See and hear the Hammond Organ
at your local dealer's soon.
Think of your pride in owning
this, the world's most widely used
organ in homes and churches. Con-
venient budget payments can be
easily arranged. For further infor-
mation. mail the convenient coupon.
~HURCH MODEL, used
III sollie 27,000 dlUn:hes.
Concen Model has 32-note
AGO pedal keyboard and an
additional fPedal Solo Unit
tunable to preference by ,
the organist.
TEACHERS
Your New
Music Report Cord
For any instrument, private
or clc ss instruction-a com-
prehensive, practical grad-
ing system-A TIME SAVER.
At Your Dealer
or wrife
ELEANOR MORSE HALL
1137 Mistletoe Dr.
Ft. Worth 4, 'rex.
PROPER STUDY METHODS
mean JucceJJ!ulleachcPJ
EXERCISilS DE TENUES - I. PHILLIP
Studies for balance of finger strength ...
PIANIST'S DIGEST - M. ARONSON
Excerpts from Greot Masters (Advanced) 2.00
MELODIES IN TWO - J. HERFORD
First lessons in one and two· part playing for individual and
group piano lessons and theory classes. .75
EDWARD B, MARKS MUSIC CORPORATION, RCA Bldg" New York, N, Y.
......... 7S
On sale at all music stores
NICHOLAS VASICH
817 N. Elltaw St. Bcdtimore 1, Md.
lIJi1IUvn ~and ~
30 E. Adams St.-Chicago 3, Ill.The "NEW" SHEFTE
RAPID COURSE in
MODERN PIANO PLAYING
Specialists in Violins, Bows, Repairs, etc.
l;:;;TABLISH£D IN 1874. WRITE FOR CATALOG
Publishers of "VIOLINS and VIOLINISTS"
$2.50 per yeer_Specimen Cepy 35¢.
• QUICKEST • EASIEST
• MOST MODERN
• MOST THOROUGH
VIOLIN TEACHERS!
Ask for Illustr. Catalog with
Profossional Discount on
FAMOUS VASlCH ViOLINS
Endorsod by Greatest Masters
Practical Piano course in
Popular Music • • •
Standard Music • . •
and Semi-Classical Music
Authorities are agreed that
this "NEW" SHEFTE
COURSE is SHEFTE'S best
work and the greatest for-
ward step in the nation-
wide movement to MOD-
ERNIZE and SIMPLIFY
piano instruction.
VOLUMES 1-2-3
Each volume $1.25 in U.S.A,
ORCHESTRA IN EDUCATION
(Continued from Puge 13)
places have been arranged on the
assumption that "seeing is believ.
ing." If this be true, then "hearing
is .believing:· too. ~
In Baltimore. this year, the scope
of the Children's Concerts by the
Baltimore Symphony Orchestra ha
been broadened. Twelve concertsare
now' given in six centrally localed
public SCIIOOI".
In addition 10 the 11tI1li\S of these
particular schools. attendance is
augmented by children from other
schuols in the neighborhood ",hoare
brought directly to the central build-
ing b) busses provld d by the Board
(If Edu mlon.
Til ·~c oncert mk place during
til school period and lire regarded
us u highly vuluabl music projett
by th chool authorities.
(ContintH·tl tlfxl month)
THE
{or public school work hut for P:~l
vate teaching as welL Instrum~n.
b teacher tratn1l1gteachers sent out y ,1"
d teem to rea izeinstitutions ..0 no .s (]" and the 01'-
the pjace wluch stnn""S .Id . Y In our na-chestra suou oocup f. 1 It Far too a ten,tional musrca cu ure. l .11
11 d to teaC1 athey are ca e upon
the band and orchestra instrumel.lts.
as well as to direct bo\.h organJZa-
ti Good string groups cannot beIons. d' A
d 1 ed under such con ruons.eve op b 1001It
new awareness must be .1'01 c .
about. The scheduling of refreshel
for 'Instrumental teacherscourses 1 f I
in the summer can be very he p.u .
The nation's schools are turnll1j!;
I use of can-more and more to t ie
d ted tours to illuminate classuc e WI' Iroom studies. Trips to. as -.111''' on,
the United Nations Headquarters.
Oak Ridge, and countle s other
Adult
Level
Instruction
fading out of the picture.
tice on dynamics is helpful.
It js just this question of clllcr·
gencies that makes Oexib.iliIY. ~I:e
test of a good accompalllSI. Llk
driving a car in traffic. you must
watch the other fellow! You an
hardly prepare ~n advance; you sim-
ply have to be there. covering tip.
giving support. A singer may need
a sudden transposition. He Ina)' for-
cret a verse. He may skip a bar. He
~ay do something~anything-lhat
he did not do at rehearsa1.
One of my youthful assignments
was the series of come-back concerts
that Emma Calve gave in London.
It was a most valua.ble experien e
for me, for when it was over. I felt
that I was ready for any emergenr)'
that could ever arise. 1 remember
sitting at the instrument. wondering
what would come next. Calve WU~
a great and memorable artisl and
her audiences always gOt a rnth l'
special lift from her; bUI her mimi
was not of the blue-print Iype. C::ilJ -
cially in rhythms. The only thing
she ever sang in strici tempo wa
the Habanera from "Carme"."
But the accompani:<.l·s sheerlv
technical accomplishments are n~l
his most important one~_ Hi i.. tIl<.'
responsibility of setting und main-
taining the mood IJf each ~ong. for
the singer as weB as for the audi.
ence. From tbe first note he play ....
the accompanist establishe5 mood,
tempo. feeling. color. :Xor ha~ he
done his task when the prelude i
over. The interlude between ,\er .. ~
serves the same purpose and re.
quires equal care--especially in
songs .where music for succe~ ..i"e
verses IS not repeated_
. In Schubert's Der Erlkonig. (or
~nstancc. the character 01 the ong
IS set by the accompaniment, mo ...
WRITE US FOR LITERATURE
F RSTER MUSIC ~'6 SO H'1c.~~~H AVEo PUBliSHERItolC C
<?
A NEBRASKA FARM WOMAN
TAKES PIANO LESSONS
(Continued from Page 17)
Leisure time is like money, you
have to save it before you can spend
it. So I am pinching "time" pennies
whenever I can.
Many a scale or chord I've prac-
ticed while waiting Ior the good man
to come in to dinner. It may be just
a penny's worth of time but it soon
counts up to dollars in time lan-
guage.
Time was not my only handicap.
I had ten rusty fingers to deal with,
and it was hard to concentrate on
my music for any length of time as
I would either have some task left
to do, or something cooking on the
stove to distract my thoughts, and
I tired so easily, sitting at the piano.
But I kept on, just gradually though,
and after a few weeks I got over
being tired or distracted. I think my
fingers are more limber. (My teacher
may not entirely agree, though, with
that statement.]
I am taking all the work as given
in a regular course of study for the
piano.Lessons are given only during
the school year, however. which is
okayby me as I am afraid I wouldn't
be able to cut enough corners to
allow time for work on regular as-
signments during the summer. I do
find time though to review some of
lhe work done in the past season
and to browse through myoId fa-
vorites.I try to put in a few minutes
daily so my fingers won't be too
rusty again when the new teaching
season begins in the fall.
I think I was a third·grader when
I began, which was over two years
ago.Now Iam working on real stuff;
Czerny, Opus 821. Mr. Czerny is a
genius for knowing fingers. Those
little Eight-Measure Exercises sure
fool you; some of them look so sim-
ple until you work on them. then
they turn out to .be a real challenge
for unruly fingers; but I dig away
just to show him I won't be bluffed
into giving up. I think my long-
suffering teacher has endurance be-
yondwords to sit through the noise
Imake with some of those runs.
John Thompson's "Modern Course
For the Piano"-what a feast of de-
lightful pieces those books contain!
Sonatinas are lots of fun too; they
are so full of pleasant surprises.
Bach is considered a "must" for all
musicians, 50 I feel quite elated to
I~eworking on any of his composi-
tIons.I don't think he would recog-
nizeany of them, though, if he could
hear me play them. I've just worked
on a few of his Two-Part Inventions,
and do my fingers ever get tangled
up! There is no partiality shown
here,each hand gets a chance at the
melody. It's fun too, to figure out
the pattern used in each one.
Then I have major and minor
scales, chords and arpeggios. What
an interest it is to pick out the
dominant seventh arpeggios and
practice on them to see how smooth-
ly I can get my fingers to follow
each other.
I always have extra dessert too,
with my meal of music; Grieg's
"Peer Cynt Suite," Lohengrin's
Bridal Chorus, Mendelssohn's Wed-
ding Murch., Paderewski's Menuct
l'Anl.ique, Homer Grunn's Nocturne,
Ave Moria, Home Sweet Home with
variations by J. H. Slack, Polish
Dance by X. Scharwenka. I mention
these to show the variety in style
of music. I don't want t.o give the
impression that I can render these
music gems with artistry; far from
it. 'Nevertheless, I gain something
from each one, and if I keep on per-
sisting, who knows, maybe I can do
justice to them some day?
Now I am working on an arrange-
ment of "The Lord's Prayer." for
voice and piano. If some day I could
play it for some singer at even a
very small gathering, I think that
would be one of my happiest mo-
ments.
But here is another handicap (I
seem to be full of them); this one
is stage frjght. I get nervous and
jittery just thinking aboLlt playing
before an audience. I must wrestle
with t.hat, too.
My teacher is very exacting and
thorough and is so sincere in her
eHorts to help me. that I feel highly
complimented to think she does 50
much for a fifty-seven-year-old pupil
whose arthritic fingers are so clumsy,
and whose brain and hands do not
always synchronjze. I love music so
much I can't understand why it is
so hard for me to play.
I have learned so much and still
tbere is so much more to learn about
music. It's more fascinating than
any "best seller," movie, bridge
club. or fancy work. It's not only
the joy and comfort I get out of it,
but there is a practical side to it
too. For later on, I may be able to
help others begin a new interest in
life's middle age, or even help
vouncrsters who have no means for
;cCl'edited teachers.
Those of you who have raised
your families, or have to take things
easy, and now find time on your
hands, should begin the study of
music. There are so many fasci-
nating piano books just for adult
beginners nowadays, and so many
easy arrangements of well-known
(Continued on Page 59)
JUST OFF THE PRESS
"MUSIC & DANCE
IN NEW YORK STATE"
SIGMUND SPAETH
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
• ARNOLD SCHOENBERG
CHAIRMAN, HON" EDITORIAL
BOARD
IOLINS DEEP. IMELLOW.SOULFUL-
Easy tel'rna for wond""ful lnstrunumts,
Get deta,ls today.
GUSTAV V.HENNINGV.",_",. '''.,N. ,... "" •.W".,",b"
POPULARPIANO PLAYING
Internationally famous Kcidig
mcthods. Expcrt instrllction for bc-
gililiers or expcrienCCl\. Finc lllusical
st~'letl11'11chord improvisation.
f'or rclu~/Itio!l or jlrOfCSBiollul j'urposcs
STEINWAY HALL 113W. 57 St. Ci 6-1339
THE 'ACCOMPANIST SETS THE MOOD
(Colitilllle,ljrolll P<tge221
Pruc- ing in u ... ri{"~ of fi~ur ""hitbtb~
\0 'ul till n \ r duplicat~. Th1
hurn 1 r om('~ 10 1if throughthe
r Inti·.. rh\lhm uf Ihe ba~ (lC.
IOH'''. "Ill! no iii rli may be taken
wilh il-nhlhinj1 m\llOt intu(crelfith
Ihut dri\ iog. living rll ·thm. III this
~unlt. Ih ..in" r ha ... Ihe la~\01
r pf .. olinp; fllur diff rtnt ~1I5
-til narralhr. lhe father. the child.
and til ..pdt and he ofteu tfllfr
plical .. thing b' @oing quickly ~
COlt.. lh accompaniment i~quick.
AClllo.Hl. the twO are Rllt the same:
in perf t n..\·mble dutl. mdodf
and a companimenl mu~' ~ff ud
lake. bl ndin~ "il~ eacb .. her '"
ne\ er minp.Jinp..
L'nlik the- "010 piani~t. tht;Ktlllt
pani"'l can ne\f~r m~lC'r h~cnlthr
him ..elf. • (I maHt'r bo.. ~ ~
pia) .... he c_nnol reall~ &adhim:bT.unlil he h ... the eJpeneuet 01p .
iop; with OmeflDe. • II
The hard wa), af cour-t· .'
,.1\ whil pial in, ,riJ1r. lDdttO.. ~
imllOr'anl pan of tbr .rccm~·
lra.inin~ i.....ined .bile lit~
a~l at ".ork with an e1 " dJi'.
"mp.er '\\ho kno"'" l'hal be l.! .
, Cf".1
or pia) in~ for mlD\ ..10 boftld.
good '\ocal ~ludio,Thne \i'.-;
an ea ...ier \'In and II oftru'~
. b' . totnf 1:nle tbal more 1m IIMlU~ •
compa.ni ..t", do nol (hoc iL~
Thal j" 10 "lud~' ~,....qaI
""ilh a ....meda~' p&D~""
a.., am t oUOI ~lD r". ~
and ~O, piani"'l ..Iud~,..nlt_~
cnced m ...'...... ip tbtir ~ ~
Ii ld-. E,en II the vI n,;. .t;i
pani ..l-le r uDDOl do ~"
job. be can -bo" hiIII Dol .
p n~iog i D(lta lkl III III
one lum" .beD aU r1,"",.. ,-
a lbri iD~ c\<opartmt'i' .. '
ma ing. ..ilb ~ ~
w-ud ... I il.,!;l 0'"
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~ A COMPLETE & COMPREHENSIVE SURVEY -"""-
..,.. OF MUSIC & DANCE ACTIVITIES ~
CIVIC & ACAOEMIC
• PERTINENT ARTICLES •
BIOGRAPHIES & PICTURES of PROMINENT
MUSIC & DANCE PERSONALITIES
A DIRECTORY OF QUALIFIED TEACHERS & SCHOOLS
500 PAGES FULL OF VALUABLE INFORMATION
ORDER YOUR COpy NOW. ONU $6.00
BUREAU OF MUSICAL RESEARCH
236 WEST 5STH ST.. NEW YORK CITY 19, N. Y.
PHONE, CIRCLE 6.2690
TAKE THE CHORE OUT OF TEACHING!
Sustain student interest through the use of melodies they hear every
day on radio, television and records.
Intreduce them to the
CHAPPELL SHOWCASE FOR PIANO
A series of familiar melodies in rich-sounding, easy.to·play settings
for piano by Louis C. Singer.
FALLING IN LOVE WITH LOVE
HOW HIGH THE MOON
I CAN'T GET STARTED
I LOVE YOU
IN THE STILLOF THE NIGHT
IT'S A GRAND NIGHT FOR SINGING
I'VE GOT YOU UNDER MY SKIN
MY ROMANCE
ORCHIDS IN THE MOONLIGHT
SMOKE GETS IN YOUR EYES
SONG IS YOU, THE
SPEAK LOW
STRANGE MUSIC
WAY YOU LOOK TONIGHT, THE
YOU'LL NEVERWALK ALONE
Price SO¢ eoch
Richard Rodgers
Morgan Lewis
Vernon Duke
Cole Porter
Cole Porter
Richard Rodgers
Cole Porter
Richard Rodgers
Vincent Youmans
Jerome Kern
Jerome Kern
Kurt Weill
Wright-Farrest
Jerome Kern
Richard Radgers
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~
THE CHAPPELL GROUP
CHAPPELL & CO" INC •• CRAWFORD MUSIC CORP .• T. B, HARMS CO.
GERSHWIN PUBLISHING CORP. • WILLIAMSON MUSIC, INC.
RKO BUILDING ROCKEFELLER CENTER NEW YORK 20, N. Y,
EtliletllJy EI.i."abelh A. Gesl
The Unhappy French Boy
By Crace D. Pox
You have probably hoard some
of his music played by orchestras
or by famous p'ianists. One of his
compositions £01' orchestra is
called La. ilIa (The Sea), which
describes a smooth sea; then
waves Tush in and Ollt and send
spray into the air; then a great
storm tosses the sea angrily. Per-
haps you can hear a recording of
this sometime.
And man\, of you are fam.iliar
with~ or can 'play, i11s Clair de Lnl1e
(Nloon/ight), for piano solo. An·
other of hh well·known piano com·
positions is the Suite called 'IThe
Children's Corner." This includes
the Gofliwog's Cakewalk, and, al-
though he calls this Suite "The
Children's Corner," the pieces in
it aTC for childTcn to listen to rath·
Cl' than to play, as they are quite
di fficuIt.
Listen carefully to the music of
Dehussy whenever you have a
chance to hear it, and then, as you
develop into more advanced pi-
anists, you will be better prepared
to study and play his poetic com-
positions,
"CLAUDE, come here. Help
me carry these jugs. Claude, come
here. Sweep up the shop. Claude,
come here. Run an errand for me."
All day, every day, it was the
same, and he was only seven years
old. He lived in France and his
father owned a crockery shop. He
always spoke sharply to. Claude,
and his mother did the same. Poor
Claude! He was not happy; his
parents "would not let him go to
school and he had no time for
play.
Today, his aunt had come to
visit the family, and after seeing
what an unhappy life the liule boy
was living, she asked him, "How
would VOli like to come to my
house f~r a time? I could teach
you to read and write and it might
be fUll."
"Oh, Auntie, could I really go?
Could I, really?"
His mother and father were very
glad to have someone. else take care
of him, so, a new Ide began for
the boy. He learned to read and
write. ;llC1. best of all, he began to
stud): mu;ic. ""hen he was eleven
he entered the Paris Conservatory
anel then he began to find even
more happiness. All the love he
had in his heart he gave to music.
As he grew older, h~ began to
compose music of his own. People
liked his music, but instead of be-
ing pleased he would say, "My
music does not suit me. I want to
make new musical sounds, not like
other musical sounds." Sometimes
he would stay up all night work-
ing at his music, and he finally
made the kind of music he wanted.
Now, France honors him as a great
musician. His name? Claude De-
bussy.
ALTHOUGH :MUSICuses only
seven letters of the alphabet, those
seven letter-name tones represent
aU the wonderful music that has
been written. In the same way we
can use those letters to remind us
of the qualities we try to acquire.
How Fast Does Your Brain Work
B')' Wil,b~~rUl Moore
How FAST does your. bl'ai.nwork? You'd be surpnsed)f
you could m:asure j ts speed when
it is well-traIned.
In slow moving pieces, such as
Chopin's C-J1.1ino1'Prelude or tl~e
first movement of Beeth.oven s
Moonlight Sonata, tile monon of
the music is clam, gentle and uu-
hurried. like the flow of hOIl.cy,
and your brain can easily. think
of each individual note on the
printed pag~ and control each fill-
aer as it plays the notes.a . .
But in the fast movmg pieces,
such as Chopin's D-nat \Valtz or
String Quartet
Drawn by Thomas Yancy,
Missouri
Prize winner in Class A
C. P. E. Bach's Sclleggicuo, or any
of the fast pieces) au have learned.
the pace of the music is \cry rapid.
like the splashing drops in a waler.
fall, and yOUl' hrain, insteadQI
thinking about each individual
note, thinks of the notes in
groups, and your fingers must act
accordingly.
To prepare for this you siudl'
the printed page carefully and
slo\\l)" and train your fillgers de.
libcrat I) to touch certain keys.
Then wh 'I) speed is added, the
brnin mnk ~ the fingers perform
011)('\\ hat nutomatically, grasping
the group f notes, or the passage,
38 a unit. This require- lots of
good pro ·tie \\ ith onccntrotion.
and onccnll'Rtioll is another01
the I rain' j I . Your reacherlelk
y u "hot l do and the best "y
t d it, and poinls out fault3
01 n th way, but the nctualtrain·
inC" f th fin"crs jo:. nlirelr up
t u. Th t i one thing the
ten her nlUl t do for )'OU. • ilie
b It I' ou train the finrrers the
biter Ihe "ill Ret "hen "ned
UpOIl to pin) nut mnticllll)\ and
k cl up lu ~our fa.t mo\'ingbrain
\\ ithout >;ttumblin". TilE [\11
Who Knows th
(Kef'p "corp. O"P IIU",/r/Ofl ;
1. Does the oboe han?' sing:lc 01"
double reeds? (15poinl,)
2. How many half-steps from G-
double-flat to G-double-sharp?
(10 points)
3. If yon w~re the Toreador in
Bizet's opera. '·Carmen." what
llationallty would you be rep-
resenting? ~1;:; points)
4. From w113t opern i5 the thrl\)c
PIANIST'S ALPHABET
By Regjl/(I J'iclOrirt RUlll
w,.""",']' rltitt¥¥Lcacm::=pnguriol'f771
A-c~ll.racy is All.important.
B-nlhallce heightens Beauly.
C-Ieancut phrao;:.inrr Ill"'e CI .D' ~ e ~." s antr·
-elIeate pIa) ing is Delightful.
E-?se c~'cates Excellent Effect.
F-Illgenng well brinrrs Fluenc-
G-race Comeswith G~owlh. •
gin'n \\1th
(10 poinb)
thi; quiz tak<n?
Junior Etude Contest
Junior Etude will award three attractive prizes each month for
the neat7st and best stories or es:ays and for answers to puzzles.
Contest IS open to all boys and girls under eiahteen vears of aze
Class A-IS to 18; Class 13-12 to 15; Clas: C-Ul;der 12. e-'-
Names of prize winners will appear on this page in a future issue
of the ETUDE. The thirty next best contributors will receive
honorable mention.
Special Rodak Contest
It has been some time since the Junior Etude held a kodak contest.
All you have to do is to take a kodak picture (of course it must reo
late i~some way to l1~llsic). You do not have to develop nor print
the picture yourself. Pictures may be of any size. Send glossy prints
only. Do not send films. Put your name, age and address on the back
of the picture and mail to JUNIOR ETUDE, BRYN MAWR, PA.·
Contestcloses September 30.
LetterUox
Send replies to letters in care of
Junior Etude. Bryn ;\fawr. Pu., and
they wilt he forwarded to the writ·
ers.Rememberforeign mail requires
five-cent poslage.
• I would like to heal' from serious
music students, especially harp stu·
dents. I have also studied Ihe piano
for eight years and think it would be
interesting to exchange information on
musical matters in various countries,
[1]1(1hope some students will write to
me.
lo/m V. MnrSOll (Age 18). Englcmd
• I am in my sixth yea I' pinno nnd
hope to study Iwrp. I would like to
hear from other Juniol' Etude renders.
Carolyn Langfitt (Age 13), Ohio
• I am a new subscriber to ETUDE
and have studied piano for several years.
[would like to hear from other readers.
EdithEllen Came)' (Age 11), New York
WhOI io tho dilloltllCf bet·, .
o h.lf-,top and. half·MIt
point ...)
6_ F ronl POlor ore III<fir't
middle name.:- of "hirh
po-er? (5 poin!>l . \
7_ ,,,,,,. three no~er- .hido.~
Do" ell o,..d ill tl1< lill"
pia.no pil"Cl' . ,1;; polUL< ,
8_ W"" Jenm Lilld a ria .. ~.
cr. ,ioli~hl or "cJf-l?
poin~l
9. 110\\ mam ~"trtntb-ac*'"ll",'
- f Ii<d t.equol 10 0 hal -n ,t ird Itl'dOLled quartfr'Dotr t
ei bib-not.? ,5 p"iD~ .
O. Ghe all IIalian It"" at""!
_ fter (- lJOio!>
(AJI -. OIl .,sf ",.'
The TEN MUSIC NOTES
Cobourg, Ontario
Adele M(U;Kay, Anne Robertson,
Nancy Kerr, Iud)' Blakestone, Eve
Hurgraft, Susan Blackwell, 10 Ann
Taylor,Carol King, Susan Sine, Patty
Breit (Age 9 to 14)
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Answers to Quiz
1. Double reeds; 2. four ; 3. Spanish;
4. Tennhauser, by Wagner; 5. they both
mean one-half of a whole-step though
the word half-step is preferable; 6.
Schubert; 7. Wild Rose, Water Lily
and Bluet (or Blueue) ; 8. a famous
Swcdish soprano singer; 9. sixteen: 10.
piu piano.
Results of Hidden Insll'UllIcnl
Puzzle in l\fay
AoswCl's to Puzzle
1. L-ute; 2. har-p; 3. Iy·re; 4,. pia-
no; 5. or-gan; 6. cl-rum; 7. £-H-e;
8. s-pin-et; 9. corn-net (cornet);
10. han-jo.
Pdzc \Vinncl'S for Hiddcn
losh'uolent Puzzle
Class A, Richard Cutler (Age 16).
Maryland
Class B~ Suzanne Haralson (Age
12), Texas
Class C, Linda Wilson (Agc 0).
California
Honorable Mention fol' Hiddl'1l
InstrulIICnt Puzzle
As this puzzle was not difficult a greal
many correct answers were receivcd.
The following sent the neatest papers
and followed the rules (which many
overlooked) -give age, city and State
(some even forgot their address): ,]0
not use typewriters (some did) ; do 1101
have anyone copy your work for you
(some did). Those who forgot to follow
the Tules weI·e not considered.
Jaoet Ankerstjerne, Bettye Jean BOli-
neI', Sue Bourns, Jimmie Bramley, Mary
Lee Carl, Roxanna Chew, Susan Chew,
Hilga Chwang, Patricia Coombs, Peggy
Davis, Joall Espenchied, Joseph I. :M.
Farley, Marjorie Fischer, Joan Fowler,
Billie Gilgo, Stephanie Guisikoff, ]\Iary
Hartman, Sandra Heal, Shirley Ann
Hollinger, Edna Horn, Carolc Johnson,
Michael S. N. Johnson, Jeaninne Krupp,
Gwen Lareau, Marilyn Lyle, ThCl·esa
Macir, Shirley Mathewson, Janet Mavis,
Audrey MacGregor, Zay McCall, Chere
Parnel, Ann Porter, Dorothy Reed,
Eleanor Rose, Anne Sauder, Francis
Schultz, Peggy Love Spruille, Jean
Squires, Roberta Stibbe, Ann Wijahn,
Shirley York.
SHERWOOD MUSIl:: Sl:HOOL
Distinguished since 1895 for the training of professional
musicians, Member of the National Association of Schools
of Music. Faculty of renowned American and European
artists. Degree, diploma, and certificate courses in p-iano,
voice, violin, orjmn, 'cello, wind .inst.t-umeuts, Public School
music, composition. In the heart of cultural Chicago. Liv-
ing accommodations at moderate cost.
* FI\U SEMESTER BElJINS SEPTEMBER 10
For free catalog, un-u o Arl1111r Wildman, iliJusical Director,
1014 SO. MIUIICI\N 1\VENUE • CHICAGO 5 • II.UNOIS
90'ldan College of 5J1usic - Indianapolis
-57th year-
Baccalaureate degrees in mu,ic mUlic education music merchandising radio drama
dance. MOlters in music and mu;ic education. Notionally known faculty 0" adist:teochers:
Member, Notional Association of Schools of Music.
Write lor catalog. Address:
Director of Admissions, 80)( E, Jordon College of Music
1204 N. Delaware Street, indionapolis 2, Indiana
Depaul
UNIVERSITYL..- CHICAGO
THE SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Offers accredited courses in Piano, Voice, Violin,
Organ, Public School Music, Theory, and Orches-
tral Instrumenh.
Confers degrees of B.M., A.B.,
and M.M.
Address Registrar for Bulletin
DePaul Uni\'crsil)' School of Music
Room 401, 64 East Lake Street, Chicago I, Illinois
CINCINNATI CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
Dr. Luther A. Richman, Dean of faculty
Established 1867, Operated under auspices Cincinnati Institute of Fine Arts
a~ilioted with University of Cincinnati. Complete school of music-Degrees,
Diplomas, Certificates-dormitories, 10 acre campus. For Catalog address.
Dept. E. T.. Highland Ave. and Oak St., C. M. Beniomin, RegistrClr, CINCiNNATI 19, OHIO
Bachelor of Music Degree, Master of Music Degree, Artist Diploma
BERYL RUBINSTEIN, Mus. D., Director 3411 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, O.
Charter Member of the: National Association of Schools of Music
COSMOPOLITAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Preparatory, College, Special. and Graduate Departments. Courses leading to
Bochelor of Music, Bachelor of Music Education, Master of Music and Teacher's
Certificates in Music and Theatre Arts. '
Clarence Eidam William Phillips
President Member NAStA Dean
Edwin L. Stephen-Mgr .. 306 South Wo.bash, Chicago 4, Illinois
AMERICAN CONSERV ATORyl
OF MUSIC-CHICAGO I
Offers courses in all branche~ of music and dramatic art
65th year. Faculty of 135 artist teachers
Member of National Association of Schools of Music
Send forn free catalog-Address: Jolm R. Hattstaedt, Pres ..581 Kimball Bldg., Cllicago
I
*
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!Vow,
everl/ elturdt
eanltave
1ine eltillles
Here are the chimes you've
been waiting for-an instru-
ment that combines unusually
high-quality tone with a price
so low that any church can
afford it.
It's the new Schulmerich
"ChimeAtron" (by the makers
of the famous "Carillonic
Bells"). Full twenty-five notes,
G to G. Plays melody and
harmony.
• Plays with any organ
• Serves as tower chimes
• Combines with Schulmerich (luto-
matic devices
• Has remote control, button operation
• Ploys from organ keyboard or its own
• lowest priced instrument of its type
We'll be glad to supply further
information; please write us.
THE NEW
g~
~jlfl~
SCHUlMERICH ElECTROHICS. IHC.
28401 Carillon Hill, Sellersville, Po.
<71.. MARK '" QUALITY
MUSIC WRITING PAPER"
ad SUPPLIES
'. . , . 'funepianosin30days
No !nuslcal knowle,lge needed. Plano tuners in grea.t
(jcTIland.Low cost training by experta. Revoluti<>narY
new ptlonogral'tl records give true piano Wnes we
furnish profeSSIonal tools (re<:ord player If needed).
InstructIon m.anuals. Includlnll: spinet tunlnjl. Full
tralmnll: In plano repalr_an,1 hOw to Ilne UP work
for "BIG ean11n~s. Send tod~:v for ftCe llteramre.
CAPITOL CITY TUNING SCHOOL
Depl. 940, 129 E. Mithigan Ava.. Lansing 16, Mich.
GET RID OF YOUR STAGE FRIGHT
Continued [rom Page 11
do not disturb this snhconscioua
activity hy extraneous activities of
the conscious mind: a fear of making
mistakes, a fear of forgetting; an
overzealous desire, but surely a com-
mendable one, to (10 one's best for
self and teacher; a striving to reach
one's ideals in performance. A
record-player will operate automati-
cally if allowed to do so, if left to
the control of the mechanism of the
machine itself; but, if you attempt to
guide the needle, disruption will
result. Similarly, if you attempt to
think consciously of a certain note,
chord, or passage before it is due in
actual performance, or if you think
of yourself, your audience, or your
fears, disruption will occur in the
performance-interference and in-
trusion of the conscious on subcon-
scious habits.
Overwork, which causes physical,
nervouS, and mental fatigue, may
c~mpel the conscious to supersede
the subconscious, in which case the
performance becomes confused and
even chaotic. If there has been
adequate advance preparation over
a long period of time, it is wise to
tapel' off on the practicing as the
performance nears.
The many causes of stage fright
present a situation which often does
not lend itself to simple and easy
diagnosis, or tangible treatment and
cure. Nevertheless, stage fright can
be overcome, and must be over'come,
else it will disrupt and paralyze
one's natural physical, mental, and
psychological functionings, In seek-
ing a treatment and cure, a number
of steps may be suggested.
1. Realize, and accept the fact,
that everyone suffers from stage
fright at one time or another, and
that many have been cured; and that
you can be cured,
2. Do som.ething about it. Make
war upon it! Direct action is the
most drastic, but the most effective
weapon.
3. Recognize it; analyze it; evalu-
ate it; understand it. It may be
merely a guilty conscience~a sense
of insecurity in perhaps only one
passage or phrase due to careless or
faulty preparation. And, just this
nervous fear can mar the entire per·
formance. Nervous fear is simply a
negative state of mind, and it is
always more alarming in anticipation
than in actuality because when the
keyboard is finally reached the fear
is naturally and simply mitigated as
the sequential mental and physical
actions and associations are initiated
through the force of habit. You will
discover then that your worry was
imaginary-unreal; but your wor·
ried imagination was, none-the-less
a very real thing. It is impossible t~
be afraid if you don't think about
being afraid.
If you can prove to yourself that
you have the support of correct
preparation and the right amount of
it then think courage, poise, and
f~ith-faith which is not theory, but
a powerful emotion of confiden?e
and trust in yourself and your abil-
ity to give a good performance.
Jesus said: "Faith, like a seed, can
move obstacles like a mountain."
4. Refuse to acknowledge or ac-
cept sheer nervousness and fear-
This is a large orrl er but it is also
a large step toward the defeat of
nervousness and fear. Nervousness is
always present before and during a
performance (a performance devoid
of it would be lifeless and dull), but
restrained and controlled nervous-
ness is a resource of great sensibll-
ity, power, and endurance.
5, Reverse the mood of nervous-
ness and fear by a positive pretense
of composure and control-r-auto-
suggestion! It is possible to arrive
eventually at a confident, poised
state if the suggestion fits the desire.
This strategy of "re-association of
ideas" (so.called by psychologists)
is one of the most powerful and un-
failing reservoirs of courage and
confidence. It embodies the idea of
success instead of failure.
6, Force yourself to do the very
thing you fear. Play in public no
matter how agonizing the experience
may be. Condition yourself to con·
stant l'epetitions of the agony, but
precede it with much playing for
individuals. small groups of friends,
and colleagues in order to discover.
and later to remove, physicaL men·
tal, and emotional weaknesses. To
leap from the practice room direcuy
to the concert stage is too unaccus·
to~ed an experience to lead to any-
tlllng but embarrassment. frustation.
and confusion-stage fright.
Common sense is the greatest pan·
acea for the eradication of the fear-
complex. Merely denying fear-the
"I won't be afraid attitude"-is
detrimental for it strengthens the
~lOld on the fear by concentration on
It. One ~an only remove it through
analyzatlon and acceptance of it, fol.
low.ed by practical methods of eradi.
catIOn; a c~osing up of every opening
so th~re IS no place for fear to
creep m.
There is no room for Ie '1'
b
" ar I In
pu lie plaYll1g you listen to the
sounds you are producing with 8
much concentration as lhe a d'. " u lenCe
IS exertmg ll1 listening Y. . ou must
gIve yourself over to the mu' li. . SIC, ve
It, as It were. and assist llle d'
l I· . . au tenceo IVe It With you Elld . ace yourseH
an !our part in the performan~e'
t~~:.l~, y~~r o.wn personal display of
a Id~t), IsmlSS the idea that the
au Ience is listenin
sonally Th -. ~ to you per-
. IS JI1tenstfles y
cent ration on the music and our co,n-
hear it more viv-dl b you wdl
Th I b
I Y t an ever before
roug 1 t is d .proce ure you will
compel the audience to I'Isten to the
sounds you are producing to such an
extent that it becomes less conscious
of you as it becomes more consciou
of the music itself. 5
At the same time there must be
excitement regarding a performance
-a controlled excitement and nerv.
ousness. After all, fear can be a
powerfully creative motive. Without
an excitation the results are a coM
phlegmatic performance. So, make
use of these feelings of excitation,
exaltation, and ecstatic nervousness
in the right way and for the right
results-successful delivery.
Take children for example: at the
age of six or seven they have little
or no fear of appearing in public.
They have barely any consciousness
of themselves. But there comes a dar
when they arrive at the "more
con ctous" stage in which doubts
and f 81'S ar presented and all.
sorb d through faulty suggestions:
and if encouraged. these doubts and
fears multiply. If the child by care.
Iu l guidan can he conducted safely
over thi transition period, he may
never kn w what actual stage lright
is. tage fright i~ not a sudden feat
arising from th fl1cin~ of an audio
ence; it is a slille of mind indueed
hy the anticipation of facing an
8udien e. II i a conlagious disea.-e
contra ted from olhers.. and spread
and d v loped over a period of time,
Fears tarl in man c:<pe:riencesand
d velop into permanently large fem.
It i n t th r ar ilcH which isthe
important 0 P CI of lhe s.iluation.
but h w it i handI d.
J n w York Cit)· there is a group
of publi peakert. !tingers.dancers,
and in trumcnta1i~I. who baie
band d them h together under
the in~ ligali n or Be.rnard Gabriela
young concert pianist for the pur·
pose o( exterminating their occupa·
tional disea e of ~tage £right.They
operate a U lage Fright Clinic:'but
they call their organization IOThe
ociety of Timid 111;;:' Eachmemo
ber studi .. hi ...panicular problema.s
regardc: publi appearance. prantl
it to the group. and atlempt51 cute
by torturing him.~lf into doing lor
the grou p tll '-erJ thing br i5 so
fearlul or. 11 j" a quaint little pur'
gatory for the pur~ and pririkge
of putting i~ memben to the: most
xqui~jte tOrlure.
cluall it ill, merely training ill
forgetling audience. iptoring n/'li..<el-
interruption;;.. di\eN,ion~~and di-trat·
tion . and .1..., practice in complde
concentration on tbe job to lit door,
A Iter all there Ire no limi~ to thaI
can up~et and confu you in pohlt
per-formance. The 001" cunure lit-
vi e i th complete ~Ddtr"landin!
and i~lation of the ~peci6c ~
which pro\-oke the nerwu~.nes-·,di:-
comfort. and e'en (ear: aDdthee$'
ditioning 01 one, ",I[ hY"~
to repetilion .. of tbe pel Ig(lllY
ob~~ion_
Emer-oo .. id: "He 1w 0<>I1<',.d
lhe Je--on 01 life whocJoe, a<Il od!
day ~u.rmount I fear."
THEcD
f STUOENTS MUST HELP THEMSELVES
(Continued from Page 10)
the same level of balance. The most.
salisfying performance is the best
balancedone.
The amateur who wishes simply to
enjoymusic can develop his musical
facultiesat any age. For professional
artistry. however. a genuine musical
feelingmust be either inborn or ac-
quired at so early an age that it
ranks as second nature. This trite
llJusicalfeeling cannot be acquired
later in life. Neither desire nor study
can produce it; it must be there.
Themind can be developed, hut the
human qualities in art come from
p.'l~si()n[Inn ernot ion.
A Nil when Ih is t rue inner
capacity exi-ts its development he-
comes a life work. This work is en-
uanced by sound physical heahh and
slamina, Clean, healthy living. with
propel' amounts of rest. diversion.
,'llld excrci~e, is all important. There
mustalso he confidence in one's abil-
ity; a true cnthusia<:,m and feeling
for the lllll'lic one play~; a healthv.
nOll.morbidapproach to the >;llI(ly
of one's music; arduous practice;
careful consideration of each part
of each work; and a paradoxical
state of mind by which one realizes
t1.1at complete perfection is impos-
sible. vet feels an urgent drive to
try to approach perfection anyway!
The performer must at all costs
make the most of each opportunity
10 give the best possible perform-
ance-if, for example. he is ilIon
the day of a concert and cannot per-
form according \.0 his standards. the
only conscientious action is to post-
pone that concert. It may be impor-
t ant 10 him to play; it is more im-
portant to keep faith with those who
come to hear him and who are en-
titled to hear him at his best. It can
be considered no less than checu ine:
if an a rtist plays a concert when he
i<:.not in A-I physical condition.
Finally, the performer must strive
for Ihat perfect coordination of m.ind,
Iwort. and mean.s which allows none
10 predominate and balances all in
the well-rounded whole of finished
muo:ieal performance, TU E END
NEW MATERIALS FOR THE NEW SEASON
(Contillued from Page 26)
Do nol. IlOwcver. Slll'CIch the hand
loan oClavespan as the thumh play~,
The II'riH is held high and the thumb
always plays on its "sl)ulh-",e~lern
tip" close 10 Ihe nail-never on its
flatside.
Hcre are some of lhe advanlages
of thnmh alone or-lave practice:
L The thumh acts as a finger
(which is correct) instead of being
whacked ~tiffly from the arm or
lI'I'ist.
2. Playing wilh thumb alone elimi.
nalesall the 10Fo1.motion 50 fonli~hly
indulged in hy the octave ",hackers
who play from wri<;ls or forearms in·
stead of fingers. Remem.ber Ihat
practically all octaves are played by
sirong. key.roniaci fino-ers with varv-
ingreinforcement of \~·iSI.S_forean~,.
and rull-arms.
3. The thumb, played like the
poiJl1of a pencil. induces the rfltat·
ing fore-arm to help it. thereby
~reatingthe ideal condition for play.
IlIg octaves; viz.. u feeling that the
octavesare being shaken oul of the
~Ieevesthrough the finger lips.
,4. By playing the thumh~ alone
Withouttrying to hold t.he octave
·pan. the space covered hy the
OCtavelooks and feels much reduced
and more compact. making the pas-
~ageseem easier al1dle~s ~lrained.
Always play each hand ~eparate]y
and in rapid impul,.es of 2. 4 and
8 Or3 and 6 noles.
ETUDE-SEPTEilIRF:R 19.11
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SLOW PRACTICE
A teacher entreats: "Will VOll
give your low opinion of pupils who
practice tOQ faFo!.. and can see no
point in slnw study? One of my most
talented girls has this bad habit..
\Ve lock horns over it at regular in-
tervals. Since ~he is an avid reader
of your articles I'm F-ure a few words
on the subject will do more good
Ihan my spouting like Vesuvius at
every ]es~on."
Almost all of us are guilty of lno
much rapid practicing. Even at my
age I oilen need to scold myself for
i1. It ~eems that the more talented
the student the more he is incliner!
10 superficiaL fast practice.· All
music "tudents should see the film
"Of :Men and MUEic." if only for
the priceless lesson which .lascha
Heifetz gives in slow practice ....
And did you read Heifetz's answer to
a talented young violinist. who
played to him recently at a contest?
... "Can you tell me what is wrong
with my playing?" lhe des.pairing
young chap asked aft.er his inade-
quate performance. "You must. prac·
1 ice slon1y, slowly, slowly as I have
10 do. Just remember that.," were
his simple words.
Slowly, solidly, relaxedly, con·
centratedly .. , It doesn't take much
time; but what security. control and
authority il brings!
JUNE WEYBRIGHY'S
"COURSE FOR
PIANISTS'\
Alreody the established favorite with
thousands of teachers, students and
parents-continually growing bigger-
because it is consldent wilh the best
and the ultimate in piano progressl
BOOK ONE-The Be9t~ner"s. Book, lOOK TWO-The Follow-Up Book.
B,OOK THRU- The Key Signa1ure Book
&OOK FOUR-The Scale and Chord Book.
BOOK FIV£-th'e Dun(;e rorm Book, BOOK SIX-The Clossiu Book.
each Book 75.,
WORK BOOKS to accompany BOOKS I, 2, 3, 4.
Coordinated work books for "stoc!t.!oking"-designed to supple-
ment the mollo·riats in the fin! four study books. each 50 ..
ETUDESfor PIANISTS of Junior Grade
Book One 60, Book Two. .60..
TECHNIC for PIANISTS of Junior Grade
Book One. .60~ Book Two ..... ,7S"
D0 UBLE PLAY OUETS FOR PIANISTS
Early grade duel!. to further develop note reading skill, Students ore
toughl 10 Ihin., by plol'ining ,he fingering. Thefe due's moy be used os a
fupplemfml fq 80011 Two 0' the "Course for Pianists." •..... , . , , .... 7S¢
CHRISTMAS MUSIC for Piano Solo
Book One-Seculor ... 60., Book Two-Sacred. .-
PIANISTS
Improve your playing
by Broadwell Technique
learn how the Broadwell Principles of Mental-Muscular Coordination and
~he Keyboard Palterns Method. 10 gain proper keyboard habits can greatly
improve your Accuracy. Technique, Memorizing, Sightreoding and Playing.
REDUCE PRACTICE EFFORT-IO TO 1iO,n:' piano pJ"actice ~an be s~:~ntifically applied to eliminate Waste Effort and Ti
~~,ll.n,ho\: o~e pnl.ct,ce re.veutlOn ~an do.the work of ten; how memol'izing-and si ~~:
:.e:l<~~n~le l~l\lC~ ~o log.J(;alprac~lce J)J·mciples.The Brolutwell System makes mc~or-
P;ln" au omaLlC. .11 es slght-readmg a nll.LUI'lI.l. j'apid and aCC\II'alCprocess.
GAIN IMMEDIATE RESULTS
~ll~h~~f th,e<~oadwi-:llMethods.applied to yom' own playing is fil)prcci,.,ted not onh,
techniQ~':.P~~~ura6.uasi~ht~~a~:~YI:g'dbut als~ ~h;speed with whi~h improvements i;l
tcry of skills such 'as tdUs Sl'lt n. me.mOJlzmg•etc. become nohc('{l. ImPJ'ovcd mns-
Ulknbly evident after the fi'j'Bt~~g~~;s.juns. octave passages, chord skillS, is llllmis-
ADOPTED BY FAMOUS TEACHER·PIANISTS
The lhoadwell Methods al'e used by f C P" ,
,.epu~ablc Teachers, Students >lnd Org~~i~~: th~n~~~~'ld_~~~~~tsi/l:ofesSlOh"'dlPianisL'l.
applIed by the studenl who has had but 6 h '. Jelle met 0 s may be'
well. as by advanced students. The methods ~.~n;s s v~f privlous piano ,instruction as'
musIc as to fhl! dasBlcal pianist. The Broadwell iI-1ethdfibh to ~Iw phl)('j' of popular
ovcr the yea,"!!by thousands of pianists_ 0 s nve cen sllccessfully usc,l
BROADWEll PIANO TECHNIQUE
Mail Coupon-No obligation for
FREE BOOK - "TECH N IQUE"----------------------------- ------------ ----------.
BROADWElL STUDIOS, DEPT. 5.'
Covina, California
Gentlemen:
Send me your FREE Sook "Technique" show-in how- I .,
Accuracv, Memorizing, Sighfreoding ond Playing, I ndmo,' qd"'hkIY 'n;prove mv Technique,NAME. . u ers on t ere ISno obligotion.
ADDR ESS
CITY.
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I[]uestions and Answers
Conducted by KARL W. GEHRKENS, Mus. Doc.,
Music Editor, Webster's New International Dictionary,
and Prof. ROBERT A. MELCHER, Oberlin College
SHALL I GO IN FOR MUSIC
AS A CAREER?
• I am a girl of thirteen and have
studied piano almost three years.
I have played in six class recitals
and have given one program of my
own, and ·now my music teacher,
my parents, and my friends all
think that I have talent and should
go on and become a concert pian-
ist. If I do this I shall probably go
to Philadelphia, New York, or
Chicago to study, and 1 wish you
would advise me concerning the
right procedure.
-E. S., Georgia
Since you are already well ad-
vanced and since you seem to like
music so much, and especially be-
cause your parents would like you
to go in for music as a career, I
advise you strongly to work hard
at your piano, to take a course in
harmony either in high school or
from a private teacher, and to hear
all the fine music you can. When
you are a Senior in high school I
suggest that you write fOl catalogs
to perhaps a dozen music schools
in various parts of the country,
read them all carefully, visit two
or three of them personally if pos-
sible, and thus make up your mind
where you want to spend the fol-
lowing four years in music study.
Each of the cities you mention
has excellent schools, and you
should have no difficulty in finding
one to suit your needs.
-K. G.
IS CLASSICALMUSIC NO
LONGERBEINGUSED?
• I live in a small place in Ne·
braska, and most of the people here
seem to think that classical music
is no longer being used. Both par-
ents and children seem to want
only popular music, and they keep
asking for a certain book that 1
have never seen. I am a piano
teacher and all my life I have been
interested in classical music. What
shall I do?
-Mrs. W. T., Nebraska
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I am glad to be able to tell you
that although one hears a great
deal of popular music nowadays,
yet what you refer to as "classical
music" is by no means going out
of fashion. As a matter of fact
there has never been a time when
so much good music has been
sung-both in concert halls and
over the radio.
There is nothing "wrong" with
popular music, and I myself would
far rather have people interested
. in this type of thing than to have
no musical interest at all. But pop-
ular music is essentially shallow
and superficial, therefore it does
not reach deep down into people's
minds and hearts. BUl "serious mu-
sic" has great power to move the
hearts of men-just as great power
as it has always had j therefore I
advise you to use in your teaching
the sort of music that you love and
that has always moved you deeply.
An occasional popular song does
no particular harm, and if a pupil
wants especially to learn to play
some special piece it would be well
to help him with it rather than to
preach to him about its sinfulness.
But to confine yourself to teaching
such trash would defeat the whole
purpose of music in human life:
Popular music helps people to pass
an evening-it makes them reo
spond to the rhythm with physical
movements, and sometimes a pop-
ular song even makes them cry.
But all this is temporary and su-
perficial, whereas really fine music
reaches deep down into the spirit
of men, women, and children-it
makes their entire lives richer and
more satisfying, and its effect is
permanent. So why throwaway
such a w·onderful thing just be·
cause a few people in town don't
know anything except the popular
songs of the day? The function of
the real teacher is to help people
to have better "wants" and then
to assist them to achieve the things
that they have learned to desire.
Will you be such a teacher and
thus help people to have high mo-
ments? Or will you be content to
allow them to stay in the valley-
or even in the mire? ,This is a ter-
ribly important questio~, and I beg
of you to think about It long and
thoughtfully. Your opinions must
be given with great tact.
_K.G.
HOW TO PLAY A FAMOUS TRILL
• J am a teacher of piano and have
been for many years a subscriber
to ETUDE. Your department has
always been of much interest 1.0
me and I am noW asking you to
write out the chain trill which ap-
pears in the coda of Pade.rewski's
Minuet in G. Thank you sincereiy .
-Miss M. C., Michigan
Here are two versions o] the
trill. I suggest that you choose the
one which suits the virtuosity of
tbe pupil.
G
J j•
I have marked the versions Ex. 1
aud Ex. 2. -K. G.
TEM?OS IN GRIEG AND
MACDOWELL
• 1. What are the metronome
marks for the Grieg Notturno, Op.
54, No.4, both the Alldallie alld
the Piu moss a parts?
2. Please advise me abollt lhe
rhythm of the following excerpt,
which is measures seven and eight
of MacDowell's Scotch Poem. Op.
31, No.2.
-Mrs. E. S., New York
1. I have never seen. metro-
nome markings given for this com.
position, but I believe you will fi nd
the following tempi reasonable:
Andante: J. '"34
Phi mosso: J'::60
2 .. 1 would suggest that you
pra~hce playing the left hand alone
untIl you have the feelinD' 01 Io OUT
ev~n .notes to each beat (that is.
thlllkmg two large beats to each
measure, not six small beats). ]n
order to feel this steadily, play
both hands for the first six mea;_
ures, as written, continuing the
next two measures with only the
left hand, and going on for the
next measure or so with both
hands. Next practice using only
the right hand for measures seven
and eight in exactly the same way.
When this is thoroughly mastered,
play the two hands together, keep-
ing each hand independent of the
other. If necessary, use a metro.
nome for a while to keep the tempo
steady.
It is, o l course, possible to
break these notes down into the
two-again t-three relationship. But
thi will d mand much slow prae-
tice and i har 1 t carryover into
the very fa t tem] 0 this piece dp.·
mands. Even in slower mu ie, this
math metical approach never gives
the r r , ven now of each part
that com from an independent
lecl I T each line.
-R.M.
LISTS Of BOOKSABOUTMUSIC
• Our college library" all,mpJ·
ing 10 enlarge its deparlmenl QJ
books obout music, atld 1 om ICQn·
tiering whether I',ere is some reo
cent Ii t of such books to ~hich
you. call reler me.
-D. ., La. Angel~
At pr tit til r exist eightet-
trem Iy valuable booklets eachone
01 which Ii t an entirely differenJ
serie of books. The first list was
is ued by the tational sociafion
01 chool 01 Music in 1935, and
si nee that time supplementary
booklets have been publishedin
1936. 1938. 19·n, 19-13. 1916,
1943. aud 19-1. The 1st t hooklcl
is just off the press. and it brings
the Ii ts 01 both domestic and lor·
eign books pretl)' well do.~·l.
date.
n)' individual or institution
wishing to enlar e its library of
book about music would do"n
to write to Pror ..or Burnet C.
Tuthill. 1822 Overton Park AI'<·
~Iemphi 12. Tenn. lor ",pi•.
ince thj i a non-profit eDterpn~e
",hj h ha beeD DI great "I",
to m s II ODd man oilier>Illill
quote the price: Twenty·firean"
for any single booklet: 1.511for
the complete set of eighL _K.G
THE E.sn
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GOOD SINGING
REQUIRES GOOD DICTION
(Continued front Pa.ge 23)
In this way we know that we clearly
cQn1prehendthe word. and are very
sure that the clarity of the enuncia-
tion is right. In doing this the
quality of lone of the individual
.increrchanges completely.
- I~di\'idtl8Is who. in singing. sing
a word to a heat always give out
soundsthat are sharp. thin. and al-
most strident. Individuals who sing
phrasesalways give out sounds that
are rich and colorful produced en-
tirelyin relation to the feeling of the
phrase that they are singing. If
the singer or the conductor wishes
to have a beautiful quality of tone
in his choir no mutter what the age
of the group is. he can very easily
achieve this desire. All that he
needsto do is 10 make of each phrase
a legato line in which every sound
is present in its relative value.
The ability to do this depends en-
tirely upon the thinking of the per-
former. be he singer or conductor.
To master this. the singer 0"
conductormust know 011 the vowels
of the English language, must know
all of the consonants of the English
language.He must so practice these
that their correct use becomes in-
stinctive.To be instinctive. we mean
that their correct lise must be re-
Reeledill daily speech. One cannot
speak carelessly all dav and then
sing beautifully for a h'alf hour or
hour at night. Each time the organs
of speech are used, the laws of pho-
netics must be obeyed, and since
these laws are natural laws that came
into being through the centuries past
in the development of language, one
must learn to obey these laws in-
stinctively. However, it is not an easy
task but will take careful, conscien-
tious, and correct mental obedience
to these laws in daily speech and
daily singing.
In my next article. we shall take
up the study of the fourteen vowel
sounds in the English language. Fol-
lowing that we shall study the six
diphthongs, and following that we
shall study the consonants in all
their varied sounds and usages. This
article and the articles that follow
will. in reality, be studies in pho-
netic spelling because good singing
means that the individual spells
phonetical.ly and applies his softness
and loudness through the phonetical
line of sound. He does this obeying
the Jaws of good style and always
reflecting good taste. If these sounds
are heard by the listener when he
speaks and when he sings, we call
him an artist.
THE END
A NEBRASKA FARM WOMAN
TAKES PIANO lESSONS
(Continued from Page 53)
favoriteclassics. semiclassics. hymns.
sacred music. and even popular
pieces. that no matter how your
tastesYar)".you could find what you
wanted to work OIL Your teacher
will llelp yOll if you tell her what
your aims are. Eyen if you don't
knowone note [rom another when
you start. she will soon have you
playing some of those simple melo-
dies, if you will really apply your-
self: even fi£teen mjnutes a day will
do wonders if you are persisting.
Keep a record of your lessons; it's
niceto look o\-er later on to see how
muchyou have accomplished. Mark
down the time you practice each
day; a visible record is an incentive
to do more. I learned this from my
son·shand instructor. I usually keep
a slip of paper near my piano.
It takes jUSl a second to jot down
the time I begin and when I stop,
then I mark down the total amount
each night. When lesson time rolls
around, I add the jottings to see
howmuch time I was able to put
on tllat lesson. This lures me on to
try for more.
Keep up on the musical world by
reading ETUDE, the music maga-
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zine; go to all the recitals and
concerts you can; listen to those
beautiful music programs broadcast
over the radio. In short, fill your IHe
with music and you won't be one of
those folks who fold their hands and
lament lhat they have nothing left
to do.
We read so much nowadays of the
necessity of having some interest
outside of our regular routine of
daily Jiving, and in these troubled
times it will prove a safety valve
for emotional relief. When my spirits
sink_ I sit down to my ever faithful
pian'o and practice, practice, striv-
ing to see how well I can get some
certain piece in my lesson so I can
eventually play it for others.
What a consolation a piano can be
to anyone who loves music. It never
lets you down or causes you any
heartaches. As long as I have mine,
I have something to look forward to,
for there is no end to the delights
of studying music, and I intend to
explore its realms all I possibly
can. Then I won't mind st.ormy or
lonely days anymore. Because there
won't be any for me.
THE END
Piono Teachers who are using
MUSIC READINESS PROGRAM
By Sister M. Xaveria
maintain that feac'hing beginners is fun.
The MUSIC READINESS PROGRAM fascinates the child,
gratifies the teacher, and delights the parents.
MY MUSIC PICTURE BOOK-A pictorial approach
to piano playing via the block keys.
MUSIC AND GUIDE BOOK-For teachers and
parents onlv.
MY MUSIC COLOR BOOK-A work book to be used
~ si multoneouslv ,....ith "My Music Picture Book." ~
MY MUSIC LETTER BOOK-An introduction to the
letter name; of the musical alphabet and their rela-
tion to The whire keys.
MY MUSIC NOTE BOOK-An introduction to the
staff position of the musical alphabet.
Price, 7S cents each, except "Music and Guide Book," which is $1.00.
Posfpaid for cosh with order.
THE SERAPHIC PRESS
[SOl South Layton Boulevcrd Milwaukee [5, Wisconsin
Rosamonde Lewin
Winner of $250 in Guild Record-
ing Competition, entered by Mme.
Rosina Lhevinne, New York, 1951.
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Cash p..ius will bl' S5000
~atio"al GUILl)
Jliano Tedt::hen .
lrl Allison. Pres .• Box 1113, Austin, Texas
WELL·KNOWN FOREIGN PUBLICATIONS
NOW REPRINTED HERE
EDWARD MacDOWELL
Second Indian Suite, Op. 48, Piano __ .. __ •.••....•.. , __$1.50
Sonata Eroica Na. 2, 9 minar, Op. 50, Piano..................... 1.50
Piano Concerto, Op. 15, No.1, a minor
2 Pianos-Score Form __ .....••..•••.•.•••........ ea. 2.25
BACH·BUSONI
Concerto in d minor, 2 Pianos-Score Form ....•.••••••.••.•..... eo. 1.50
ALBAN BERG
Sonata, Op. I, Piano _ _ ..••••••..•••••••.••.••••••••.... 1.00
PAUL NORDOFF
Variations on a Bavarian Dance, Piano .7S
ASSOCIATED MUSIC' PUBLISHERS, Inc.
25 West 45th Street. New York City
THE SAVANNAH GEORGIA, PIANO TEACHERS CLUB
Announces the re-engagement of
BERNICE FROST
September 3rd to 8th, 1951
Lectures-Piano study-Conferences
Margaret Sowell, Secretary 824 East 34th Street, Savannah, Georgia
Price 40c each
JUMBO NOTE
PIANO BOOKS
... bringing the world's best music
to early-grade pianists through the
magic of its legible, easy-to-read
note, pleasant simplified arrange-
ments and careful fingering.
•
More than 30 excellenf vofumes
including;
BALLETMUSIC· FOLKSONGS
CHOPINPIECES· MARCHES
COWBOYMUSIC. WALTZES
• NUTCRACKERSUITE •
SERENAOES• STEPHENFOSTER
STRAUSSWALTZES·MINUETS
HYMNS. CHRISTMASSONGS
Contents: The Old Rugged Cross,
In The Garden, Kind Words Never
Die, Jesus Is Calling, Onward Chris·
tian Soldiers, Whispering Hope,
What A Friend and others.
Price 40c
by WILLIAM STICKLES
and JOSEPH STRIMER .
Here is ... the modern, sensible, .
easv.to . read, easy-to-remember
keyboard approach •.. in crystal-
clear music and text for faster
comprehension of fundamentals.
Early duets build coordination,
confidence and rhythm, afford a
"grown-up" feeling.
Price 1 .00
e The Simplified Piano 8001<
with the Popular Song Hits
Jumbo Note
POPULAR WAlTZES
Words and music, easy arrange-
ments to, • TENNESSEEWALTZ·
• MOCKIN'BIROHILL·
• BEAUTIFULBROWNEYES·
• OAODY'SLITTLEGIRL·
• SHENANDOAHWALTZ· & others
'I,I
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EDDIE HAS EARS
(Continued from Page 12)
"You've got all of it, you mean?
Every note right?" The question
was calm, a little dubious.
"All I need!" Eddie was not to
be toppled from his citadel.
From here on, as every teacher of
a child with such ears will recognize,
it was a tussle to make Eddie drag
his other faculties out of their slum-
ber and put them to work beside his
ears, his hitherto all-sufficient ears .
Eddie came in for his lesson a few
weeks later, removed his atomic ring,
his super-sonic wrist watch, his dis-
integrator-knife, and sundry other
armor that decorates or dangles
from the coupon-clipping, box-top-
collecting young male of Eddie's age.
They clanked into a heap.
"Good! You've learned to discard
the weight that doth so easily beset
us-" I misquoted to myself, "Now
where shall we begin?"
"I didn't bother with these," Eddie
indicated four of his five books with
a wave of dismissal, "But I can play
the whole piece in the green book 1"
"I gave you only two pages of
that," I ventured warily.
"Yep, but I learned it all. It
sounds swell!"
Eddie assumes the approved atti-
tude of the virtuoso. He casts a
scowling, but entirely blank gaze in
the general direction of the music.
I suspect he isn't seeing a thing on
the page, but the effect would be
convincing to the onlooker. He
plunges into the music, with appro-
priate speed, dash, and jerks of the
head.
I sit up, puzzled; for a moment
I don't quite recognize what is
wrong. The notes, the harmony, the
whole piece is approximately there,
and yet ...
"Eddie!" I come to, with a start.
"You're playing that in the wrong
key!"
"Am I?" Eddie's expression is
guileless. "That's the key my
mother ... " he stops suddenly, holds
his neck and coughs. "Got a nawful
sore throat today! Miss Saunders,
did you know sixteen kids are out
of our room with sore throats?
Could be scarlet fever! Or malaria,
. "or sumpm ...
"Could be," I murmur coldly.
"Could also be that your mother
played this piece for you, in the
key she learned it! Did she?" I
asked sternly.
Eddie assumed his "I-cannot-tell-
a.lie" expression, and admitted,
"Only a coupla times."
A "coupla" times! Once would
probably have been enough.
"Now let's have no more of that,
Eddie. You know you've got to learn
to read. Otherwise all you'll be able
to do will be to copy what you hear
other people play. You don't want
to be a little follow-along copy·cat
all your life, do you?"
"Huh-unh-" It didn't seem impor-
tanto
"Eddie, you're l'eally good enough
to amount to something as a mUSI-
cian There's no point in amazing
your' little schoolmates who don't
know much about it, and simply
amusing people who really do. and
not using the good stuff you do have.
If you would work a little-with
your eyes and mind as well as your
ears-you'll find a lot more delight
in music. and you won't need to be
ashamed to play before anybody!"
"Its a lot of trouble," Eddie re-
fleeted, dubiously.
"It's worth it! You'll see! Now
start on page 30. What is this first
chord ?"
Eddie reads badly, stumbling and
losing his place, going over and over
a progression he knows, anxious to
avoid proceeding to notes he doesn't
know, fumbling and substituting
chords that might "sound well."
Once I even suspected that Eddie
could not read music at all-that
everything he did was the result of
some instinctive ear-magic. Provoked,
I asked. "Eddie, don't you at least
know the names of the spaces?"
Eddie's voice was edged with scorn.
"Certainly I know the spaces:-
F ACE, Face! "-Elementary; kid
stuff!
"Go on, what are the bass clef
spaces, too?"
Eddie licked his lips. but plunged
bravely. "A BCD. That doesn't
spell anything," he added. lamely.
As to the other things-the stop-
and-go signs, the hurry-ups and be-
lazys, accents, holds. staccatos-Ed-
die never knew that they "meant
anything." Eddie just listened. A
good ear is a priceless asset. But
Eddie's ears . _ .!
Persistently his head would drop
until his nose was almost over his
knuckles, his eyes following the ex-
ploring fingers, his ea r cocked to
discover what might sound right.
"Look up, look up, Eddie!" I'd
insist. "When in doubt.. read the
notes! "
Obediently Eddie would look up
far and away over the top of the
music. Once I held a sheet of music
over his hands so that he could not
....watch them, as they fumbled over
th~ keys;, J:le turned to me, ag-
gneved. MISS Saunders! How can
I hear what I'm doing when you've
got, that. thing over my hands!"
I ve tned. ever since to figure that
one out; WIthout much SUCcess.
But back to the piece that Edd'
had started in the wrong key Ie. I . ow.
atte';I1p~mg aboriously to read it at
m! I~slstence, he was doing terribly
~hppmg back to his ear-key, pluck~
mg h(Ca1f-h~artedlY at the discor-
ontmued on Page 64)
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Music Teachers! Musicians!
Here is a new achievement ...
grand-like tonal quality in (I
37" piano, formerly available
only in pianos of much larger
size and higher' price. Write
for free brochure Jhowing
full details of this phencmencl
development of scale design.
Spacial hocller', Ditcounl-Hom. of
naoraft outho,l:r..d dealer on reqllut.
GULBRANSEN COMPANY
DEPT. E, 816 N. KEDZIE AYE.
CHICAGO 51, ILLINOIS
BOSTON
UNIVERSITY
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O.an Warr .. S. Frnmol
CouUh in all brondlu 01 mllSic
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OUTSTANDING REPRINTS
VOCAL SOLOS
Arditi, Luigi
IL BACIO (The Kiss)
High D
Medium C
E.!.
" .. 131-40345.
.. 131·40384 .
Arne, Thomas Augustine
WHEN DAISIES PIED AND VIOLETS BLUE
The Cuckoo Song from Love's Labor Lost
High F .131·40855 .
Bizet, Ceorgea
I SAY THAT BY FEAR I'M NOT HAUNTED
(1e Dis, Que rien ne m'epouvante) from Carmen
High Eb .131-40321.
E.F.
Dvorak, Anloniu
-GOIN' HOME
from the Largo from
High Eb
Medium Db
Low C
New Worfd Symphony
... 131-40284.
.... 131-40285
.131-40286.
Couuod, Charles
RING OUT, WILD
High C
BELLS
131·40856 _ .
SING, SMILE,
(Chantez, riez,
Low Eb
SLUMBER E.F.
et dormez)
....... 131-40857
..0
..0
.35
..0
.50
.50
.50
.35
.e0
, , ,
Gretchaninoff, Alexander
ON THE STEPPE (Triste est Ie Steppe)
High B minor 131-40587.
low A minor .131·40047
E.F.
.50
.50
Mozart, W. A.
DELIGHTFUL JOY, 0 COME E.!.
(Deh Vieni, Non Tordar) from Marriage of Figaro
Mezzo.Soprono F .131-40252. .50
Rachmaninoff, Serge
TO THE CHILDREN
High G
Medium F
.131-40354.
131.40520.
.50
.50
Spohr, Louis
ROSE SOFTlY
High A .35
BLOOMING
...... 131-40081
Tschailcowsky, P. I.
NONE BUT THE LONELY HEART E.G.
High Eb .. '31-40040.
Medium Db 131-40041.
low C 131-40042.
.40
.40
.40
Wolf, Hugo
SECRECY E.G.
High Eb
low C
..... 131-40483
.131-40760
.50
.50
PIANO SOLOS
AllEGRO DI MOL TO. . .... - ..
Grode 3 130-40353 ..
.. c. P. E. Bach
.40
ARAGONAISE (Le Cid) _ .• _ MassaneL
Grode 3112 110-06785.. .40
.... _..... George Posca
.40
BY THE SEA.
Grode 5 110-06964 ..
THE CHILDREN'S PRAYER (Hansel and Gretel)
HUUlperdinck-Reclclick
HUNGARIAN DANCE, IN G MINOR
Brahuls-Hal"thlln
.35
Grode 3 130-40248 ..
MINUET IN F 'fram Symphony in E flat
Mozarl.Schulhoff
.40
Grode 3
"Sold only in U.S.A.
130-40025 ..
Text indicated after Title by E. English, I. Italian, F. French, G. German
. . Anatole Liadow
.35
MUSIC BOX .
Grode 3'12 130-40544.
PIZZICATI from Sylvia ........•..... Leo Delibes
Grode 4 110·09852. .35
PLA YERA _ Granados-Benker
Grode 4-5 130-40047 .40
SCHERZO I, IN Bb ..
Grode 3-4 130-40575
Schubert-PosthUl110US
.30
WALTZ from Serenade for Strings
Tschaikowsky.Peery
.40Grade 4 110-27296.
THEODORE PRESSER CO.,
fr
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Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania
ARE THERE SET RULES FOR BOWING?
WHERE SHALL I GO TO STUDY? (Continued from Page 25)
you can draw the bow for six seconds
with a good tone, increase the speed
of the bow so that you draw the full
stroke in four seconds. It may be a
week or two before you can produce
as good a tone with the faster stroke
as you did with the slower. But when
you can, take three seconds-and
later two-to the full bow. Having
arrived at the point where you can
draw a full-length, two-second stroke
near the bridge with a good tone,
you are now ready to experiment
with increasing and decreasing the
pressure. Take bow strokes of vary-
ing speed, with more and with less
pressure, making careful note of the
different lone qualities you produce.
You will not find this drudgery. On
the contrary, after a few days it will
probably prove to be the most en-
grossing part of your daily pruct ice.
In my book, "The Modern Tech-
nique of Violin Bowing," the chapter
on Tone Production-Chapter XI-
would be very helpful to you if you
work out thoroughly all the cxam-
pIes and exercises. The study of tone
quality, tone production. and tone
coloring has endless possibilities, and
for this reason it is the most fa::;·
cinating phase of violin study.
PRIVATE TEACHERS (Now Yo,k CHy) MME. GIOVANNA VIOLA (HULL)
Dramati<; Soprano
ieccher of Singing-"Bel Canto"
Experienced European trained Artist
Cccchinu Opera, Concert and Radio
Correct voice production, defective singing
corrected.
Beginners accepted
Phone: TrafalCiar 7·8230 Mon., Tues. Wed., Thurs.
6G8 West End Ave. New York City
HANS BARTH
Vacation-Study
e-dcv Refresher Courses for Piano Teachers
and Pianists, held at mountain and seashore
resorts June to September, in New York and
other states, also private lessons. Send postal
for full information 1<:
Route 6, Box 76W, S. Jacksonville, Florida
FRANK WILLGOOSE
HELEN ANDERSON
Concert Pianist
TRAINING FOR PROFESSIONAL CAREER
Tone, Interpretation-Master', Technique
Specie! Courses for Teachers
and Nen-Professjcnols ,
166 W. nnd St .• N. Y. C. Tel. SC 4-8385
Piano Instruction
Especially directed to an effective musical c p-
proach to the very young.
Many years 01 success in this field.
Teachers are invited lor consultation, either
personally or by mail, regarding child student
problems.
Address:-29 Prime Avenue
Huntington, Lang Island, N. Y.
MME. BOXALL BOYD
(Leschetizky)
Pian ist- Teacher-Caach-Prog rom Build ing
Addre,s-5teinway Hall-Nola Studios-'
113 W. 57th St., New York City, N. Y.
ALFRED JACOBS
Teacher Violin & Viola Coach
Highly Recommended by
Wm. Primrose. Otto Klemperer & Mishel Plostrc
Carnegie Hall Call CLoverdale 6-3701
Write to 7510-18th Ave .. Brooklyn 14, N. Y.EDWIN HUGHES
Pianists prepared for public
performance and for Univer,ity,
College and Conservatory
Teaching Positions
338 West 89th Street New York 24. N. Y.
lEilA TYNDAll MOSES
Former Pupil & Assistant of Dr. Wm. Mason
(Pioneer Teacher of We.ight. Relaxation,
Rotary Motion)
Gives Instruction (Class, Private) in Mo,on's
"Touch and Technic."
315 W. 86, N. Y. 24, N. Y. SC.4·6351
(FRANK) (ERNESTO)
lA FORGE-BERUMEN STUDIOS
Voice-Piano
Among those who have studied with Mr. La
Forge are: Marian Anderson, Lawrence Tib-
bett, Richard Crooks, and Mme. Matzenauer.
1040 Pork Ave., New York
Tel. Atwater 9-7470
ANNE YAGO McGUFFEY When pupils ti re
of their solos
. I have a few pupils who are
really talented, and it is a joy to
work with them. But I can.'t get any
one of them to playa piece perfecdr.
They get tired of their pieces before
they can play them in a finished way,
and I have to assign new on.es... _ I
don't like to do this, bllt it seems
the only way to hold their intere;}f.
The pupils I speak oj can all pla)'
Teacher of Voice
1908 N Street, Northwest
Washington, D.C. District 4079
PRIVATE TEACHERS lWo"",)EDWARD E. TREUMANN
Concert Pianist-Artist-Teacher
~~~~ki~~ddJ~s~6hEH~lf~~~nS.ouer, Mortiz MoS!-
Studio, Carnegie Hall, Suite 837. 57th St. at
7th Ave., New York City Tel. Columbus 5-4357
lIVERETTE OPERA ACADEMY
Lucio liverette, Dir.
Samoilotl's 8el Canto Method
Write for information:
18B W. Pico. los Angeles 6, Colil.
ALMA FAUST B.S. Music Education
Piano Teacher
Learn to Teach or Ploy for Pleasure
Pupils teaching successfully all over the U. S.
&00 West Illth. {Corner Broadway}
New York 25. N.Y. MO 2-6772
HAROLD HURLBUT
well in the first three positions, and
two are working in the fifth...
What do you think I should do?
-Mrs. L.S.K., California
WIllIt I think you should first do
is not worry so much! It is very
well to be a perfectionist, but it is
also likely to make life more diffi.
cult than is necessary. It is rare to
find students in such grades as yours
have reached, who can play anything
with complete finish. You must de.
mand, and be content with, the best
they can d at their present stage
f advun em nt and musical develop.
ment.
Whcn a pupil begins 10 tire of a
piece. it is bell r to assign another
-perhaps two thers- .....hich he ran
approa h with fresh interest This
is e pe latty true if tit original sola
has g nuine musical .....orth. When
the c mpcsjtion is taken up again
for re-study, most of the technical
diOlculti 5 will have moothed them.
selves oul. arid it can be pla}ed with
biter te hnique and expression.
This is always a big: !ih 10 Ihe pupil's
morale.
Even with advanced players, a
reSI f a month or 50 in the working
out f a solo has great adyanlages.
Ask of your pupils only the best
of whi h Lhey are capable al any
given time. And when one of them
is working on a really good piece
of mu i_be willing to put it aside
for a while and Ihen return to it.
possibly ven n third lime. so that
it may be well learned and thor·
oughly under 10od. For the more
thoroughly a pupil understands the
music be pla)'~. the more interested
in it he will be. THE ESO
Singers who have studied with him include
NADINE CONNER HOWARD KEEL
James Parnell Henry Cordy
and others of stage, screen, opera and radio
Res. 2150 N. Beachwood Dr., Hollywood 28, Calif.
WilLIAM FICHANDlER
Pianist. Composer, Teacher
314 West 75th St .. New York Su-7-3775
Recent Compositions published by
G. Schirmer. Inc.
JEROME D. ROSEN
Violin Recitals-Artistic Violin Instruction
Founder "Ancient String Instrument Ensemble"
Studio~
&508 Delmar Blvd. 2070 N. Kirkwood Rood
St. louis 12, Mo. Kirkwood. Mo.I:
CRYSTAL WATERS
Teacher of singing.
Popular songs and Classics.
T.V .-Radio-Stage-Concert.
405 East 54th St. New York 22, N. Y.
EDNA GUNNAR PETERSON
Concert Pianist-Artist Teacher
22'1 So. Harvard Blvd. los 'Angeles, Calif.
DU. 3-2597
ISABEL HUTCHESONRiCHARD M,CLANAHAN
Motthay exponent, formerly his representative.
Private Lessons, Teachers Courses. Forums-
Summer closs-Southwest Harbor, Me.
801 Steinway Bldg., N.Y.C.
(Tues.-Fri.) CI. 6·8950. other days, KI. 9-8034
Refresher Course for Piano Teachers:
Modern Piano Tech nic: Coach ing Concert Pion ists:
GrouP Work: For further information address:
Studio 202, 10051/2 Elm St., Dallas, Texas
August in New York
EVANGELINE LEHMAN
TEACHER OF SINGING
Ope ra-O peretta-O ratori o-Co ncert
167 Elmhurst Av., Detroit 3, Mich. To. 5·8413
~~CadmU8, you've been off key once
too oIlen. Turn in your piccolo,"
CAROL ROBINSON
Concert Pianist-Artist Teacher
405 East 54th St. New York 22, N. Y.
Plaza 5-5123
continued on page 63
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WHAT TV OPERA NEEDS
(Continued from Page 15)
'on may take angle in its most
J I . Iliteralsense; what counts IS what
canbe clearly seen.
For a week. perhaps, we have
grouped.spaced, staged a scene
amongthree people. Everyone knows
whathe must do. Then comes the
cameraman, who tells us that, dur-
ingsuch or such gestures, all three
cannotget on camera. So the scene
mustbe re·worked. Line after line,
ariaby aria, all must be brought
withinclear seep of the camera.
At each split.second of tirue, the
performersmust know exact 1y where
Iheystand.where they move. or walk,
in relation to the floor plan and
to the other charnct r . The diver-
genceof three inch on the chalk
lines makes all the difference in
theworld!
Whenthe camera half of the r -
hearsal is smooth. we make a test
run.throughof the wh Ie opera, 10
piano accompaniment. before live
camerasand mike, recording the
audiblepart for further check-up.
Thechief problem here is diction.
Whilewe cannol gi,'e basi vocal
training 10 TV participants, we
spendmilch time working for the
clearestaudibility in word enuncia-
tion.Audiences who hear opera in
a foreignlanguage are quite contcnt
not to understand the words-but
let them miss a few syllables in
English0IJera. and they immediately
loseinterest! This is fair enough,
and our task is to see that they
losenothing. We work partly with
thesingers but also on the libretto.
Theoretically. clarity of diction
is the singer's responsibility. In
actual practice, however, the plas-
ticityof the words themselves con-
tributesgreatly to audibility, espe·
cially in certain tessiture. tempi,
and rhythms. In "Cianni Schicchi,"
for instance. there is mention o[
"coins,"to buy candy. In the partic-
ularrange and tempo of the accom-
panyingmusic. the word "coins"
simply would' not come through
clearly.By changing it to "pennies,"
allwent welL And I reca]] another
instance(also alonO' financial lines)
inwhich"his fortu~e" could not be
understoodwhile "his money" could.
Besidesoffering opportunities to
capable acting.singers, TV opera
opensa new field in the way of
operatranslalions. An intimate mass,
mediummust be given in the lan-
guageo[ its hearers. and there is
a bitter need for convincing opera
texts in English. At Ihe moment,
suchtranslations remain largely a
laborof love. It takes time. skill,
anda knowledge of stage work to
~rn. a libretto into a believable
nghsh play, and the field is not
toowellpaid. But. as in other fields,
a~adjustment of demand to supply
11'111 take care of the situation.
ETUDE-SEPTEMBER 1951
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Although not two years old, TV
?pera has already begun to create
Its own demand. Listener response
ha~ b.eel~ enormously encouraging
ThIS IS Important; in my opinion
TV offers the only chance for oper~
to reach America's millions. The
precarious economic position of
opera-in-the-theatre (a deficit propo-
sition at best) makes it a problem
for this delightful form of musio-
plus-acting to survive, let alone ex
panel. Our largest opera season is
the ~letropolitan's ]8 to 20 weeks
Other cities have even briefer sea-
sons. Such short and strictly localized
per-iods of opera mean almost nothing
to the country as a whole. Radio
broadcast ing of operas is an ad-
mirable means of acquainting music-
lovers with the arias; but no realis-
tic view can compare it with com-
plete performances. In its very
nature. opera depends on stage ef-
Iects as milch as on music, and a
concert-version cannot take the place
of lhe missing half. If America is
ever to become as opera-minded as
its music-loving potentialities war-
rant, it can do so only through
participaling in presentations that
leave the form complete.
Television does this. It gives more
than a sample of opera-it gives
opera. People see-and-hear the works
as they were written and so make
up Iheir minds aboul them. To
judge by the present response, this
will unquestionably lead to a genuine
expansion of opera in America.
This. of course, places an enor·
mous responsibility on those who
produce TV opera, and the National
Broadcasting Company deserves
credit for its splendid way of meet-
ing that responsibility. NBC stands
as the first. and so far the only,
larrre commercial organization in
Am"'erica to maintain a permanent
opera staff. Heretofore, American
opera has been the object of private
donations- whether through Board
of Director subscriptions or public
appeals. Putting it into .the ha?ds
of .business. as a public serVIce,
marks a great step forward.
NBC's opera programs represent
but a small part of the work. Every
day. all day_ our staff experiments
with means of improving TV opera
for the needs of the widest public.
We are permitted to do what is
needed. in the best research tradi·
tion, to bring salisfying opera to
evervone's home. We test performers,
we ;nake innumerable camera tests
of people. o[ scenic groupings; we
plan scenes, we rent outside. st~diOdS
[or coaching. we have commlsswne
new works. By such means, complete
opera will reach all Americ~ which
is perhaps the greatest serViCe that
commerce has yet rendered to
musical art. THE END
WHERE SHALL I GO TO STUDY?
PRIVATE TEACHERS
DR. FRANCIS L. YORK
Advanced Piano Interpretation and the Theory
work required by the degrees of Mus. Bcch.,
and Mus. Mos. Special Chopin interpretation.
DETROIT CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
D.trott, Mich.
SCHOOLS - COLLEGES
KNOX
SHENANDOAH CONSERVATORYOF MUSICL. E. 11111. l'reo.
Courses leading to the B. Mus. and B. Mus.
Ed. degrees. Member NASM. In the heart
ot the Shenandoah Valley. Dayton, Virginia.
SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVA-
TORY OF MU5IC, INC.
3435 Sacramenta Street Walnut '·3496
Bachelor of Music Degree Opera Deportment
Artists Diploma Pedagogy Certificate
Approved for veterans
Children's Saturday morning Classes.
CLASSIFIED ADS
HARIUONY. Campo~ition, Orchestra-
tion, Musical Theory. Private or
Correspondence lnstl·uction. l\Ianu-
scripts I'evi"ed and cOI']'ecled. Music
arranged. F'nLllJ~ S. Butler, 32-46 -107
St., COI'ona, N. Y.
LEARN PIANO '.I~U~lN(;-Simplified,
authentic instruction $·I.OO-Liter-
ature free. Prof. Ross, ~56 Beecher
St., Elmira. N. Y.
NK\V PIANO JIU'I'E I..E'I'S YOU
PllAC'l'ICI:; nAY on NU;II'l' ,"VI'I'I-I-
OU'I' nIS'I'Un.UPJ(~ O'l'IIEltS. Mutes
piano about 85%. Easily attached or
detached without hanning mechan-
ism. State upright, gl'and, or spinet!
Sold only on money back guarantee.
Send $fi.OO'for mute and full instruc-
tions. Richard n'fayo, Dept. 004, 1120
Latona Street, Phila. 47, Pa.
YOUn. UXWA.:N'l'B]) JIUSIC ex-
changed piece for piece, 5¢ each;
quality matched. Burpee's Specialty
Shoppe, Delton, Mich.
,"VUI'I'E SON(;S: Read "Songwriter's
Review" Magazine, 16i'i0-ET Broad-
way, New York 19, 25tj copy; $2.00
yeal·.
,"VUI'I'ERS, C01UPOSEns: Your name
on penny card brings price list,
Magdalene Kuhlman, lS~South Point
Dl'ive, Avon Lal<e, Ohio.
S,,"'l]\TG PIAXO-BY ~IAIL. 30 self·
teaching lessons, $3.00. OVER 50
PUBLICATIONS- classical and pop-
ular. Attention artists and teachers
only: $30.00 of music for $10.00. Free
samples. (Introductory offer.) PHIL
BRETON PUBLTCATfO:\IS, P.O. Box
1.402, Omaha 8, I"ebl'., U.S.A.
PI ..'_l\~O :\.CCOJIP A~ nr ENTS RE-
conDED. Send music and check for
$4.20. Music returned with UN-
BRBAKABLE RECORD. Vincent Re-
cording Service, P.O. Box .206, Union,
N. J.
DACli: POPULAR SHEET ;}(USIC.
Everything. Catalog 10¢. Classics ex-
changed for popular. FOI'e's, E3151
High, Denver 5, Colorado.
A.RR:\.]\'GING [or Band - Orchestra-
Piano Vocals. Manuscripts corrected
and prepared for publication. Vi.Tords
set to music-school songs. Send
manuscript for estimate. Prompt
service. Val's Arranging Studio, P.O.
Box 2169, Daytona Beach, Florida.
"JlIOSAICO YUCA.'I'ECO." Most com-
plete lyric folklore for piano. Send
registered airmail two dollars, and
by returning plane you get your copy.
Print name and address correctly.
Luis H. Espinosa, 58 St. 536 Merida,
Yucatan, Mexico.
GRADED PIANO I\IUS1C tor techni-
cal studies and recital playing. Con-
tinental Publishing Company. 01441
Junction Ave., Detroit 10, l\'lich.
FOR SALE: l\-Iust sell two violins,
Rogeri and Cuypers. Ted Marchetti,
1275 'Vestwood Ave., Columbus, Ohio.
I'Ll~AR.N PIAl\'O 'I'U~'ING A'I' HO~lE.Course by Dr. \Vm. BI'aid 'Vhite. Payas you leal·n. \Vri.te Karl Bartenbach,1001A 'VeIls St., Lafayette, Ind.
~:;XD EDl'rIOX. COMPLETE TREA-
TISE ON TRANSPOSTTION by
Charles Lagoul'gue. ASK YOUR
DEALER. Charles LagOllrgue, 35
,Vest 57th Street, New Yot'l< 19, N.Y.
SONG,"VRITER$l Your tunes will
have hit quality if you know how to
put in highlights and avoid weak
spots. Unique methode! Mail your
songs with return postage for free
examination to "SONGA-RT", 3031 Ed-
,vin Ave. IE, Fort Lee, N.J.
lUANUSCR.IP'I' I»APER-12 stave,
9%" x 12th", top Quality. 20 double
sheets $1.00, 4ft-$2.00, 100-$4.00, post-
paid. Remittance with order. Michael
Keane. E-113 \Vest 57th, New Yorl<
19, N. Y.
PIANO SHEE'1' ,nUSIC. Order copies
of "My Television Girl." \"'rillie Rice,
Gretna, Virginia.
FOR SALE: $'rnODOCON. New Con·
£lition. Fil'st !'eafolonable otIeI' accept-
ed. 'Vrite c/o ETUDE, Box 26, Bryn
l\fawr, Penna.
l1UPOR'l'ED iUUSIC: All kinds for all
instruments. Import.ed recorders (in-
struments). Jaecl<el's Music House,
3649 N. Southport, Chicago 13, Ill.
PIANO ACCOIUP ANIS'l' wishes to
practice with advanced violinist
cellist, voice, adult; or ensemble
playing. "'rite Miss Alice Merz, 262
E. Arndt St., Fond dll Lac, Wise.
LE'I' I\IE PRIX'I' your original com-
positions for you. Secure copyrights.
Attracti ve ti tIe pages. Ready for sale
wlu::n delivered. Edythe De\Vitt.
Paris, Texas.
,"VAN'I' \'lItGIL and all kinds Prac-
tice Piano Keyboards. Ed Clarl< 1208
Poll< Ave., "'iclli ta Falls, Texas.
PIANO TEACHEnS-Over $30 worth
of BI'and New music for only $15
POSTPAID. Make the difference
yourseH CIuicl<ly. More than 150 Cen-
tury-Schaum.McKinley graded from
1 ~o 6 piano music in two valuable
fillllg goxes. Supply limited. Send
only $1".00 ~or delivery in U.S. to the
Gerard MUSIC Company, 'Varsaw In-
diana. '
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DILLER.CjlUAILE
School of Music
Teacher Training and General
Musicianship Courses
66 East 80 St. New York 21. N. Y.
JAMES MILLIKIN UNIVERSITV
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
DECATUR, ILLINOIS
OlTon thorough [rainlrlli: in music. Courses lead-
iJlg to uenrees of: necnetor of Music. n!l~hdorot
Musle Education. Master of Music, and Master
of xtcetc Educnlion.
Member of the National Associ ntton SchoolBo! Mus Ie
Bulletin sent upon request
W. ST. CLARE MINTURN, Director
MANHATTAN SCHOOL
OF MUSIC 33,d rfAR
JANET D. SCHENCK, director
Bachelor of Music Degree
M,utar of Musir Degree in Allplied Music.
Theor)'. Composition. Musicology, and
Music Edueation
Fall ses.,o" open .• Sepl. 27
238 East 105 Street New York 29, N. Y.
SAROYA· ONOFREI STUDIOS
Voice-Repertoire
Opera Workshop
Beginners to finished artists
200 West 58th St., New York 19, N. Y.
BALDWIN·WALLACE
CDNSERVATDRY DF MUSIC
BEREA, OHIO (suburb of Cleveland)
Affillatell witll a tl.rst class Liberal Artseoneee. Four and fi<e year courses leading
to dearees. Faculty of Aeust Teachers.,Send
for catalogue or Information to:
HAROLD W. BALTZ. Dean. Berea. Ohio
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EDDIE HAS EARS
(Continued [rom Page 60)
dant results. Gradually, however, I
realized that it was going better,
that it was going very well indeed.
His eyes on the page, with that
scowling look of concentrated inter-
est that signifies nothing, he made
it plain that his ears had succeeded
in making a neat transposition from
the key in which his mother must
have played, to the one in which the
piece before him was written.
"Where are you, Eddie?" I ask.
"Here!" Eddie's gesture was suc-
cessfully vague.
"Ready for me to turn the page?"
"Yep; go ahead."
I turn two pages, to see what will
happen. Eddie goes on blithely play-
ing, scowling-probably at the top
of the metronome.
"Where are you now, Eddie?" I
ask. It was a mean trick, and I can-
not keep a chuckle out of my voice.
Eddie stopped. "Look," he ac-
cused, "You putting something over
on me?"
"Suppose I ask if you are putting
something over on me. Were you
really reading that page? That page
is part of a Sonatina. You were play-
ing one called 'Prelude in F,' re-
member?"
"Gosh!" Eddie blew out his
cheeks, amazed at his own brilliance.
"I didn't know I knew it as .good
as that! Went all the way through
without looking! I guess I'm the
'cats,' all right!"
Solemnly I made Eddie promise
that his mother, his older brother,
his affable aunt the perky little girl
next door, and "that big kid in
school" should never play his new
pieces for him. And when little
"Eddie G. Washington" promised, I
knew he would keep his word, strict-
ly and exclusively to the letter. None
of those specific people were coaxed
to plav his assigned pieces aga~n.
Oh. of course, I myself had to resist
an occasional flattering plea to "Play
this one for me j list once, Miss
Saunders! You play so nice; I like
10 hear you play things!" But it
didn"t work, and Eddie finally gave
that up too.
All went well for a while. Eddie
played so badly and read so plod-
dinulv that I knew he was doing it
b....llimself. Moreover, a slow, un-
spectacular, but steady growth was
beginning, and I felt we were on
our way to a good foundation, this
time. One day, however, he delivered
a piece with his former breath-taking
and inaccurate bravado. He gave me
a side-long look to see if I might
be suspicious. I might be!
"Eddie, you promised!" I said
sorrowfully.
Eddie was anxious not to be mis-
understood. "No'm, I didn't Jet any
of 'em show me!" he insisted. "Not
Mama or Jack or Aunt Dee or Flora.
belle. -Or Hank."
"Let's have it, Eddie. Who did
play it for you?"
Eddie discovered a button about
to part company with his shirt. "Y'd
think people would keep buttons
"He simply can't tear himself away from his mus· "lC.
•
sewed onto a guy'« clothes
"Eddie '?" I persisted.
Eddie was suddenly dissolved in
a whirl of breathlessness. "Mis~
gaunders !" he panted. "You oughtta
see rnv Uncle Harry! He's a test
pilot. and is he ever good! He-he
can play the piano too. You oughtta
hear him! 1:- he ever swell! He can
play an:ything!"
50. Uncle Harry.
"By ear. Eddie?"
Eddie reflected, startled. He nib.
bled his thumb nail and frowned.
his entire face distorted with per.
p.lexit y.
"Su.a-a y! "
He READS!
my piece! ,.
Tile idea clicked into place. I
sat nodding quietly 8S I watched the
prcgr ....of Eddie's thoughts. A cita.
del rnn y often be taken by infiltra-
lion. rather than by storming at-
lack. 1 uuld c: nse the swinging open
of gatc-. Ed lie s owled again at hl-
muaic. But now he was looking at it.
"Cosh l"
II \\'1.1,-,lime 10 speak.
"Edd!e. when is Uncle Harry com-
ing again?"
Hero wor hip gleamed in Eddie'.
countenun e. "On the-c-on the 28th
of March! He gets a leave then.
\Vow! I can hardly wait. Is he ever
-i~ he ever-!"
There seemed 10 be no words ade-
quate to describe the magnificence
of ncIe Harry. Leaving Eddie soar-
in" in the blissful wake of the test
pilot. I mused aloud: "Just think
what it would he like for you and
Uncle Harry 10 be sitting here on
the pinno bench, playing duelS to·
gether! ..
IL was the right bait; Eddie
zoom cd up to seize it. AU that ex-
a~peratillg. stubborn little self-esteem
and numbing complacence melted in
a yearning for Uncle Harry's ap·
proval. Hi.s eyes asked for help.
"You know you really do have a
wonderful ear for mus.ic. Eddie." I
was drawing the net slowly, softly.
"I am convinced tbat your eyes are
j lI::t as wondedul as your ears. if
you'U wake up and give them a real
chance. With that combination of
ears and eyes-well-(my teacherh
dignity reaJly has ,·ery shallow
roots) well Eddie, I'll bet we could
WOW Uncle Harry!"
Eddie planted both feet and sat
squarely on the bench. One hand
found the keys, the other deliberately
counted spaces on the staff before
him. "This note is A," he muttered.
"Two sharps an' six.eight time. and
it says legato an' nen a chord inna
left hand an '-Boy! Uncle Harry's
going to think I'm really the cats.
now!" THE END
he exploded. "NO'
He musta been reading
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THE GLENN GLEE CLUB BOOK
FOR GIRLS
For use in Junior and early High Schools
Edited by
Mabelle Glenn and Virginia French
.m·4DD82 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.25
One of the finest choral collections any-
where! Imaginative texts, charming melodies,
interesting harmonies without any great dif-
ficulties, wide range of dynamics, decided
rhythmic pulse! Folksongs, Art Songs and
Sacred pieces. Forty-two selections.
THE GLENN GLEE CLUB BOOK
FOR BOYS
For use in Junior High
Edited by
Mabelle Glenn and Virginia French
432-40083. . t • • 1.25
Not new, but still one of the best choral col-
lections. Parts are in an easy, safe range.
Ideal for expressive singing! All fifty selec-
tions are for Junior High boys' choruses.
Folk music, patriotic songs, Sacred selec-
tions plus many more of special interest to
boys are included.
THIRTY CHORALES
Harmonized by Johann Sebastian Bach
Arranged for Men's Voices
by Percy Goetschius, Mus. Doc.
432-40096. .75
A superlative book with selections arranged
in such a manner as to secure effective tonal
balance and to preserve scrupulously Bach's
original voice-progressions. The original cho-
ral melody has been placed throughout in
~heuppermost (Tenor) part. Among the sub-
Jects treated are Christmas, Easter, Worship
and Praise and so on.
SCHOOL TRIOS
Part Songs for Soprano,
Alto and Bass Voice
412.40210 .75
Easy numbers for earliest SAB singing. Com-
fortable ranges for maturing voices! Each
song holds to the simpler rhythmic patterns.
Such tuneful, interesting numbers as The
Vesper Bell, Over the Summer Sea, and Song
of Coasting are included.
-------------- -----
CHORAL COLLECTIONS
----------~----------
THE CHAPEl CHOIR BOOK
For Three-part Mixed Voices (SA Bar)
Organ Accompaniment
Compiled and arranged by Rob Roy Perry
412-41001 .75
Choir directors will welcome this wonderful
collection of sacred music for SAB voices.
The baritone part of each selection is so ar-
ranged as to combine in the one part both
tenors and basses. Original works and choral
transcriptions of favorite hymn tunes help to
make this collection a "must" for all schools
and churches.
THE G CLEF TWO-PART CHORUS BOOK
412-40020 . .60
Nineteen melodic, rhythmically attractive
numbers. Designed for young singers. Spe-
cial care has been taken with regard to
ranges, rhythms and texts. Excellent for ele-
mentary school use. Easy accompaniments!
STANDARD CHORUS BOOK
by T. P. Giddings
This book has been compiled to meet the
need of advanced choral numbers for high
schools and colleges. The selections are pre-
sented in their original form instead of in
the arranged version. Pieces with more than
four parts have been included as Ihe richer
harmonies resulting are very pleasing to stu-
dents. Some sel~ctions are in foreign lan-
guages such as Italian and' German.
Price 1.50
MASTER CHORUSES
Mixed VDices - Sacred
Selected by Hugh Ross, John Smallman and
H. Alexander Matthews
432-40089. . Complete, 294 poges. . 3.00
432-40088. .. Voice Parts, 128 poges. 1.25
A notable publishing achievement. Never be-
fore has so much choral music of a high type
been gathered in a single volume. The table
of contents is in itself evidence of the re·
search and discrimination of the editors-
men of rich choral experience. For the use of
conductors and accompanists, the Complete
Volume has the open score and full ac-
companiment. The last word in choral
collections!
Send for additional information on Chorus Books
Send 011orders to Dept. E-C9-51
PRESSERTHEODORE co.
Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania
rTHE TONE CHAMBER
- what it does
The tone chamber of the Lowrey ORGANO
creates and reproduces beautiful organ music
by means of electronic tubes. Harnessed after
many years of research, this tube system is as
trouble free as your radio. Tuning to any
piano is accomplished quickly and easily.
Built-in models by Janssen Piano Co.
--.._~
CONTROL PANEL
Provides many combina-
tions of tones and vibratos
in varying intensities. Note
also, to the left, the knee-
operated volume control.
Organ Music when you want it-on the piano you've always had-on a new
combination-Organ and Piano-with never-ending variations.
Here is fine organ music for you-without the mysterious hard-to-learn
keyboard-without the high cost- without the space-consuming size.
If you have a piano, you already own the console and keyboard. The
Lowrey ORGANO-the electronic piano-organ-transforms your piano to
the organ that makes you. feel at horne. It requires less than two square
feet- doesn't interfere with the
piano-the cost is extremely low.
Beyond these values you get
something more in the Lowrey
ORGANO-a new music-organ
and piano together.
Send """>"'" '0" ;O'"~';"O
..............
LO"WREY
o
LOWREY ORGAN DIVISION
Central Commercial lndustries. Inc.
332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 4, Ill.
··························CHICAGO·················
GET COMPLETE INFORMATION IN THIS NEW ORGANO BOOKLET.
Use handy coupon on page 64. This saves your Etude cover.
